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ABSTRACT
The last 26 years saw a rampant global epidemic of HIV-1. HIV-1!s
extraordinary diversity is seeded by a high mutation rate, rapid replication,
frequent recombination, and strategic placement and loss and gain of N-linked
glycosylation sites. In this thesis, the genetic variation of HIV-1 was
investigated with special focus on recombination and N-linked glycosylation
sites.

Using phylogenetic analyses, distance methods, and HIV-1 subtying tools
including

one

called

jumping

profile

hidden

Markov

model,

HIV-1

recombinants dominating HIV epidemic in three different geographical regions
were examined. We found that CRF13_cpx includes sections of the rare
subtype J, and that breakpoint inference can be greatly improved using all
available sequences within a CRF family. We confirmed that CRF02_AG, a
recombinant between subtype A and G that is prevalent in West and West
Central Africa, is an old recombinant. The main recombination events that
generated CRF02 took place before the 1970!s, before HIV-1 had started to
spread worldwide and the currently recognized subtypes had formed.
Recombinants consisting of subtypes B and C are frequently found in the HIV1 epidemic of Asia, especially in southwest China where they are associated
with different drug trafficking routes. Our study suggested that CRF07 was
derived from a recombination between CRF08 and subtype B. However, it is
possible that the currently defined CRF07 is not the direct product of this
recombination event. Lastly, we found that recent recombination between
subtypes B and F in Argentina and Brazil, two epicenters in South America,
has created many different, but related, recombinant forms. Taken together, it
appears as if the HIV-1 epidemic is becoming more complex as it moves
ahead into the future. Recombination among co-circulating forms creates new
forms of HIV-1 that are now starting to dominate the epidemic in certain parts
of the world.

We developed methods to track N-linked glycosylation sites (sequons) in HIV1 as they shift positions and vary in local densities. Comparing primate
lentiviruses, hepatitis C virus, and influenza A viruses showed that generating
and tolerating shifting sequons is a unique evolutionary avenue for HIV-1
immune evasion. In addition, we found the primate lentiviral lineages have
host species - dependent levels of sequon shifting, with HIV-1 in humans the
most extreme. Further, unlike influenza A hemagglutinin H3 HA1 that
accumulates sequons over time, HIV does not have a net increase in the
number of sites over time at the population level, indicating that variation in
number and placement, not accumulation of N-linked glycosylation sites, is
more critical for HIV-1 immune evasion.

The studies detailed in this thesis, together with our great effort in resubtyping > 150,000 sequences in the Los Alamos HIV sequence database,
enables us to draw a more comprehensive and dynamic picture of the global
HIV-1 epidemic.
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INTRODUCTION

AIDS (Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome) epidemic was discovered in
1981 (11). In the following couple of years, human immunodeficiency virus
(HIV) that belongs to the lentiviral genus of the Retroviridae family was
identified to be the etiologic agent of this deadly disease (6, 44, 60). Despite
the late discovery of HIV, both retrospective studies (33, 36, 88) and
epidemiological modeling (39) suggest that HIV has been present in humans
for a long time, at least since the 1930s.

Important events of HIV epidemic during the years 1981-2006 are shown in
Figure. 1.

Figure 1. Important events during 25 years of AIDS. From (2).
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1. Based on genetic similarities, HIV strains are classified into types,
groups, subtypes, and sub-subtypes. This classification also
reflects important zoonotic transmission events.

HIV type 1 (HIV-1) and HIV type 2 (HIV-2) are two types of HIV. HIV-2
appears to have resulted from at least seven zoonotic transmissions from
sooty mangabey monkeys. It is primarily restricted to West Africa, and less
virulent than HIV-1 (reviewed in ref (62)).
HIV-1 is classified into three groups, M (main group), O (outlier group), and
N (not-M/not-O group). Group M and N are believed to have derived from at
least two independent cross-species transmissions from chimpanzees (Pan

troglodytes troglodytes) (21, 35), and group O is thought to have originated
in a transmission from wild gorilla to humans (75). Group O and N are very
rare and essentially limited to West Central Africa (30, 71). The M group
dominates the global HIV epidemic. Currently ~ 40 million people are
infected with HIV-1 and ~ 25 million have died of AIDS (2).

HIV-1 M group is divided into nine genetically distinct subtypes, A-D, F-H, J
and K (reviewed in ref (63)). These subtypes are believed to have diverged
in humans following one single zoonotic transmission: their last common
ancestor was dated to be 1931, with 95% confidence interval 1915-1941
(39). Within subtype A and F, there are distinctive sub-lineages that are
defined as sub-subtypes. Subtype A has two well-established sub-subtypes
A1 and A2, though other A sub-subtypes have been suggested (52, 56).
Subtype F is divided into F1 and F2. For historical reasons the B and D
clades are called subtypes, but in fact the genetic distance between these
two clades corresponds to a sub-subtype distance (17, 63).

Global HIV-1 subtypes prevalence and distributions are shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Global HIV-1 prevalence and distribution. From ref (51).

!
!

The estimated numbers of HIV-infected individuals in North America, the Caribbean,
South America, Western Europe, Central Asia, East Asia, Southeast Asia, North Africa
and the Middle East, sub-Saharan Africa, and Australia are indicated.
The colors depict regional patterns of HIV variation as follows: subtype A in East Africa;
subtype B in the America, Europe, and Australia; subtype C in Southern and Eastern
Africa, and in India; subtype D in East Africa; CRF01_AE and subtype B in Southeast
Asia; CRF02_AG and other recombinants in West Africa; A, B, and AB recombinants in
Central Asia; subtype B and BF recombinants in South America; subtype B and C, and
BC recombinants in East Asia; rare subtypes, CR01_AE, and other recombinants in
Central Africa and areas where there is insufficient data. The principal concentrations of
HIV-1 groups O and N in Cameroon, and of HIV-2 in West Africa, are indicated by
arrows (51).

2. HIV-1 is one of the most variable human pathogens. Its great
variability is driven by at least three main mechanisms.
Like all RNA viruses, HIV-1 is characterized by very high mutation rates. The
poor fidelity of reverse transcriptase and lack of proof-reading lead to a high
error frequency, estimated to be 3.4x10-5 during reverse transcription (48),
thus introducing almost one substitution per genome per replication cycle
(22). The mutations are predominated by base substitutions, among those
-3-
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G-to-A mutations are most frequently observed (48).

Compared to point mutations, recombination provides a more efficient
means to explore sequence space and it is an important evolutionary
mechanism in the global epidemic (Fig. 2). As with other retroviruses, HIV-1
recombines during reverse transcription (see Fig.3 “HIV-1 life cycle”). When
a host cell is infected with two different HIV-1 strains, one RNA strand from
each virus can be co-packed into a heterozygous virion. If this virion
subsequently infects a new cell, the reverse transcriptase switches between
the two different RNAs resulting in a mosaic viral genome. It has been
estimated that HIV-1 undergoes recombination at a rate of " 2.8 crossovers
per genome per cycle (91). Inter-subtype recombinations are easier to
detect, although recombination does take place between strains of the same
subtype, and between different HIV-1 groups (57, 74).

Rapid replication (see Fig.3 “HIV-1 life cycle”) coupled with a relatively high
intrinsic error rate provides the underlying means for rapid evolution and high
levels of viral diversity. Estimates of the viral replication rate in vivo suggest
an estimated 1010 virions are generated per day within an infected individual
(31).
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(A)

(B)
Inhibitors
Fusion Inhibitors

Brand
Name
Fuzeon
Combivir
Emtriva
Epivir
Epzicom
Hivid
Retrovir

Nucleoside
Reverse
Transcriptase
Inhibitors (NRTIs)

Trizivir
Truvada
Videx EC
Videx
Viread

Nonnucleoside
Reverse
Transcriptase
Inhibitors
(NNRTIs)

Zerit
Ziagen
Rescriptor
Sustiva
Viramune

Generic Name(s)

Approval Date

enfuvirtide, T-20

13-Mar-03

lamivudine and zidovudine
emtricitabine, FTC
lamivudine, 3TC
abacavir and lamivudine
zalcitabine, dideoxycytidine, ddC
zidovudine, azidothymidine,
AZT, ZDV
abacavir, zidovudine, and
lamivudine
tenofovir disoproxil fumarate and
emtricitabine
enteric coated didanosine, ddI
EC
didanosine, dideoxyinosine, ddI
tenofovir disoproxil fumarate,
TDF
stavudine, d4T
abacavir sulfate, ABC
delavirdine, DLV
efavirenz, EFV
nevirapine, NVP

27-Sep-97
02-Jul-03
17-Nov-95
02-Aug-04
19-Jun-92
19-Mar-87
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14-Nov-00
02-Aug-04
31-Oct-00
9-Oct-91
26-Oct-01
24-Jun-94
17-Dec-98
4-Apr-97
17-Sep-98
21-Jun-96
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Protease Inhibitors
(PIs)

Multi-class
Combination
Products

Agenerase
Aptivus
Crixivan
Fortovase
Invirase
Kaletra
Lexiva
Norvir
Prezista
Reyataz
Viracept
Atripla

amprenavir, APV
tipranavir, TPV
indinavir, IDV,
saquinavir (no longer marketed)
saquinavir mesylate, SQV
lopinavir and ritonavir, LPV/RTV
Fosamprenavir Calcium, FOSAPV
ritonavir, RTV
darunavir
atazanavir sulfate, ATV
nelfinavir mesylate, NFV
efavirenz, emtricitabine and
tenofovir disoproxil fumarate

15-Apr-99
22-Jun-05
13-Mar-96
7-Nov-97
6-Dec-95
15-Sep-00
20-Oct-03
1-Mar-96
23-Jun-06
20-Jun-03
14-Mar-97
12-July-06

Figure 3. HIV-1 life cycle and the life cycle inhibitors.
(A) HIV-1 life cycle. Image from ref (79). The detailed HIV life cycle is reviewed in (29).
! Binding – HIV-1 attaches to CD4 antigen and a specific chemokine co-receptor. The
virus and cell membrane fuse, and the viral core enters the cell. In most cases, HIV-1
uses either CCR5 or CXCR4 co-receptor. CCR5 is a necessary co-receptor for
monocytotropic (M-tropic) HIV-1 isolates, and CXCR4 for T-cell-tropic (T-tropic) HIV
isolates. The virus uses CCR5 is also called R5 virus, mostly appear in early disease.
The virus uses CXCR4 is called X4 virus. It is more prevalent in late disease. X4 virus
is associated with CD4 decline, HIV RNA increase, and clinical progress.
(This binding step can be inhibited by fusion and entry inhibitors)
! Reverse transcription - HIV is uncoated inside the cell. Reverse transcriptase copies
genomic RNA into DNA.
(This step can be inhibited by transcriptase inhibitors)
! Integration - The double-stranded viral DNA is carried into the cell's nucleus by viral
integrase, and it is integrated into the cellular DNA. HIV DNA is now called a provirus.
This step makes the infection irreversible.
(Integrase inhibitors can block this step)
! Transcription - Viral RNA is synthesized by the cellular enzyme RNA polymerase II
using integrated viral DNA as a template.
! Translation - The mRNA is transported to the cytoplasm where the virus uses cellular
machinery to synthesize viral proteins and enzymes.
! Assembly - RNA and viral enzymes gather at the edge of the cell. Viral protease cuts
the polypeptides into viral proteins before viral matures.
(Protease inhibitors can block this viral maturation step)
! Budding – Mature virus buds off from the cell.
(B) Inhibitors interfere with HIV-1 life cycle, and are used in the treatment of HIV
infection. (Data source: www.fda.gov. As of May, 2007)
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Finally, parts of the HIV genome are under more or less diversifying
selection pressures. Most notably, env is under strong pressure from the
antibodies generated by human immune system, encouraging mutation as
escape from this pressure warrants survival. Other proteins evolve to escape
T-cell immunity. Similarly, antiviral drug treatment causes positive selection
on mutants that confer resistance. While positive/diversifying selection is
important to amplify the genetic variation, other sites are under
negative/purifying pressures as well as neutral evolution.

The aforementioned mechanisms are major forces in HIV-1 evolution. As a
consequence, the rate of evolution was estimated to be 0.0024 substitutions
per base pair per year for gp160 envelope and 0.0019 for gag (39), and
even higher for variable parts of these genes (42). The genetic divergence of
envelope protein (see Fig.4 “HIV-1 genome and proteins”) is as high as 35%
among inter-subtype viruses, and 20% among inter-subtype viruses (24, 38,
63). Within a HIV-1 infected individual, highly related but non-identical
viruses co-exist (“quasispecies”), and the viral diversity may reach levels of
10% or more during chronic infection (69).

(A)
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(B)

(C)
Individual proteins
Category

Function

Name

Gag
Structural
proteins

Enzymatic
Proteins

Regulatory
proteins

Accessory
proteins

Essential
components
of the
retroviral
particle

Encode viral
enzymes
Modulate
transcriptional
and
posttranscriptional steps of
virus gene
expression
and are
essential for
virus
propagation
Are not
absolutely
required for
viral
replication in
all in vitro
systems, but
represent
critical
virulence
factors in
vivo.

Env

Pol

Tat

Rev

Vif

Vpr

Vpu

Nef

Function
Encoding capsid proteins. Precursor p55 is
processed to p17 (Matrix), p24 (Capsid), p7
(NucleoCapsid), and p6 proteins, by the viral
protease.
The most variable region of the genome.
Precursor gp160 is processed to gp120 and
gp41. Both are important for viral entry. The
V3 loop of gp120 is the principal target for
neutralizing antibodies that block HIV-1
infectivity.
Encoding protease (Pro), reverse transcriptase
(RT), ribonuclease H (RNase H) and integrase
(IN). These enzymes are expressed within the
context of a Gag-Pol precursor, which is
processed by the viral protease.
Trans-activator of HIV gene expression. It
activates transcription initiation and elongation
from the LTR promoter.

Regulator of virion. Promoting the nuclear
export, stabilization and utilization of the viral
mRNAs.

Viral infectivity factor. Promoting the infectivity
but not the production of viral particles.
Viral protein R.
Its proposed functions include facilitating the
nuclear localization of the preintegration
complex, cell growth arrest, transactivation of
cellular genes, and induction of cellular
differentiation.
Viral protein U. Down-modulating CD4 and
enhancing the virion release.
The most immunogenic of the accessory
proteins. Essential for efficient viral spread and
disease progression in vivo . It increases viral
infectivity.
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Article
(26, 29)

(29, 84)

(29)

(29, 34,
73)

(29, 73)

(29, 73,
86)

(9, 29,
53)

(29)

(29, 58)
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Figure 4. HIV-1 genome and proteins.
(A) Schematic representation of an HIV-1 virion. The virus is ~120 nm in diameter (60 times
smaller than a red blood cell), and is spherical in shape. The figure is from reference
(54). Gp120 proteins bind gp41 via non-covalent interactions and are associated as a
trimer on the cell surface. Gp120, heavily glycosylated, is an active site for CD4 binding.
Reviewed in (29, 84).
(B) A schematic view of the HIV-1 genome. Here the HXB2 strain (GenBank accession
number: K03455) is shown. HXB2 strain is broadly used as the reference sequence in
HIV-1 research (37). Figure from (43), and the figure legend is adapted from (43).
! Rectangles – open reading frames.
! Shaded rectangles - the tat and rev spliced exons.
! Small number in the upper left corner of each rectangle – the position of the a in the
atg start codon. For pol, the start is taken to be the first t in the sequence ttttttag
which forms part of the stem loop that potentiates ribosomal slippage on the RNA
and a resulting -1 frameshift and the translation of the gag-pol polyprotein.
! Number in the lower right corner of each rectangle - the last position of the stop
codon.
! Others: In HXB2, *5772 marks position of frameshift in the vpr gene caused by an
"extra" t relative to most other subtype B viruses; !6062 indicates a defective acg
start codon in vpu; †8424, and †9168 mark premature stop codons in tat and nef.
! LTR - Long terminal repeat. It contains important regulatory regions, especially
those for transcription initiation and polyadenylation (40).
(C) Summary of HIV-1 proteins depicted in (A) and (B).
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3. Viral evolution during HIV-1 disease progression is a complex
process.

Three main transmission routes contribute to HIV-1 epidemic: sexual
contact, blood-to-blood contact (mostly intravenous drug use), and motherto-child transmission. The transmission efficiency is correlated to the virus
inoculum and access to target cells, among many other reported factors, and
possibly there is a selection of viruses at transmission. During the first few
months of infection, HIV-1 increases in copy number but the viral population
is homogenous (82, 87). Studies of mother-to-child transmission and sexual
transmission have demonstrated that a restricted subset of viruses exists in
receipts soon after infection (76, 81, 83, 89, 90). Following this acute
infection period, strong HIV-specific cell-mediated immunity acts as the most
dominant factor in specifically reducing viral load and, as a consequence,
fitness and diversity (7, 27, 28, 64). It is reported that greater HIV-1 genetic
diversity during the acute and early infection has been associated with faster
disease progression (65). During chronic infection, viruses that have mutated
to alter more than 10% of their DNA bases in the env arise (46, 69, 82). The
overall viral diversity, as well as the divergence from the founder
(transmitted) strain, is significantly increased (Fig.5).
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Figure 5. Genetic evolution during HIV-1 disease progression.
Figure on left: Time course of HIV-1 infection and disease. Figure From (1).
A small proportion of HIV-1 patients are rapid progressors, while approximately 5% of HIVinfected individuals exhibit no signs of disease progression even after 12 or more years (10,
55).
Figure on right: Schematic illustration of proposed patterns during HIV-1 disease
progression in intermediate progressors. From (69). (a) Clinical phases of HIV infection as
well as typical patterns of CD4+ and CD3+ T cells and plasma viral RNA loads. (b) Viral
sequence evolution within the asymptomatic period of infection. Circle diameters represent
the mean viral population diversities. Vertical displacement of the circles represents the
extent of viral population divergence from the founder strain. Shading represents the
proportion of the viral population comprised of viruses with an X4 genotype. (c)
Characteristic changes in viral evolution in three proposed periods of the asymptomatic
phase (! increasing; " decreasing; # stable). From (69).
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The rate of viral evolution and the extent of genetic variation may vary from
patient to patient over the disease course (Fig.6). Immune pressure (3, 59,
61), selective forces elicited by antiretroviral drugs (16, 66, 85), the random
genetic drift of the viral population (neutral evolution) (16, 66, 85) and effect
of compartmentalization (12, 13, 49, 67, 70) greatly contribute to the overall
HIV-1 diversity for the duration of an infection. Neutral evolution and the
extent of selective pressure is usually measured and compared by
calculating the ratio of synonymous to non-synonymous substitutions. The
continual generation of diversity may be important for viral persistence within
the patient, as new immune responses are developed and the virus is under
continuously changing immune responses (78). Thus at any given time, viral
population is dominated by strains that are most fit at that time (47).

Figure 6. Amsterdam cohort: within-person evolution of HIV after five years. From
(41).
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4. The variability of HIV-1 is one of the major concerns in vaccine
development.

Influenza vaccine has been proposed to be a model system for HIV vaccine
design. Influenza A is also a highly variable virus. It diverges by 1–2%/year,
making frequent vaccine updates necessary in order to elicit protection from
one year to the next (38). However, this influenza vaccinology doesn!t apply
on HIV-1 due to the extraordinary contemporaneous variability of HIV-1 (Fig.
7). An Immune response against a HIV vaccine variant might not be active
against the infecting variant. Furthermore, the latent reservoirs of HIV-1
make it impossible to completely eradicate the virus (8, 15). Recent HIV-1
vaccine designs, using either consensus sequences or ancestral sequences
(18, 23, 24, 77) as vaccine antigen sets, can be expected to be more widely
recognized than natural strains. This strategy, nevertheless, needs to be
improved in order to provide broader coverage of HIV-1 variants and to
enhance detection of HIV-1 specific T-cell responses (4, 20). A more recent
HIV-1 vaccine study proposed a polyvalent vaccine comprising a small
number of mosaic proteins, or genes encoding these proteins, that have
been optimized to include common and exclude the most rare potential
epitopes. The mosaics resemble natural proteins (or genes) as they were
generated from in silico recombined natural sequences, thus in vivo
processing of this kind of vaccine antigens will more closely resemble
processing in natural infections (20).
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Figure 7. Sequence variation of HIV-1 (gp120, V2-C5) vs. influenza A H3N2 (HA,
hemaglutinnin). Figure was originally from (38), and was adapted by (80).
HIV variation within a host 6 years after infection is similar to that of the global influenza A in
a single year. A remarkable diverse set was observed in HIV sequences from Democratic
Republic of Congo (DRC), where almost all HIV-1 subtypes were found.
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AIMS OF THIS THESIS

HIV-1 recombination study

- To characterize a complex circulating recombinant form, CRF13_cpx.
- To track the dynamics of recombination in HIV-1 epidemic in different
epidemiological settings.

HIV-1 gp120 study

- To track global patterns of N-linked glycosylation site variation in
highly variable viral glycoproteins in different HIV lineages.

HIV-1 sequence variability study

- To develope appropriate HIV-1 analysis methods and tools for the
purpose of

- Subtyping;
- Evaluating sequence variation.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1. Characterization of CRF13_cpx (paper I)

The molecular epidemiology and evolutionary history of the HIV-1 epidemic
is

muddled

and

complicated

by HIV-1 recombination.

The

HIV-1

recombinants, mostly found in regions where multiple subtypes co-circulate
(45, 51), are classified into circulating recombinant forms (CRF, the
recombinants found in $ 3 unrelated patients) or unique recombinant forms
(URF, the recombinants usually only found in a single patient) (63). HIV-1
CRFs are numbered sequentially in the order they were first adequately
described in peer-reviewed publications.

Here

we

characterized

a

complex

HIV-1

recombinant

sequence

(02CM.3226MN) sampled from Cameroon. It was found to cluster together
with two previously reported CRF13 sequences, 96CM-4164 and 96CM1849 (Fig. 8). Similarity plotting, bootscanning, breakpoint analysis, and
phylogenetic trees (neighbor-joining and maximum likelihood analyses) also
confirmed similar genomic structures with almost identical breakpoint
positions among these three isolates. Thus, CRF13 now fulfills the HIV-1
nomenclature requirements; as three isolates have been obtained that share
the same recombinant lineage.
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Figure 8. Phylogenetic tree showing the CRF13 cluser, as well as the known HIV-1
subtypes, sub-subtypes, CRF01-14, and SIVcpz.
The tree was made from full-length sequences (neighbor-joining tree with F84 model). The
subtype sequences are the reference sequences retrieved from the Los Alamos HIV
sequence database web site (http://www.hiv.lanl.gov).

The CRF13 genome consists of fragments of subtypes A1, G, J, CRF01 and
one unclassified region. The J segment was found to be closer to J
fragments of CRF11 similar to the way that A1/A2 and F1/F2 sub-subtypes
associate. This suggests that further sampling may eventually result into reclassification of subtype J into sub-subtypes J1 and J2, as two rather
divergent forms of J may be circulating. Such a re-classification, however,
would depend on identification of three complete genomes of J1 and J2,
under the current nomenclature requirements, and here we have simply
identified divergent forms in a recombinant fragment. The unclassified region
in CRF13 is an example of a situation where the current subtyping methods,
based contemporary sequences, sometimes fail to detect sequences that
either are of old origin, or their contemporary sequences haven!t been
identified.
- 18 -
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We also developed a %2-based method that optimizes the breakpoints for all
three CRF13 sequences simultaneously. Applying this method makes it
feasible to locate the breakpoint uncertainty regions in all CRFs. Thus the
breakpoint uncertainty regions defined by our method can provide a good
reference for the uncertainty regions predicted by other subtyping tools.

2. Old and contemporary HIV-1 recombinants co-exist in the current
HIV-1 epidemic (paper II)

Accurate HIV-1 subtyping information is vital for all kinds of HIV research. It
gives insights into molecular epidemiology, viral evolution, and facilitates
subtype-specific vaccine antigens and testing reagents. For varied reasons
(different subtying methods, historical reasons, limited sequencing, etc.),
some HIV sequences were misclassified or not classified at all (short
sequences, etc.). Also, some sequences! subtyping information hasn!t been
updated after new subtypes, sub-subtypes, and recombinants were
identified. Thus we developed several subtyping tools that can handle high
throughput and still are capable of detection of recombinant forms
accurately. These subtyping tools have been applied in an automated resubtyping > 150,000 sequences of the Los Alamos HIV sequence database
(www.hiv.lanl.gov) as an effort to enhance the HIV sequence quality control
in the rapidly expanding HIV database and to better vaccine design. Two
finished subtyping tools, are listed in Table I.
Tools

Algorithms

WBLAST
(WindowBLAST based
subtyping
tool)

Sliding a window along
the query sequences
and comparing them
with a well-defined HIV
DB reference set in each
window

Features

-

Fast subtyping against the
HIV DB or a set of userdefined sequences
Sequence submission in a
batch mode
Vector or HIV lab-strain strain
contamination detection
Preliminary detection of the
breakpoints for recombinants.
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Note
Unpublished
(Zhang, M.,
Leitner, T., and
Korber, B)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

jpHMM
(jumping
profile hidden
Markov
model)

-

Profile HMM (19)+
jumping alignments (72)
Profile HMMs were built
for each HIV subtype
and are connected by
subtype transitions
(jumps) between them

-

Accuracy improved by adding
trained sequence sets
Accurate in determining the
involved subtypes and
breakpoints for recombinants

Paper IV and V
in APPENDIX

Table I. Two HIV-1 subtyping tools, among others, were used in re-subtyping the Los
Alamos HIV sequence database.
Both tools were extensively tested on artificial recombinant and real recombinant
sequences. jpHMM test result is detailed in paper V. The web-interfaced jpHMM is available
at http://jphmm.gobics.de, and is described in paper IV.

Phylogenetic analyses, distance methods, and jpHMM were applied in all
recombinants (CRFs and URFs) involving subtypes A/G, or B/C, or B/F. The
CRFs included in this study are CRF02_AG, CRF07_BC, CRF08_BC,
CRF12_BF, CRF17_BF, CRF28_BF, and CRF29_BF. AG CRFs (CRF02)
cluster together, with long branches to their most recent common ancestor,
in every phylogenetic trees we examined. This tree result, together with the
comparison with a sequence (Z321. Accession number U76035) sampled in
1976 (14, 25), suggests that AG CRFs (CRF02) are from an old recombinant
lineage, with the latest recombination events and founder virus occurring
possibly before mid-1970s. In BC CRFs, the phylogenetic trees indicate that
CRF07 was derived from a recombination event between CRF08 and
subtype B. However, the immediate CRF07 descendent of CRF08 and B is
unlikely to have been found, and the currently defined CRF07 set is a
variation. The BF epidemic in South America is very unique, as CRFs are
easily outnumbered by URFs. In this study, we proposed that BF epidemics
in two HIV-1 epicenters in South America, Argentina and Brazil, are not
independent/separate as it was thought before. Shared breakpoints among
Argentinean and Brazilian BF sequences may fuel the rampant spread of
HIV-1 in South America. Regarding the BF origin in Argentina, we suggest
that BF in Argentina did not necessarily originated in Brazil, as a composite
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of all Argentinean B and F fragments can cover a full “Argentinean” HIV-1
genome of each subtype.

The AG, BC, BF recombinants analyses also indicate that all HIV-1
sequences known today are just some samples from a big complex and
dynamic pool of HIV-1 sequences, in which old and new recombinants coexist and still has some traces left by the extinct sequences (Fig. 9). In this
regard, it may be more appropriate to define recombinants using
recombinant families rather than CRFs. The biggest difference between
these two is that, the CRF definition is more focused on having the exact or
very similar breakpoints among all members within a CRF, and thus be the
consequence of a single lineage from an initial recombinant form. Exact or
very similar breakpoints may be easily blurred by rapid evolution of HIV-1, or
by being embedded in a conserved region where precise breakpoints are
difficult to resolve. Therefore the sequences defined in a CRF are possibly
snapshots during a given time period of a dynamic HIV-1 picture. We
suggest to use a “recombinant family” definition to define recombinants
consisting of the same subtypes to reflect the dynamic feature of the HIV-1
epidemic.
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Figure 9. Contemporary sequences co-exist with some old sequences in the current
HIV-1 epidemic.
The dashed circle differentiates the old and contemporary sequences. Inside the circle, the
old sequences, like subtype E strains, may be no longer exist in the epidemic. We can only
deduce its old presence based on CRF01_AE, a recombinant between subtype A and E. “X”
represents an extinct strain, “Y” represents an old strain still circulating in the current
epidemic, but it hasn!t been identified. CRF02 is an old recombinant derived from old A and
old G. BF and BC recombinants are rather new. Their parental sequences are contemporary
sequences.

3. N-linked glycosylation site (sequon) variation in HIV, HCV, and
influenza glycoproteins (paper III).

N-linked glycosylation sites ( or sequons, enabled by the amino acid patten
NXS or NXT, N: asparagines, X: any amino acid, S: serine, T: threonine)
(50) are a critical component of the external proteins of primate lentiviruses,
influenza, and hepatitis C viruses, and their modification can be important for
evolution of escape from the immune response. The gain or loss of such
sites can play a key role in viral infectivity, antigen conformation, and
immune escape.

We explored N-linked glycosylation site (sequon) variation at the population
level in aforementioned viruses using a web-based glycosite tool
(http://www.hiv.lanl.gov/content/hiv-db/GLYCOSITE/glycosite.html)
developed to facilitate the sequon tracking and to define patterns in
evolution. Two distinctive patterns of sequon variation were identified in HIV1, HIV-2, and SIV CPZ. The first pattern (fixed) describes readily aligned
sites that are either simply present or absent. These sites tend to be
occupied by high mannose glycans, and are involved with binding to DCSIGN, a lectin that facilitates HIV-1 infections of cells (32). The second
pattern (shifting) refers to sites embedded in regions of extreme local length
variation and is characterized by shifts in terms of the relative position and
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local density of sequons; these sites tend to be populated by complex
carbohydrates. HIV, with its extreme variation in number and precise
location of sequons, does not have a net increase in the number of sites
over time at the population level. Primate lentiviral lineages have host
species - dependent levels of sequon shifting, with HIV-1 in humans the
most extreme (Fig. 10). HCV envelope proteins, despite evolving extremely
rapidly through point mutation, show limited sequon variation, although two
shifting sites were identified. Human influenza A hemagglutinin H3 HA1 is
accumulating sequons over time, but this trend is not evident in any other
avian or human influenza A serotypes. Among these studied viruses, HIV-1
seems to have a unique evolutionary avenue for immune evasion partially
due to its ability of generating and tolerating shifting sequons in viral proteins
(78).

Figure 10. N-linked glycosylation patterns in primate lentiviruses.
V1 loop in gp120 is shown as an example. Only N-linked glycosylation sites (N, in red) and
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Cys (C, in green), which close the base of the V1 loop, are marked, all other amino acids
are indicated by a period (.), to highlight the relative change of position of the N-linked sites
and the length variation of the V1 loop. Part A includes one randomly selected sequence
from each clade to represent HIV-1 M group diversity. Part B includes available viral
sequences isolated from chimpanzees, thought to be the source of the human HIV-1
epidemic. Part C lists viruses from HIV-2 clades A and B, and part D from sooty mangabey,
which are thought to be the source of the HIV-1 epidemic. Arrows, possible zoonotic
transmissions.

We also applied the analyses of N-linked glycosylation site, together with
sequence length, in a study aimed at creating a well-characterized panel of
subtype C gp160 reference clones to facilitate standardized assessments of
vaccine-elicited neutralizing antibody responses (paper VI in Appendix).
Eighteen subtype C sequences from acute/early heterosexually infections
(C-ref) were compared with newly transmitted subtype B viruses (B-ref) and
the subtype B (B-db) and C sequences (C-db) from the Los Alamos HIV
sequence database which sequences are mostly from chronic viruses. The
gp120 sequence lengths in C-ref are shorter (most obvious in V1 and V4)
and less glycosylated than B-ref (Table II, and Fig.11). C-ref is
underglycosylated but no different in length compared to C-db of which most
are chronic subtype C viruses. All C-ref retain sequon at HXB2 position 301,
an important position known to mask V3 epitopes on subtype B viruses (5,
68), and possess a V2 loop that on average was the same size as B-ref.
These structural features may confer an effective masking of V3 epitopes on
C-ref viruses. It was also found that there is a significant trend toward a
greater number of sequons on the gp120 of B-ref compared with B-db (most
are chronic B). These observations, however, need further support from a
larger number of gp120 sequences from acutely and chronically infected
individuals in order to confirm if newly transmitted viruses have unique
genetic features.
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Table II. Comparison of sequence lengths and N-linked glycosylation sites (sequons)
between HIV-1 subtype B and C gp120.
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Figure 11. Comparison of N-linked glycosylation sites (sequons) by sequence
positions.
Some loss/gain of sequons (highlighted in part A) were statistically significant (part B).
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CONCLUSIONS
HIV-1 recombination study

- Subtype J may actually reflect more divergent sub-subtypes J1 and
J2, where J2 is represented by fragments in CRF11 and CRF13. But
full length genomes of the ancestral subtype would need to be
identified to validate the diversity that is suggested by the fragments.

- Recombinants blur subtype phylogeny.
- Recombinant families may be a useful epidemiological concept.
- Old and new recombinants co-exist in the current HIV-1 epidemic.
HIV-1 gp120 study

- The extent of N-linked glycosylations site variation is host and lineage
dependent.

- The mechanism that generate shifting sites and tolerance of the
shifting N-linked glycosylation sites in viral proteins provides a unique
evolutionary avenue for immune evasion in HIV-1. It needs to be
considered in vaccine design, and may have subtype-specific
constrains.

- N-linked glycosylation sites do not accumulate over time in HIV,
indicating the evolutionary importance and selective balance of both
the loss, gain, and relative position of N-linked glycosylation sites in
HIV.

Developed web-based tools in the study

- Subtyping
- Window-BLAST: fast strategy for detecting HIV contaminations
and recombinants. (Internally used in HIV sequence database
group. Will be released to the public soon.)
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- Web-interfaced jpHMM: good graphic representation of predicted
recombinants. http://jphmm.gobics.de.

- Nglyco: tracking N-linked glycosylation sites.
http://www.hiv.lanl.gov/content/hiv-db/GLYCOSITE/glycosite.html

- Shannon Entropy: statistically evaluate sequence variation at each
sequence position within or between sequence alignments.
http://www.hiv.lanl.gov/content/hiv-db/ENTROPY/entropy.html

- Tree-based entropy: implementing phylogenetic relationships in
Shannon Entropy (Internally used in HIV sequence database
group. Will be released to the public soon).
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GLOSSARY
antigen - the protein or part of a protein that is used to stimulate an immune
response.
B cells - white blood cells of the immune system that produce infectionfighting proteins called antibodies.
CD4+ T cells - white blood cells that orchestrate the immune response,
signaling other cells in the immune system to perform their special functions.
Also known as T helper cells, these cells are killed or disabled during HIV
infection.
CD8+ T cells - white blood cells that kill cells infected with HIV or other
viruses, or transformed by cancer. These cells also secrete soluble
molecules that may suppress HIV without killing infected cells directly. Also
known as cytotoxic T cells.
cytokines - proteins used for communication by cells of the immune system.
Central to the normal regulation of the immune response.
DC-SIGN - a C-type lectin receptor present on both macrophages and
dendritic cells. Also known as CD209.
dendritic cells - immune system cells with long, tentacle-like branches.
Some of these are specialized cells at the mucosa that may bind to HIV
following sexual exposure and carry the virus from the site of infection to the
lymph nodes. See also follicular dendritic cells.
epitope - the small part of a protein that an antibody or T cell recognizes
gp41 - glycoprotein 41, a protein embedded in the outer envelope of HIV.
Plays a key role in HIV's infection of CD4+ T cells by facilitating the fusion of
the viral and cell membranes.
gp120 - glycoprotein 120, a protein that protrudes from the surface of HIV
and binds to CD4+ T cells.
gp160 - glycoprotein 160, an HIV precursor protein that is cleaved by the
HIV protease enzyme into gp41 and gp120.
immune deficiency - the inability of the immune system to work properly,
resulting in susceptibility to disease.
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GLOSSARY
integrase - an HIV enzyme used by the virus to integrate its genetic material
into the host cell's DNA.
lectin - carbohydrate-binding proteins or glycosprotein which are highly
specific for their sugar moieties.
lentivirus - "slow" virus characterized by a long interval between infection
and the onset of symptoms. HIV is a lentivirus as is the simian
immunodeficiency virus (SIV), which infects nonhuman primates.
LTR - long terminal repeat, the RNA sequences repeated at both ends of
HIV's genetic material. These regulatory switches may help control viral
transcription.
macrophage - a large immune system cell that devours invading pathogens
and other intruders. Stimulates other immune system cells by presenting
them with small pieces of the invaders.
opportunistic infection - an illness caused by an organism that usually
does not cause disease in a person with a normal immune system. People
with advanced HIV infection suffer opportunistic infections of the lungs,
brain, eyes, and other organs.
pathogenesis - the production or development of a disease. May be
influenced by many factors, including the infecting microbe and the host's
immune response.
pathogens - disease-causing organisms.
protease - an HIV enzyme used to cut large HIV proteins into smaller ones
needed for the assembly of an infectious virus particle.
provirus - DNA of a virus, such as HIV, that has been integrated into the
genes of a host cell.
rational vaccine design - make modified proteins designed to improve their
ability to stimulate useful immune responses. These proteins are not found in
nature.
retrovirus - HIV and other viruses that carry their genetic material in the
form of RNA and that have the enzyme reverse transcriptase.
reverse transcriptase - the enzyme produced by HIV and other retroviruses
that allows them to synthesize DNA from their RNA.
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(Source: Most are from U.S. National Institute of Allergy and Infectious
Diseases web. URL: http://www.niaid.nih.gov/)
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Sequence Note
HIV Type 1 CRF13_cpx Revisited: Identification of a New
Sequence from Cameroon and Signal for Subsubtype J2
MING ZHANG,1,2 KARIN WILBE,3 NATHAN D. WOLFE,4 BRIAN GASCHEN,1 JEAN K. CARR,5
and THOMAS LEITNER1

ABSTRACT
A nearly full-length genome sequence of an HIV-1 isolate originating from Cameroon, 02CM.3226MN, was
found to cluster together with previously reported CRF13 sequences 96CM-4164 and 96CM-1849. Similarity
plotting, bootscanning, breakpoint analysis, and phylogenetic trees confirmed similar genomic structures with
almost identical breakpoint positions among these three isolates. Thus, CRF13 now fulfills the HIV-1 nomenclature requirements. A !2 analysis across all three genomes simultaneously was applied to more accurately
determine breakpoints and address the uncertainty in such estimates. Some fragments were found to be difficult to classify, as indicated by a low branching index (BI), due to limited knowledge about parental and
reference subtype sequences. One fragment with low BI association to reference subtype J sequences (BI !
0.27, cut-off for subtype classification !0.55) was found to be closer to J fragments of CRF11 similar to the
way that A1–A2 and F1–F2 subsubtypes associate. This suggests that subtype J may need to be reclassified
into subsubtypes J1 and J2. The CRF13 genome consists of fragments from subtypes A1, G, and both J1 and
J2 as well as CRF01 and one region that was left unclassified.

I

NTERSUBTYPE RECOMBINATION IS AN IMPORTANT MECHANISM

driving the rapid evolution of HIV-1 and it plays a major role
in global and regional HIV epidemics. According to the Los
Alamos HIV database, more than 20 circulating recombinant
forms (CRFs) are currently recognized or have been proposed
(http://hiv-web.lanl.gov/CRFs/CRFs.html), although not all sequence data are presently published and available.1,2 The majority of the CRFs have been identified in geographic regions
where multiple HIV-1 subtypes cocirculate. In Cameroon,
where various HIV-1 subtypes of group M, O, and N coexist,
CRF01_AE, CRF02_AG, CRF11_cpx, and CRF13_cpx have
been found.1,3–5 We have identified a third CRF13_cpx isolate
(02CM.3226MN), and thus the general nomenclature requirements for defining CRFs have been met.
02CM.3226MN was sampled from a healthy, married female
in Manyamen, Cameroon, who, in terms of transmission, had

no high-risk behaviors. 02CM.3226MN displayed the same genetic organization as two previously reported CRF13 isolates
(96CM-4164, GenBank accession number AF460974, and
96CM-1849, GenBank accession number AF460972).6 The two
previous CRF13_cpx sequences were reanalyzed together with
02CM.3226MN in all analyses described. The GenBank
accession number for 02CM.3226MN is AY371154.
A neighbor-joining tree using F84 model distances was
used to investigate overall sequence similarities between
02CM.3226MN and previously reported full-length nonrecombinant and recombinant genomes in the year 2001 HIV-1
full-length reference strains of M-group subtypes and CRFs
(http://www.hiv.lanl.gov/content/hiv-db/SUBTYPE_REF/
align.html). PHYLIP programs DNADIST and NEIGHBOR
were used for tree reconstruction and the reliability of the
constructed phylogenetic trees was assessed by nonparametric

1Theoretical

Biology and Biophysics Group, Theoretical Division, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM, 87545.
of Bioinformatics, Institute of Microbiology and Genetics, University of Göttingen, 37077 Göttingen, Germany.
3Department of Virology, Swedish Institute for Infectious Disease Control, SE-171 82 Solna, Sweden.
4Department of Epidemiology, Bloomberg School of Public Health, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD 21218.
5U.S. Military HIV Research Program, Rockville, MD 20850.
2Department
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bootstrap from 500 alignment replicates with the PHYLIP programs SEQBOOT, DNADIST, NEIGHBOR, and CONSENSE.7 The obtained trees were visualized using TREEVIEW.8 The previously described CRF13 sequences 96CM1849, 96CM-4164, together with 02CM.3226MN formed a separate cluster with a 99.8% bootstrap value and did not associate with any specific subtype or other recombinant virus. This
suggested that this new sequence, 02CM.3226MN, had unique
sequence similarities shared with CRF13_cpx.

ZHANG ET AL.
Tree analysis including recombinant sequences is, however, problematic. While it may display overall similarities,
it does not reveal any details about the recombinatory nature
of the sequences and it may also confuse the tree-building
method. To overcome these problems, we reanalyzed all
three sequences in the new CRF13 cluster using methods that
specifically investigate HIV recombination, including similarity plotting and bootscanning, an expanded version of the
breakpoint analysis by a !2 test of informative sites, the

FIG. 1. Bootscanning results of 96CM-1849MN, 96CM-4164MN, and 02CM.3226MN genomes. Nucleotide positions of the
alignment are shown on the x-axis and bootstrap values ( y-axis) are plotted in the midpoint of each sliding window. The bootstrap values of 96CM-1849MN, 96CM-4164MN, and 02CM.3226MN clustering to subtype G (black), subtype J (blue), subtype
A (red), and CRF01-AE (gray) are shown. The vertical lines indicate the breakpoints that divide the genome into the seven fragments (shown in numbers).
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database consensus archive year 2002 (http://www.hiv.lanl.gov/
content/hiv-db/CONSENSUS/M_GROUP/Consensus.html).
The similarity plotting and bootscanning analyses revealed
that 02CM.3226MN had a mosaic sequence pattern nearly identical to 96CM-1849 and 96CM-4164. On the basis of these preliminary analyses, subtypes A, G, J, and CRF01-AE were included in the subsequent bootscanning analyses in order to
more precisely identify the recombination breakpoints of
02CM.3226MN. Figure 1 shows the resulting mosaic structure
for all three CRF13 sequences from bootscanning using the consensus sequence as the reference set. Bootscanning analysis results from the two other reference sequence sets corroborated
these results (results not shown).
Recombination breakpoints were determined based the
bootscanning plots by identification of informative sites and
maximization of the !2. As can be seen in Table 1, the breakpoints estimated from each of the three CRF13 sequences individually11 showed some variation. This is not surprising as
we would expect the evolution to continue along the CRF13
lineage since its formation, leading to divergence between sequences over time. Thus, a random error will be added and affect our ability to accurately reconstruct the original recombination breakpoints. To address this problem and to better
estimate the true breakpoints, we applied a modified version of

branching index, and separate bootstrapped trees for each
subtype fragment.
Recombination was first investigated using SimPlot v3.59
(window-size: 400 bp, step-size: 20 bp, 500 replicates) with
three different subtype reference sequence sets to avoid effects
of bias due to the selection of reference sequences. The first
two sets, with one sequence representing each subtype, were
selected from the full-length alignment of the HIV sequence
database10 and analyzed independently. The first reference set
included (GenBank accession numbers in parenthesis)
A1.UG.92.92UG037 (ACC #: U51190), B-US.WR27
(U26546), C.ET.86.ETH2220 (U46016), D.CD.84.84ZR085
(U88822), F1.FR.96.MP411 (AJ249238), F2.CM.95.MP257
(AJ249237), G.FI.93.HH8793_12_1 (AF061641), H.BE.93.
VI991 (AF190127), J.SE.94.SE7022 (AF082395), K.CD.97.
EQTB11C (AJ249235), and CRF01_H93TH253 (U51189). The
second set included AUGSE6594 (AF069672), B-FR.HXB2R
(K03455), C.BW.96.96BW0502 (AF110967), D.CD.83.ELI
(K03454), F1.BR.93.93BR020_1 (AF005494), F2.CM.95.
MP255 (AJ249236), G.SE.93.SE6165 (AF061642), H.BE.93.
VI997 (AF190128), J.SE.93.SE7887 (AF082394), K.CM.96.
MP535 (AJ249239), and 01_AE.TH.90.CM240 (U54771). The
third set included consensus sequences of subtype A–D, F1, F2,
G, H, J, K, and CRF01_AE obtained from the HIV sequence

TABLE 1.

HIV-1 genome
96CM-1849MN

96CM-4164MN

02CM.3226MN

aThe

INDIVIDUAL RESULTS FROM SEQUENCE FRAGMENTS OF CRF13 ISOLATES
(96CM-1849MN, 96CM-4164MN, AND 02CM.3226MN)

Genome
fragment

Fragment
(HXB2
position)a

Potential
subtypeb

p value for 3!
breakpointc

Bootstrap
valued

Branching
index

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

623-2312
2313-3282
3283-4870
4871-6258
6259-6491
6492-8278
8279-9501
623-2247
2248-3282
3283-4870
4871-6183
6184-6833
6834-8278
8279-9430
796-2303
2304-3282
3283-4870
4871-6258
6259-6483
6484-8278
8279-9190

G
J
G
J
?e
A
?e
G
J
G
J
?e
A
?e
G
J
G
J
?e
A
?e

0.0018
0.0359
0.0096
0.0002
0.0359
0.0032

100
97
100
92
N/Af
100
N/A
100
97
100
92
N/A
100
N/A
100
97
100
86
N/A
100
N/A

1.00
0.27
0.86
0.12
N/A
1.00
N/A
1.00
0.27
0.86
0.12
N/A
1.00
N/A
1.00
0.27
0.86
0.12
N/A
1.00
N/A

0.0339
0.0544
0.0190
0.0007
0.0226
0.0013
0.0339
0.1294
0.0213
0.0013
0.0652
0.0006

breakpoints estimated from bootscanning analysis and maximization of chi-square values are shown as corresponding
HXB2 positions.
bThe closest subtype cluster to the analyzed fragment as suggested by maximum likelihood tree analysis.
cThe probability of the 3! breakpoint of the fragment determined by a chi-square test for heterogeneity of informative sites
between adjacent fragments.
dShown as percentages of 500 neighbor joining trees. For unclassified regions, the bootstrap values are not given.
eIn these regions the investigated sequences are unclassified, clustering with multiple subtypes. Therefore, BIs are not given.
fN/A, not applicable.
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the standard test that optimizes the breakpoints for all three sequences simultaneously (Fig. 2). Briefly, each phylogenetically
informative site supports one of three possible phylogenetic associations among four taxa (the query sequence, two candidate
subtypes, and one outgroup) and the !2 test is used to locate
the maximal difference in the number of informative sites on
either side of a putative breakpoint across all sequences simultaneously. Because most sites are uninformative and the informative sites are not evenly distributed, a step-like curve will
describe the !2 function across sites (Fig. 2). The breakpoint
point estimate was chosen as the midpoint of the region with
the highest !2 value. A region of uncertainty was defined with
boundaries given by the location of an informative site that lowered the !2 value from the maximum by at least 11 !2 units
(which in standard statistics correspond to p " 0.001).
Each fragment, as suggested by the above breakpoint analysis, was further analyzed individually by maximum likelihood
tree analysis for subtype classification (using DNAML in
PHYLIP7) and by neighbor joining (using PHYLIP as above)
for calculating bootstrap values and the branching index as described previously.12 Year 2001 subtype reference sequences
obtained from the HIV sequence database (http://www.
hiv.lanl.gov/content/hiv-db/SUBTYPE_REF/align.html) were
used in these analyses. A previously defined cutoff value of
0.55, above which subtype designation is supported, was used
in this study.12

FIG. 2. !2 optimization curve and definitions of our breakpoint analysis. Dots on the line mark the positions of informative sites. When a putative breakpoint crosses one such site then
the !2 value changes, resulting in a discrete step. The breakpoint point estimate is defined as the midpoint of the maximum
region in which the !2 value does not change (Max !2). The
region of uncertainty is defined as the range between the two
informative sites that lower the Max !2 value by at least 11
units. The figure shows the 3!-breakpoint analysis of fragments
2 as an example. Note that the alignment positions are not in
HXB2 coordinates at this stage, they are according to our specific alignment.

ZHANG ET AL.

FIG. 3. Maximum likelihood tree of CRF13_cpx (JCRF13),
CRF11-cpx (JCRF11), and subtype J reference (JREF) sequences
in fragment 2 of CRF13_cpx. The subtype reference sequences10 and all available sequences from CRF11 and CRF13
were included in the analysis. For simplicity, the individual sequence names were removed and only subtype designations are
shown. Bootstrap values are shown for relevant subtype J
clades. Based on a BI analysis of subsubtypes A1/A2 and F1/F2
in this genomic region, we hypothesize that subtype J may also
be subdivided into J1 (# JREF) and J2 (# JCRF11$CRF13). The
scale bar indicates 0.01 substitutions/site according to an F84
substitution model.

The genomes of the three CRF13 sequences were divided
into seven fragments according to the bootscanning and breakpoint analyses (Fig. 1 and Table 1). Fragment 1 covered most
of gag and the beginning of pol and was classified as subtype
G; fragment 2, which included most of pol protease, and about
half of RT, was classified as subtype J; the other half of RT
and most of pol integrase (p31) constituted fragment 3 and was
identified as subtype G; fragment 4, comprising the last part of
pol p31 and vif, vpr, tat, rev, and most of vpu, was classified
as subtype J; fragment 5, which included the end of vpu and
the beginning of env gp120, was not clearly associated with any
defined subtype, but the majority of env that was included in
fragment 6 consisted of subtype A1; and finally, fragment 7,
which covered the last part of env, the second exons of tat and
rev, and most of nef, showed a complex pattern with weaker
associations to subtypes A, G, and CRF01-AE. In addition,
neighbor-joining bootstrap and the branching index (BI) were
applied to further test the classification of each fragment. In
most fragments, as shown in Table 1, high bootstrap values
were consistent with good BI values. For fragments 2 and 4,
however, low BI values were observed despite the high bootstrap values. So, fragments 2 and 4, as well as the unclear associations of fragments 5 and 7, were subjected to further analyses.
Fragments 2 and 4 were classified as subtype J based on similarity plotting, bootscanning, and phylogenetic tree analyses.
The low BI and the fact that only two J full-length sequences
have been sequenced so far, however, raised the question of
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CLASSIFICATION OF A THIRD CRF13 SEQUENCE
TABLE 2. FINAL BREAKPOINTS AND SUBTYPE
ASSIGNMENTS OF CRF13_cpx
Fragment

Subtype

3!-Breakpoint a,b

!2 Rangea,c

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

G
J2
G
J1
U
A1
CRF01

2410
3146
4801
6169
6370d
8279
N/A

2311–2453
3115–3163
4717–5096
6032–6283
N/Ae
8215–8396
N/A

aPositions
bPosition

are according to HXB2 coordinates.
is midpoint estimate of maximum !2 region

(Fig. 2).
cRange as defined by %!2 & 11 (Fig. 2).
dBreakpoint estimated by bootstrap support "70%; see text
for details.
eN/A, not applicable.
whether these two J reference sequences were good representatives of subtype J. Thus, 96CM-1849MN, 96CM-4164MN,
and 02CM.3226MN were compared with all possible J-containing CRFs (queried from Los Alamos HIV sequence database) in regions corresponding to fragments 2 and 4, respectively, again using similarity plotting, bootscanning, and
phylogenetic tree reconstruction.
Among other described CRFs besides CRF13_cpx, only
CRF11-cpx has a J part in the region of fragment 2 of
CRF13_cpx. The maximum likelihood tree result demonstrated
that fragments 2 from 02CM.3226MN, 96CM-1849MN, and
96CM-4164MN clustered with CRF11–cpx rather than the subtype J reference sequences (Fig. 3). This showed that the J fragments of CRF13 and CRF11–cpx are more closely related to
each other than to the subtype J reference sequences in the region of fragment 2 of CRF13, which is also consistent with the
previous result.6 Thus, this suggests that fragment 2 of CRF13
and CRF11 may have originated from a common ancestor. An
analysis of BIs in fragment 2 showed that J(ref) and J(CRF11 $
CRF13) related to each other in a similar way as does A1 to
A2 and F1 to F2 (BIA1/A2 # 0.35; BIA2/A1 # 0.55; BIF1/F2 #
0.46; BIF2/F21 # 0.67; BIJ(ref)/J(CRF) # 0.35; BIJ(CRF)/J(ref) #
0.63). Thus, although it is somewhat unclear which of the subsubtypes should be regarded as the “main” cluster, subtype J
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sequences in CRF11 and CRF13 seem to have derived genomic
material from J clade representatives as diverse as subsubtypes
are. This may indicate that a subsubtype J2 may exist or have
existed when CRF11 and CRF13 were created.
A similar analysis was performed for fragment 4 of
CRF13_cpx and other J-containing CRFs (CRF06 and CRF11)
in the corresponding region. The J fragment in this region covers HXB2 positions 4096–6048 in CRF06 and 5058–5454 and
5848–6258 in CRF11. Hence, the J segments covered by
CRF06, CRF11, and CRF13 within fragment 4 were 5058–5454
and 5848–6048. In contrast to fragment 2, in fragment 4 no
closer association was detected to other J-containing CRFs than
to the standard reference J sequences (data not shown).
Fragments 5 and 7 showed weak similarities with any of the
reference sequences (Fig. 1). The phylogenetic analyses also
did not reveal clear classification of these two fragments with
any other subtypes6 (data not shown). Our new sequence,
02CM.3226MN, was intensely investigated in fragment 5 because the span of this fragment was somewhat ambiguous
among the three sequences (Fig. 1 and Table 1). Thus, fragment 5 was broken into two smaller parts based on an additional breakpoint according to the results from all three CRF13
sequences (Fig. 1). The first part (HXB2 positions 6183–6376)
showed that all three CRF13 were more similar to CRF01 instead of to subtype G as shown in the bootscanning plot (Fig.
1). Awkwardly, however, CRF01 shared a most recent common ancestor with subtype G split by the CRF13 sequences. In
the phylogenetic analysis of the second part (6377–6811),
CRF13 isolates did not show close relation with CRF01, which
was again inconsistent with the bootscanning results. Also unexpected in this tree was that subtype J clustered inside subtype G. All these results were supported by good bootstrap results. Considering the unsatisfactory tree results, most likely
explained by the short lengths of these two parts within fragment 5, we left fragment 5 unclassified. To determine the breakpoints, i.e., the start and end of fragment 5, we could not use
the above described !2 method, however. Instead, and to be
conservative, the 3!-boundary of this region was determined by
the right-most position among the three CRF13 sequences
where the bootstrap fell below 70% (HXB2 position 6370). To
justify this bootstrap method, the ranges of where the bootstrap
fell below 70% in each of the three sequences were compared
to the results of the overall !2 method at all other breakpoints,
and reassuringly it was found to agree very well (data not

FIG. 4. Mosaic subtype organization of CRF13_cpx. Breakpoints are according to the HXB2 numbering system, and uncertainty regions are shown as interlaced fields. The colored fields correspond to subtype designations; R1 in the figure stands for
CRF01. This map was generated using Recombinant HIV-1 Mapper, a new tool at the Los Alamos HIV database.
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shown). Thus, this seemed to be a reasonable alternative to define the range of unclassified sequence regions. Finally, fragment 7 was reanalyzed and found most closely associated with
CRF01 (data not shown). The low bootscanning curves were
explained by the fact that fragment 7 contained subtype A parts
that caused competition between subtype A and CRF01 references, as previously reported.6
The resulting breakpoints and subtype classifications after
our reanalysis of CRF13 are shown in Table 2 and Fig. 4. The
breakpoints are estimates of the parental CRF13 with regions
of uncertainty. It is expected that when more full genomes become available, the breakpoints will be better estimated and the
uncertainty region will become closer to a true confidence interval.
It has been reported that both 96CM-4164MN and 96CM1849MN have an insertion of 10 amino acids (SRPEPTAPPA)
in gag p6 (corresponding to amino acids 460/461 in HXB2),
and this insertion is unique for these isolates.6 Here we found
that 02CM.3226MN had almost the same insertion of SRPEPTAPPV in this region. However, a number of subtype B and C
sequences have similar inserts in this region, which seems to
be due to a repetitive element. Thus, although all three CRF13
sequences have this insert, it is not as unique as was originally
suggested.
In conclusion, the new isolate 02CM.3226MN was classified as the third member of the CRF13 family. The subtype
fragment ranges were somewhat revised to the previously reported CRF13_cpx’s sequences (Fig. 4). A modified !2 breakpoint analysis was applied to optimize breakpoints across all
available sequences, improving the accuracy as well as adding
a measure of certainty to the analysis of breakpoint locations.
In fragment 2 high bootstrap values coexisted with low branching index values. Our explanation for this discrepancy is that
the two standard reference J sequences may not be good representatives of this J-containing CRF. Instead, CRF13 and
CRF11 were closer to each other in this fragment. Because no
such relation was observed in fragment 4, however, the picture
is more complicated. It is possible that CRF13 got material form
both what is represented by the subtype J reference sequences
(J1) and as of now undiscovered representatives of subsubtype
J2. Indeed, the lack of more J reference sequences confounds
the identification and analysis of mosaic genomes, in particular in areas where multiple sequence subtypes and CRFs cocirculate (like Cameroon from which all CRF13 were sampled).
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Evidence for old and new recombinants in different
epidemiological settings
Ming Zhang et al.

Introduction
As one of the most diversified viruses, human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV1) possesses multiple ways to generate variants. Recombination, resulting from strand
switching between two genetically different RNA copies co-packaged in one virion
during reverse transcription (reviewed in (30)), is one important strategy employed by
the virus to introduce large genetic alternations (17, 18, 49), and/or to repair genome
damages (12, 47). Occurring at an estimated rate of at least 2.8 crossovers per genome
per cycle (57), recombination between HIV-1 subtypes may result in antigenic shift
and possible virulence changes at epidemic level (38, 39) or acts as an efficient
approach for selecting variants resistant to HIV-1 specific drugs and immune pressure
within a single host (20).
It has been estimated that at least 20% HIV-1 isolates sequenced worldwide are
recombinants (32, 34, 35). Those recombinants can be classified into two categories,
CRFs (circulating recombinant forms) and URFs (unique recombinant forms),
referring to the recombinants that have established epidemics in a population, and to
those only identified in one individual, respectively (40). To define a CRF, at least 3
full length sequences or 2 full length sequences plus one fragmental sequence that
share the same mosaic genomic structure must be obtained from epidemiologically
unlinked patients (40). The CRFs are numbered sequentially in the order in which
they were first adequately described in the peer-reviewed literature. Currently at least
34 CRFs have been identified worldwide (http://www.hiv.lanl.gov/content/hivdb/CRFs/CRFs.html) in the milieu of a complex picture of more than 100 URFs
(www.hiv.lanl.gov web search page), and these numbers are still increasing as an

outcome of rapid HIV-1 evolution, large-scale full-length genome sequencing, and
the availability of more advanced recombination detection techniques.
Previously we introduced a jumping profile hidden Markov model (jpHMM) method
(43, 55) as one of the subtyping approaches we are currently using to automatically
re-subtype more than 150,000 sequences in the Los Alamos HIV sequence database.
In jpHMM, each HIV-1 subtype is defined by a profile hidden Markov model. All
such subtype models are connected by empirical probabilities, allowing the detection
of possible recombinants and related breakpoints. Informed from more than 300 well
characterized near full-length sequences to build these subtype models, jpHMM has
shown greatly improved accuracy in predicting recombinants, especially in locating
recombination breakpoints, than other existing HIV-1 subtyping tools that are based
on comparing a few representative subtype sequences. JpHMM performs particularly
well in predicting recombinants involving subtypes A-D, F, and G because large sets
of sequences are available from these subtypes, while H, J, K subtypes are less useful
for these models as they have too few sequences to inform good jpHMM models.
Therefore, jpHMM was used as one of the methods in the recombination study
described in this paper that involves analysis of AG, BC, and BF recombinants mainly
circulating in three continents.
CRF02_AG has caused at least 9 million infections worldwide (27). It is the most
prevalent strain in West/West Central Africa, where multiple HIV-1 subtypes and
CRFs co-circulate (http://www.hiv.lanl.gov geography site). Some studies have
indicated that in this region, especially in Cameroon that has been suggested to be the
place the zoonotic transmission took place (21, 24), CRF02 spreads more rapidly than
either of the parental strains, subtypes A and G (14, 42). This may be due to,
suggested by some studies (5, 23, 31), a founder effect reflecting a longer presence of
CRF02 than A or G in West/West Central Africa, or alternatively because the
recombination event provided an advantage of CRF02 over its parental subtypes.
CRF02 has also been identified in other continents where most of those epidemics are
self-contained transmission clusters (7, 9, 51).
BC recombinants are best characterized in CRF07_BC and CRF08_BC. CRF08_BC
is a predominant subtype among intravenous drug users (IDUs) in Guangxi and east

Yunnan Province in Southeast China, while CRF07_BC has a low prevalence in
Yunnan and is believed to have migrated to Xinjiang along the northern drug
trafficking route (36, 54). Some studies have suggested that these two CRFs were
generated in Yunnan, the epicenter of the AIDS epidemic in China where subtypes B
and C were co-circulating in the early 1990s (4, 26, 44, 45). Currently, new BC
recombinants, especially BC URFs that derived from secondary recombination of
these two CRFs, are frequently arising in Yunnan, indicating that there is continuous
inflow or co-circulation of B and C into Yunnan from its surrounding regions, for
instance, from Myanmar where B is one of the most prevalent strains (37, 53). The
emergence of BC URFs may also be due to superinfection of IDUs by CRF07 and
CRF08 viruses (54). The uneven distribution of B, C, CRF07, CRF08 and BC URFs
in Yunnan suggests the presence of more or less independent transmission networks
and clusters among IDUs in Yunnan (54). BC recombinants in other Chinese regions
may be different than those found in southwest China. CRF07 sampled from Taiwan
may have derived from a recent single introduction of a new CRF07 strain or may
merely be an expansion of a pre-existing, but not reported, virus strain from the
mainland (10). While BC recombinants identified in Hong Kong were found to be
epidemiologically unlinked to the mainland B, C or BC recombinants (25).
In contrast to AG and BC recombinants, where CRFs are more prevalent than URFs
in the HIV-1 epidemics, BF recombinants are dominated by a large number of URFs.
BF recombinants have been mostly sampled in South America, which is represented
by a disperse distribution radiating from at least two genetic centers: one from
CRF12_BF and similar genomes that are more frequently found in Argentina; and the
other from CRF28_BF, CRF29_BF and some other BF recombinants that mostly
circulate in Brazil (13). It appears as if none of these BF CRFs are vastly predominant
but rather are outnumbered by BF URFs. This could be partially explained by either a
relatively long period in which recombinant BF viruses appear to have been in
circulation in South America (6), and/or a tight HIV-1 transmission network with high
incidence rates found in some South American regions that would favor an elevated
number of dual or super infections (50). Although the origin of the Argentinean BF
recombinants is still unclear, it seems that at least one of the main introductory routes
of HIV-1 into South America passes through Brazil (2).

Materials and Methods
Near full-length sequences (! 7000nt) of subtypes A, B, C, F, G, CRF02, CRF07,
CRF08, CRF12, CRF17, CRF28, CRF29, and recombinants composed exclusively of
AG, or BC, or BF were retrieved from the Los Alamos HIV sequence database
(http://www.hiv.lanl.gov web search page). Fragmental sequences (300nt < length<
7000nt) of BC recombinants from Asia and BF recombinants from South America
were also obtained from the same source. The details are listed in Table I “Database
retrieved sequences” section. All near full-length sequences were aligned to the HIV1

subtype

reference

db/SUBTYPE_REF/align.html)

sequences
using

(http://www.hiv.lanl.gov/content/hivthe

GeneCutter

tool

(http://www.hiv.lanl.gov/content/hiv-db/GENE_CUTTER/cutter.html), followed by a
manual quality check. We then used jpHMM analysis to investigate subtype
recombination patterns in all near full-length and fragmental sequences. Based on the
jpHMM results, the near full-length sequences were classified into different groups
based on having similar genomic structures and breakpoints. Within the same
recombinant set, for instance, within recombinants composed exclusively of subtypes
B and C, the consensus subregions delimited by the breakpoints from all non-URF
near full-length sequences were subjected to the phylogenetic analysis (neighborjoining tree with F84 model distances) in PAUP* (48). Here, URFs identified by
jpHMM were excluded in order to obtain long enough genome segments for tree
analysis. The statistical robustness of the trees and the reliability of the clustering
patterns were confirmed by bootstrap analysis (1000 replicates) in which a value of !
70% (16) was considered significant for subtyping. For the AG recombinants,
maximum likelihood trees were also built in PAUP* to confirm the sequence clusters.
F84 distances between all AG near full-length sequences were also calculated in
PAUP*.

Results
1. jpHMM results
(1) Defining sequence groups among near full-length sequences
All near full-length and fragmental sequences were evaluated using jpHMM. Possibly
mis-subtyped sequences (Table I, “Possibly mis-subtyped sequences” section), either
because their database assignment disagreed with the jpHMM prediction, or just
because the sequence quality was too bad to do any further analysis (for instance, too
many Ns in the nucleotide sequences), were excluded from all analyses mentioned
below. The total number of jpHMM verified recombinants is shown in Table I
“jpHMM verified recombinants” section.
The predicted breakpoint positions in all jpHMM verified recombinants were
translated

into

HXB2

numbering

(http://www.hiv.lanl.gov/content/hiv-

db/REVIEWS/HXB2.html). This enabled us to compare sequences on the same scale.
All sequences were then manually checked to see if they had similar genomic
structures. If so, the most common breakpoint in a specific genomic region among
these sequences was defined as the “breakpoint seed” in this region. Finally, those
sequences bearing similar genome structures and breakpoints < 200nt off the
breakpoint seeds were classified as one group. A value of 200nt was chosen as a cutoff in grouping breakpoints, because we’ve found that 200nt is the best window
flanking a breakpoint seed to include more than 95% published breakpoints of AG,
BC, BF CRFs that were identified by varied methods in the published literature,
enabling us to retain as many of the currently defined CRF designations as possible.
Also, with this value, we tended to be inclusive and group as many related sequences
as possible, and to avoid assigning too many URFs (sequences with distinct
breakpoints).
(2) Grouping AG recombinants

Near full-length recombinants between subtypes A and G were classified into 4
groups (each has >1 sequences) and 22 URFs (Fig.1). Group 1, represented by CRF02
prototype sequence IBNG, was confirmed to be a predominant AG circulating form.
In addition, three Uzbekistan sequences were classified into two groups (group 1 and
group 3, respectively). One of these three sequence bears an extra subtype G fragment
(~1000nt). This appears to be inconsistent with a previous study (7) showing that
those three Uzbekistan sequences were possibly associated with a point source
introduction and the sequence distances among them were very low. This discrepancy
became explainable after we examined the phylogenetic trees (see Discussion
section).
(3) Grouping BC recombinants
Twenty near full-length BC recombinants, 17 out of which were from China, were
classified into 2 groups and 7 URFs (Fig.2). We identified two more CRF08
sequences that were originally classified as BC URFs. Among the URFs, only one
sequence was sampled outside of Asia. This Argentinean BC sequence has shown to
be more likely generated locally rather than related to BC from Asia (41), explaining
its distinct genomic structure. Four Chinese BC URFs were sampled from Ruili, the
HIV epidemic center in Yunnan and the first city in China where an HIV-1 outbreak
in IDUs was reported (48). The distinctive patterns found in the Ruili URFs, most
display subtype C segments inserted in the B backbone that is different from CRF07
and CRF08 genomes, is partially due to its geographic proximity to Myanmar where
subtype B is spreading.
(4) Grouping BF recombinants
All 56 BF recombinants were divided into 9 groups and 29 URFs (Fig.3). Compared
with the original classifications described in various sources (summarized in
http://www.hiv.lanl.gov/content/hiv-db/CRFs/CRFs.html), sequences included in
CRF12, CRF18, and CRF29 groups have been revised in our study (groups 1-3 in
Fig.3) but still demonstrate that Argentina and Brazil are two HIV-1 epidemic centers
in South America. Group 4 and group 5, each of which has at least 3
epidemiologically unlinked patients, may be considered as new CRFs (after

confirmation in phylogentic analyses described below). CRF17, a CRF identified in
other studies (6), needs more sequences to be confirmed. Currently only two near fulllength sequences were found in this “CRF” and they are epidemiologically linked (6).
Compared with groups 1-9, BF URF groups seem to involve fewer male sex with
male transmissions. The revised CRF12 and CRF29 groups are not limited to any risk
factors while all CRF28 sequences are associated with heterosexual transmission
(Fig.3). However, we don’t have enough sequences or appropriate sampling to
analyze any risk factor correlations.
2. Phylogenetic analysis
(1) CRF02 group
There are nine consensus subregions shared by all sequences of groups 1-4 (Fig.1):
fragment 1 (HXB2 positions 796-2173), fragment 2 (2237-2669), fragment 3 (28013187), fragment 4 (3241-4138), fragment 5 (4250-4771), fragment 6 (4993-5900),
fragment 7 (6339-8174), fragment 8 (8383-8560), and fragment 9 (8763-9150). The
neighbor-joining trees of these fragments are shown in figure 4. Maximum likelihood
trees of these fragments yield the same tree topology shown in the NJ trees (thus data
not shown).
In all trees, with the exception of the fragment 8 tree, all AG recombinants in groups
1-4 (Fig.1) cluster together, irrespective of their jpHMM-predicted subtypes in each
tree region. Tree 8 has three AG recombinants outside of the AG sequence cluster,
which we believe is due to the small genomic region studied in this fragment. Since
almost all sequences in groups 1-4 are CRF02 sequences, their tree cluster was
defined as a CRF02 cluster in our analysis. In all trees, the CRF02 clusters have long
branches to their most recent common ancestor, and the genetic diversity within any
single CRF02 clusters is at least not lower than the diversity within other pure
subtypes. This is in accordance with Carr et al (8) who proposed that CRF02 was as
old as pure subtypes. Trees 6 and 9 implicate that CRF02 emerged at roughly the
same time as A1 and G. Trees 3 and 5 demonstrate a more recent introduction of
subtype G fragments into these two regions. Taken together, the CRF02 cluster didn’t

fall in the same topological position in all trees, suggesting that CRF02 has undergone
multiple recombination events.
To examine if CRF02’s “old origin” observation stands for other AG recombinants,
we performed the phylogenetic analysis (NJ tree, F84 model) on all AG recombinants
listed in figure 1, and all pure subtypes A and G sequences from the Los Alamos HIV
sequence database. Figure 5 depicts the trees of the consensus subregions (delimited
by jpHMM predicted breakpoints) in all 53 AG recombinant sequences. Trees 1-4
show that all database assigned CRF02 and several AG URFs always cluster together.
However, we didn’t observe a significant clustering of these CRF02 sequences in a
concatenated consensus tree of fragments 1-4 (data not shown). Thus the CRF02
sequences may not have derived from the same ancestral virus. Trees 1-4 also
demonstrate superclusters formed by the CRF02 cluster and its closely related
subtype, A1 or G. In trees 1, 2 and 4, the supercluster includes the CRF02 cluster and
subtype A1; in tree 3, the CRF02 cluster, subtypes A and G form the supercluster.
Those long supercluster lengths indicate that all CRF02 sequences included in our
analysis are old recombinants. This is in line with the aforementioned result based on
a smaller sequence set (groups 1-4 sequences in figure 1). Trees 1-4 in figure 5 also
suggest that the old origin of CRF02 may be related to Cameroonian subtypes A and
G, as more than 50% of the CRF02 sequences were sampled from Cameroon.
(2) CRF07 and CRF08 groups
Nine partial genomic segments delimited by consensus breakpoints in CRF07 and
CRF08 groups (Fig.6) were analyzed by neighbor-joining trees. These segments are
fragment 1 (HXB2 positions 794-2064), fragment 2 (2064-2547), fragment 3 (25472846), fragment 4 (2979-3167), fragment 5 (3183-5836), fragment 6 (5851-6429),
fragment 7 (6429-8840), fragment 8 (8866-9004) and fragment 9 (9059-9412). In all
trees, except those for the short fragments 4 and 8, subtypes B and C form significant
sub-clusters (> 94% in 1000 replicates). In all fragments, all CRF07/08’s C segments
are close to Indian C, while most Bs are closer to Thai B. Fragment 6 is the only
region that shows CRF07’s B segments are closest to US B, rather than to Thai B.
This may reflect a possible entry of US subtype B to some Asian countries in the mid-

1980s (28, 33, 52), leading to its participation in the recombination event generating
CRF07.
Of interest, when CRF07 and CRF08’s fragments cluster within the same clade,
CRF07 is located inside the CRF08 sub-cluster (Fig. 6, trees 1, 3, 5, and 7). Thus it is
possible that CRF07 was derived from CRF08. The trees that don’t show this close
relationship of CRF07 and CRF08 are all short fragment trees: 4, 8 and 9. This may
be due to short fragments giving unreliable trees (fragment 4, 8 and 9 are < 300nt), or
it implicates that the currently identified CRF07 sequences are not the immediate
descendents of CRF08. In the latter case, the currently identified CRF07 have
accumulated enough nucleotide changes along the distance of > 1000km when
CRF07 spreads from Yunnan (possible origin place) to Xinjiang, leading to a separate
sub-cluster from CRF08 in trees 4, 8 and 9.
(3) CRF12, CRF28, and CRF29 groups
The following genomic segments are the consensus subregions delimited by
breakpoints in nine BF groups (groups 1-9 in Fig.3): fragment 1 (HXB2 positions
960-1227), fragment 2 (1398-2463), fragment 3 (2565-2973), fragment 4 (29883678), fragment 5 (3927-4864), fragment 6 (6458-8450), and fragment 7 (91209409). Fragments were analyzed in NJ trees shown in figure 7. In the long fragments
(fragments 2, and 4-6), the jphmm-predicted B and F segments cluster into their
respective B or F clade with high bootstrap values (> 90% in 1000 replicates). In trees
1 and 7, jphmm-predicted B or F regions are not supported by strong bootstrap values
due to short fragments. All trees but fragment 3 are consistent with jpHMM predicted
subtypes. In fragment 3, some jpHMM-predicted B segments in groups 4-9 sequences
either cluster within F clade or locate between B and F clades, but all CRF sequences
(CRF12, CRF28, and CRF29 groups in Fig.3) were correctly clustered with their
respective clades. The difference between jpHMM and tree result in this fragment
may reflect the limitations in tree analysis in dealing with short and similar sequences.
On the other hand, it indicates that fragment 3 covers uncertainty region of the
jpHMM-predicted breakpoints in groups 4-9 sequences. Thus fragment 3 was
assigned as “undetermined region” in the sequences of groups 4-9.

Since all CRF groups (CRF12, CRF28, and CRF29 groups) were the only groups
having confirmed subtypes (results very consistent between jpHMM and tree
analysis) in every genomic region we studied, they were subjected to further
breakpoint frequency analysis described in “Defining breakpoint frequency” section.
3. Defining the CRF02 family
CRF02’s old origin poses a difficult question of how to classify a queried AG
recombinant sequence as a CRF02 sequence, with the absence of the CRF02’s
original parental A and G sequences. Two solutions are possible: either to compare
the query sequence with some CRF02 reference sequences, or to compare it with a
CRF02 consensus. The problem of the first solution is, how to select an appropriate
reference? And the problem of the second solution is, a consensus doesn’t represent
every bit of information at every sequence position. In case of CRF02 that may have
undergone many point mutations and multiple recombination events, a consensus
comparison may lead to poorly resolved subtype assignments, in particular confused
with A or G, considering the close relationship of A, G, and CRF02. Here we
introduced an alternative method besides the tree analysis to classify the CRF02
family sequences.
As shown in figure 8 A, the problem of deciding if a queried sequence belongs to
CRF02 or not becomes a question of how to define the radius of the CRF02 family
circle. The center of this family is a sequence that has the least distance (F84 distance
in our study) to all other well-defined CRF02 sequences, and the IBNG strain
(GenBank accession number: L39106) was found to be this central sequence. Three
distances are calculated in defining the radius of the CRF02 family circle: the query
sequence’s averaged distance to all subtype A reference sequences (Aref), to all
subtype G reference sequences (Gref), and to the CRF02 central sequence IBNG. All
CRF02 family sequences should have shorter distance to IBNG than to A, or to G
reference sequences. Thus a sequence defining the radius of the CRF02 family circle
is the last sequence that is closer to IBNG than to A or to G reference sequences. Fig
8 B depicts a distance plot in defining the CRF02 family. The CRF02 sequences
defined by this family plotting method are the same sequences included in the CRF02

tree clusters. Further, the radius of the CRF02 family circle can be used as a quick
reference to check if any queried sequences belong to CRF02 or not.
Based on the phylogenetic analysis and the family plotting method, we confirmed that
all previously database assigned CRF02 near full-length sequences belong to the
CRF02 family. In addition, three new CRF02 sequences were identified. These
sequences are (accession numbers listed here): AB052867, AF184155, and
AY371147.
4. Tracking BC and BF recombination breakpoint frequency
In contrast to CRF02, the BC and BF recombinants are of recent origin and have
diversified less (Fig. 4, 6, and 7. All trees are drawn on the same scale). Breakpoint
predictions in the BC and BF recombinants, therefore, are more accurate than those in
the CRF02 sequences. This allows us to look into the following questions. First,
which CRF came first in the HIV-1 epidemic, CRF07 or CRF08? Second, to what
degree the Brazilian BF and Argentinean BF are related or unrelated? To address
these questions, we calculated the breakpoint frequency in two sets of sequences: (1)
all BC and BF near full-length sequences; (2) fragmental sequences (300nt<
length<7000nt) of BC recombinants from Asia and BF recombinants from South
America.
(1) Defining the certainty region of breakpoints
As described in the “Defining sequence groups among near full-length sequences”
section, a breakpoint seed ± 200 nt was used as a breakpoint window to group
recombinant sequences. Here a breakpoint seed is the median breakpoint of its
breakpoint window. Figure 9 depicts the distribution of individual jpHMM-predicted
breakpoints off their breakpoint seeds in each recombinant group. A distance of 16nt
was found to include > 95% breakpoints in the BC CRF groups, and 98nt in BF CRF
groups. We define these two values, 16nt and 98nt, as the breakpoint certainty
window (with 95% confidence interval) in BC and BF CRFs, respectively.
Biologically, the size of the breakpoint certainty window is impacted by how diverse
the region is the breakpoint is embedded in and how long the sequences have had to

evolve. This window, together with its flanking subtypes, determines if a query
sequence shares breakpoints with the CRF group.
(2) Breakpoint frequency in BC CRFs
All jpHMM-identified breakpoints in CRF07 and CRF08 are detailed in figure 10.
The breakpoint number described below refers to those listed in the figure.
Along the complete genome, the most shared breakpoints in CRF07, breakpoint #4
and #7, are also very often seen in CRF08 (#2 and #3 in CRF08). Two subtype B
fragments, HXB2 2979-3167 and 8866-9004, are shared in CRF07 and CRF08. The
former fragment is inside p51 and contains two important catalytically important
residues Asp185 and Asp186 (19, 22), and the latter locates at the beginning of nef.
All breakpoints seen in CRF07 and CRF08 groups, with the exception of CRF07
breakpoint #5 (highlighted in red in Fig.10 CRF07 group), were only observed in
Chinese BC recombinants (in near full-length and fragmental sequences). CRF07
breakpoint #5 were found in two Myanmar fragmental sequences, indicating a
different introduction of this breakpoint compared with other breakpoints in CRF07
and CRF08. This is consistent with our tree analysis: the fragment delimited by
CRF07 breakpoint #5 and #6 is closer to US B while all other B fragments of CRF07
and CR08 are closer to Thailand B (tree 6 in Fig.6).
Within the CRF07 group, breakpoint #1 and #2 are less shared than breakpoint #3 and
#4 in both the fragmental sequences and near full-length sequences. Among other
possibilities, this could attribute to a later introduction of the genome region, flanked
by breakpoint #1 and #2, than the region delimited by #3 and #4 in the complete
genome. In other words, CRF07’s B fragments were not introduced into the genome
at the same time. Again, this is in line with our tree results suggesting that CRF07 was
derived from further recombination(s) between CRF08 and subtype B.
We also identified three BF recombinant sequences that were not sampled from
southwest China, where CRF07 and CRF08 were mostly found. These sequences
(AY548266, AY548265, and AY548275) were all sampled from Liaoning, a province

in northeast China. All three sequences share CRF07’s breakpoint #2 and #3, but they
are not long enough (all < 900nt) to see if they belong to CRF07. Lastly, one of these
three sequences, AY548275, was mis-classified as a pure B subtype in the original
GenBank submission.
(3) Breakpoint frequency in BF CRFs
Though HIV-1 epidemic in Argentina is represented by CRF12, and in Brazil by
CRF28 and CRF29, it seems there is no single BF breakpoint limited to one country.
Almost all breakpoints from one country’s CRF were also identified in the near fulllength or fragmental BF sequences from the other country (Fig. 11). This possibly
reflects a mingled BF epidemic that had taken place between Argentina and Brazil,
considering these two countries’ geographic proximity. The fragmental BF sequences
very likely bear the information that fills the gap between two extremes of BF CRFs
represented in two countries. Furthermore, frequent cases of multiple infections are
suggested by the high frequency of URFs identified in this region.
Noticeably, both of CRF28’s breakpoints exist in CRF29. However their interspersed
locations in all trees didn’t reveal a close relationship, as we observed in CRF07 and
CRF08. Thus it is unlikely that CRF28 and CRF29 are of relation of parental and
progeny sequences. But it can’t rule out the possibility that CRF28 and CRF29 share
one same ancestor, or breakpoints seen in CRF28 and CRF29 are two breakpoint
hotspots in the BF population.
Finally, comparing the breakpoint frequency in BC and BF CRF groups (Fig.12), BC
CRF groups seldom have breakpoints in gag p17, p24, and pol p51, p15. But both BC
and BF groups have few breakpoints in env, especially in gp120 region, so that env
tends to harbor distinct subtypes in its external and internal portions.

Discussion
The study described in this paper presents the first large-scale sequence re-subtyping
result. Our purpose of re-subtyping the sequences in the Los Alamos sequence
database, on one hand, is to provide the HIV research community with more accurate
and systematically consistent sequence information, and on the other hand, to inform
us about the driving forces of HIV epidemics in different epidemiological settings.
We confirmed that CRF02 is an old recombinant as proposed by Carr et al (8). CRF02
clusters distinctly from A and G clades in most studied genome regions, and the
genetic distance within the CRF02 cluster is approximately the same as those within
pure subtypes. We deduced that CRF02 probably was formed immediately after
subtype A and G split to establish their individual lineages. After that, CRF02 may
have undergone multiple additional recombination events, as the CRF02 cluster didn’t
fall in the same topological position in all studied trees. The latest recombination
events may be inferred from two trees (tree 3 and 5 in Fig.4) in which the CRF02
cluster is associated with contemporary G subtype sequences. Of particular interest,
the sequence fragments for these two trees were reported before (15, 29) that they
bear significant similarity with Z321, a complex recombinant strain obtained from a
1976 Zairean (now the Democratic Republic of the Congo) serum sample (11, 15,
29). Thus it is possible that CRF02 was firstly formed before 1976, and till today it is
still actively circulating in West and West Central Africa due to a fitter status (23) in
the long-term competition against other HIV strains in this region.
Our CRF02 analysis also includes subtypes A and G all near full-length sequences
from the database. Though the parental A sequences forming CRF02 hasn’t come to
light, it is not likely that a subtype A sequence containing the information of the
parental subtype A is still circulating, as within subtype evolution has had several
decades of evolution since it helped form the initial recombinant.
In contrast to CRF02’s long existence in the HIV epidemic, CRF07 and CRF08 only
joined the HIV epidemic very recently. CRF07 may have derived from CRF08, and
its generation involves at least two recombination events between CRF08 and subtype

B. This is because two extra subtype B fragments in CRF07, compared with CRF08,
are closer to different subtype B strains (one is closer to Thailand B and the other
closer to US B), as we observed this in the BC tree and breakpoint frequency results.
After CRF07 was generated, possibly in Yunnan where multiple HIV-1 strains are cocirculating, CRF07 underwent minor nucleotide changes along the way as it migrated
to Xinjiang, more than 1000km away from Yunnan. Given HIV’s rapid evolutionary
rate, the near full-length CRF07 in the sequence database would not be exactly the
same as those CRF07 generated in Yunnan. This is clear in the data, given the
observation that in short fragment trees 4, 8, and 9 (Fig. 6) when CRF07 and CRF08
cluster within one clade, CRF07 doesn’t locate inside CRF08 sub-cluster as we
observed in long fragment trees 1, 3, 5, and 7.
Compared with CRF02, CRF07, and CRF08, the most distinctive feature of BF
recombinants in South America is the dominance of BF URFs. When all near fulllength BF recombinants from this continent were re-subtyped using jpHMM, and later
confirmed by phylogenetic analysis, sequences included in CRF12, CRF28 and
CRF29 groups were revised, and more BF URFs were identified (Fig.3). Noticeably,
V62 (accession number: AY536236), a strain was assigned as a URF before CRF28
and CRF29 were identified, bears the same genomic structure and breakpoints as
CRF28 (Fig.3). This V62 sequence was found to have epidemical links with
Argentina (46), while the other two CRF28 sequences were both linked to Brazilian
HIV epidemic. Thus it is very likely that the epidemics in Argentina and Brazil HIV-1
are not independent. Further evidence came to light from our breakpoint frequency
analysis. First, we found that CRF12 and CRF29 do share a breakpoint in the middle
of pol (Fig.11). Second, the analysis of all near full-length and fragmental BF
recombinants in South America shows that no single breakpoint of any BF CRFs is
limitedly to one country’s BF recombinants (Fig.11). In other words, the Argentinean
BF sequences, to some degree, share breakpoints with Brazilian sequences. The
sharing of breakpoints among BF recombinants, a relatively long circulation record of
BF in South America (6), and tight HIV-1 transmission networks may all contribute
to a fluid HIV epidemic in South America.
Another question regarding BF recombinants in South America is whether
Argentinean BF was originated from Brazil. In our analysis, we didn’t find clear

evidence showing Argentina BF was originated from Brazil. First, CRF12, CRF28,
and CRF29 are interspersed among other BF recombinants in all the phylogenetic
trees we examined. Second, a near full-length Argentinean pure F strain, ARE933,
was reported to be closer to Argentinean BF than other F strains (2). Thus it cannot be
ruled out that Argentinean BF recombinants were formed locally in Argentina. If this
did happen, then the shared breakpoints among Argentinean and Brazilian BF
recombinants may be indicative of breakpoint hotspots.
CRF07, CRF08, CRF12, CRF28 and CRF29 are all B-containing recombinants.
Currently we are not clear what’s the exact biological consequences of having
subtype B in these recombinants. But it was reported that subtype C has less
replicative capacity than most other M group subtypes (1, 3), thus the inclusion of
subtype B may enable the BC recombinant viruses to replicate more efficiently.
HIV-1 recombination is a dynamic and complex process that has blurred the current
HIV subtype phylogeny. The recombinants can be ancient (e.g. CRF02), or be recent
(e.g. CRF07, CRF08). Most sequences available today are contemporary (Fig.13), and
we use them to attempt to reconstruct the past by extrapolating backward from small
sets of surviving clues. A good example is CRF02 detailed in this study. Another
problem of the currently identified sequences is that they may not represent a full
spectrum of the contemporary virus diversity. For instance, we’ve found that the
parental J sequences of CRF13’s J segments are missing (56). Thus the incomplete
sequence information used in the HIV-1 subtyping may lead to an underestimate of
the HIV-1 genetic space. In this regard, it may be more appropriate to define
recombinants using recombinant families rather than CRFs. The biggest difference
between these two is that, the CRF definition is more focused on having the exact or
very similar breakpoints among all members within a CRF, and thus be the
consequence of a single lineage from an initial recombinant form. However, exact or
very similar breakpoints may be easily blurred by rapid evolution of HIV-1, or by
being embedded in a conserved region where precise breakpoints are difficult to
resolve. It is likely that the sequences defined in a CRF are snapshots, taken at a given
time, of a dynamic HIV epidemic picture. Therefore, we suggest to use a
“recombinant family” definition to reflect the dynamic feature of the HIV-1 epidemic.

Taken together, we’ve found evidence for old and new recombinants in different
epidemiological settings based on more accurate recombinants information. With
more reliable sequence information available from our database re-subtyping work,
we will recover more lost history of the HIV-1.
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sequences

2 problematic 02
sequences; plus 1
pure G was missubtyped as CRF02

18 problematic
sequences; plus 1 BF
was mis-subtyped as
pure B

~5.3%
mis-subtyped

At least 6 CRF sequences appear to
be URFs

~6.7% mis-subtyped

jpHMM
verified
recombinants

53

20

103

56

751

Re-subtyping results of the AG, BC and BF recombinants.
All sequences were retrieved from the Los Alamos Sequence Database (http://www.hiv.lanl.gov). The downloaded sequences were broken down
into different categories, based on their database-assigned subtypes. Only those recombinants verified by jpHMM were preceded to other
analyses (phylogenetic analysis, breakpoint analysis, etc.).
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Genome maps of CRF02 and other AG recombinants.
All sequences were classified into 4 groups (with > 1 sequence) and 22 URFs based on
genomic compositions and breakpoint locations predicted by jphmm program.
“Country” means the sampling country. Two-letter country code is used here. BE:
Belgium, CD: Dem Rep of the Congo, CM: Cameroon, EC: Ecuador, FR: France, GH:
Ghana, KE: Kenya, NG: Nigeria, SE: Sweden, SN: Senegal, US: United States, UZ:
Uzbekistan.
“Sequence source” refers to the HIV database/literature-assigned CRF02, or AG set.
Digits in brackets are the sequence numbers.
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Genome maps of CRF07, CRF08 and other BC recombinants.
All sequences were classified into 2 groups (with > 1 sequence) and 7 URFs based on
genomic compositions and breakpoint locations defined by jphmm program.
“Country” means the sampling country. Two-letter country code is used here. AR:
Argentina. CN: China. MM: Myanmar.
“Sequence source” refers to the HIV database/literature-assigned CRF07, CRF08, and
BC sets.
Digits in brackets are the sequence numbers.
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Genome maps of CRF12, CRF28, CRF29 and other BF recombinants.
All jpHMM –verified BF recombinants were classified into 9 groups (with > 1 sequence) and 29 URFs based on genomic compositions and
breakpoint locations defined by jphmm program.
“Country” means the sampling country. Two-letter country code is used here. AR: Argentina, BO: Bolivia, BR: Brazil, CL: Chile, ES: Spain,
UY: Uruguay, VE: Venezuela.
“Sequence source” refers to the HIV database/literature-assigned CRF12, CRF27, CRF28, CRF29, BF, and BF1 sets.
Digits in brackets are the sequence numbers.
In risk factor: MTM, men to men; MTC, mother to child; heterosexual, heterosexual contact; biosexual, biosexual contact; IDU, injecting drug
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Figure 4

``

NJ trees of consensus sub-regions delimited by the breakpoints in groups 1-4 AG
recombinants.
The genomic regions are based on HXB2 numbering.
The numbers at the node root are bootstrap values (in 1000 replicates).

Figure 5

NJ trees of consensus sub-regions delimited by the breakpoints in all jpHMM
verified CRF02 and AG sequences. All subtype A and G sequences (near fulllength) from the database were also included.
The genomic regions are based on HXB2 numbering.
The numbers at the node root are bootstrap values (in 1000 replicates).

Figure 6

NJ trees of consensus sub-regions delimited by the breakpoints in CRF07 and
CRF08 CRFs.
The genomic regions are based on HXB2 numbering.
The numbers at the node roots are bootstrap values (in 1000 replicates).

Figure 7

NJ trees of consensus sub-regions delimited by the breakpoints in groups 1-9 BF
sequences.
The genomic regions are based on HXB2 numbering.
The numbers at the node root are bootstrap values (in 1000 replicates).

Figure 8
(A)

(B)

Defining CRF02 family using family plot.
Figure at the top: A cartoon shows the difference between the AG recombinants that
were formed by contemporary subtypes A and G, and the AG recombinants (CRF02)
that were generated between old A and G. Dots inside the CRF02 circle: CRF02
sequences. Dot in red: central strain in CRF02 family.
Figure at the bottom: Measuing a sequence’s F84 distance to subtype A references, to
subtype G references, and to IBNG, which was found to be the central sequence of the
CRF02 family. By comparing these three distances, the last sequence that is closer to
IBNG than to subtype A1, or G, was identified. This seqeunce defines the radius of the
CRF02 family circle. All CRF02 sequences identified by this method were consistently
found in the CRF02 clusters of all phylogenetic trees in figure 2, and 3.

Figure 9

Defining the certainty region of breakpoints in BC and BF CRF groups.
The distance (nt) between each jpHMM-predicted breakpoint and the median of each
breakpoint window was measured. In BC CRFs, > 95% breakpoints are off breakpoint
median by 16nt. In BF CRFs, > 95% breakpoints are 98nt off breakpoint median. These
two numbers (16nt and 98nt) were used as breakpoint certainty regions in BC and BF
CRFs.
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Frequency of CRF12, CRF28, and CRF29 breakpoints.
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Figure 12

Breakpoint frequency in near full-length BC and BF recombinants.
The breakpoint positions are based on HXB2-numbering.
Highlighted grey regions. Left and middle: BC recombinants have less breakpoints than
BF recombinants. Right: both BC and BF recombinants have few breakpoints in portion
of gp120.
Red line: breakpoints present in 3 sequences. Above red line: breakpoints shared in > 3
sequences. Below red line: breakpoints shared in < 3 sequences.

Figure 13

Contemporary sequences co-exist with some old sequences in the current HIV-1
epidemic.
The dashed circle differentiates the old and contemporary sequences. Inside the circle,
the old sequences, like subtype E strains, may be no longer exist in the epidemic. We
can only deduce its old presence from CRF01_AE, a recombinant between subtype A
and E. “X” represents an extinct strain, “Y” represents an old strain still circulating in
the current epidemic, but it hasn’t been identified. CRF02 is an old recombinant derived
from old A and old G. BF and BC recombinants are rather new. Their parental
sequences are contemporary sequences.
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Human and simian immunodeficiency viruses (HIV and SIV),
influenza virus, and hepatitis C virus (HCV) have heavily
glycosylated, highly variable surface proteins. Here we
explore N-linked glycosylation site (sequon) variation at the
population level in these viruses, using a new Web-based
program developed to facilitate the sequon tracking and to
define patterns (www.hiv.lanl.gov). This tool allowed rapid
visualization of the two distinctive patterns of sequon variation found in HIV-1, HIV-2, and SIV CPZ. The first pattern
(fixed) describes readily aligned sites that are either simply
present or absent. These sites tend to be occupied by highmannose glycans. The second pattern (shifting) refers to sites
embedded in regions of extreme local length variation and is
characterized by shifts in terms of the relative position and
local density of sequons; these sites tend to be populated by
complex carbohydrates. HIV, with its extreme variation in
number and precise location of sequons, does not have a net
increase in the number of sites over time at the population
level. Primate lentiviral lineages have host species–dependent
levels of sequon shifting, with HIV-1 in humans the
most extreme. HCV E1 and E2 proteins, despite evolving
extremely rapidly through point mutation, show limited
sequon variation, although two shifting sites were identified.
Human influenza A hemagglutinin H3 HA1 is accumulating
sequons over time, but this trend is not evident in any other
avian or human influenza A serotypes.
Key words: immune escape/N-linked glycosylation/
neutralization antibody/variability/virus

Introduction
N-linked glycosylation sites and their role in viral
immune escape
N-linked glycosylation sites are also referred to as sequons.
For an asparagine (N) to be glycosylated, it requires the
context of the amino acid pattern N-X-[S or T] (Marshall,
1
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1974), where X can be any amino acid, followed by a Serine
(S) or Threonine (T). A sequon will not be glycosylated if it
contains or is followed by a Proline (Gavel and von Heijne,
1990), and glycosylation may be inhibited by certain combinations of N-X-S or when followed by specific amino
acids (Kasturi et al., 1995; Mellquist et al., 1998; ShakinEshleman et al., 1996).
Alteration of a glycosylation site can have dramatic consequences for a virus. It can impact protein folding (Hebert
et al., 1997; Land and Braakman, 2001; Slater-Handshy
et al., 2004) and conformation (Meunier et al., 1999) and
affect distant parts of a protein through masking or conformational changes. Although gain of a carbohydrate can
sterically mask epitopes, the loss of one could result in
tighter packing of glycoprotein regions involved in neutralization epitopes, reduce accessibility, and so also facilitate
immune escape (Ye et al., 2000). The loss of sequons can
even impact immunogenicity of noncovalently associated
proteins, for example a change in sequons in the human
immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) transmembrane
envelope (Env) protein gp41 induces conformational
changes in the associated Env gp120 surface protein that
dramatically diminish the binding of many gp120- specific
antibodies (Si et al., 2001). Altered patterns of glycosylation
in viral proteins can also contribute to escape from T cell
responses (Botarelli et al., 1991; Ferris et al., 1999; Selby
et al., 1999) and influence receptor binding and phenotypic
properties of viruses (Kaverin et al., 2002; Koito et al., 1995;
Matrosovich et al., 1999; Ogert et al., 2001; Pollakis et al.,
2001).
Influenza, glycosylation, and antigenic drift
Some of the earliest studies on the biological and immunological consequences of glycosylation site variation were
conducted in influenza proteins (Alexander and Elder,
1984). The number of sequons in the heavily glycosylated
influenza A hemagglutinin 1 (HA1) of the pandemic H3
virus has increased from 6 to 10 since it entered the
human population in 1968 (Skehel and Wiley, 2000), and
the increase is assumed to make HA1 generally more refractive to antibodies. For example, the amino acids around the
N-linked glycosylations site at position N165 of HA
stopped participating in antigenic drift (Skehel and Wiley,
2000; Wiley and Skehel, 1987).
HIV Env and glycosylation site variation
HIV-1 is highly variable, and variants are grouped through
phylogenetic analysis into major clades or subtypes (A–K).
Recombinant forms of HIV are very common (Robertson
et al., 2000), and when a lineage based on recombination
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between two subtypes becomes an important epidemic lineage, it is called a circulating recombinant form (CRF).
HIV-1 varies dramatically within a clade and within
infected individuals. HIV Env gp120 is among the most
heavily glycosylated proteins in nature (Myers et al.,
1992), far more heavily glycosylated than envelopes of
other retroviruses of similar size (e.g., HTLV-1, MuLV)
(Polonoff et al., 1982). The influence of sequon variation
on HIV antibody recognition and viral phenotype has been
studied in the context of HIV and SIV Env proteins
(Chackerian et al., 1997; Cheng-Mayer et al., 1999; Losman
et al., 2001; Ly and Stamatatos, 2000; Malenbaum et al.,
2000; Matthews et al., 1987; Ratner 1992; Ye et al., 2000).
Sigvard Olofsson and colleagues first showed that glycosylation of gp120 could change exposure of neutralizing
antibody epitopes (Bolmstedt et al., 1996). In the HIV-1
CRF01, the absence of a sequon near the base of the V3
loop, an important antigenic doman of Env gp120, was
correlated with rapid amino acid substitutions and positive
selection (Kalish et al., 2002), suggesting a similar situation
to the influenza A HA protein, where a glycosylation site
may provide regional protection from antibodies (Skehel
and Wiley 2000). The number of Env sequons in both HIV
and SIV infections varies extensively within infected individuals (Overbaugh and Rudensey, 1992; Wolinsky et al.,
1992), and this variation constitutes a mechanism of
immune escape during the course of an HIV or SIV infection (Cheng-Mayer et al., 1999; Davis et al., 1990;
Simmonds et al., 1991).
A heavily glycosylated face of the 3D structure of Env
gp120 has been called the immunologically silent face
(Moore and Sodroski, 1996). Generally carbohydrate moieties appear as self to the immune system, so this face
reduces the antigenicity of a large region on the gp120
surface. Glycosylation of variable loops restricts access to
conserved receptor binding sites and limits their exposure to
the immune system (Wyatt and Sodroski, 1998), and
HIV Env has been described as having a glycan shield
(Wei et al., 2003).
A recent survey of the global collection of HIV-1 Env
gp120 surface protein M group sequences in the Los
Alamos HIV database showed that gp120 varied in length
between 484 and 543 amino acids (Korber et al., 2001). The
number of potential sequons in gp120 ranges between 18
and 33 with a median of 25 (Korber et al., 2001) (Figure 1)
(this range is often ignored and HIV is frequently reported
to have 25 N-linked glycosylation sites). The dramatic
variation in number of sequons partly results from gp120
length variation frequently involving insertions and deletions of potential glycosylation sites inside HIV hypervariable domains, however, evolutionary propensities in base
substitution patterns in HIV may also contribute to the
rapid flux in numbers of sequons in gp120 (Bosch et al.,
1994; Kuiken et al., 1999).
Not all potential glycosylation sites on a given HIV-1 Env
protein are fully occupied (Zhu et al., 2000). For example,
NNTT is a common pattern among HIV sequences, and
steric occlusion may prevent carbohydrate addition to both
asparagines, and the protein context of sequons does not
always favor glycosylation (Kasturi et al., 1995; Mellquist
et al., 1998; Shakin-Eshleman et al., 1996).
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Fig. 1. Histogram showing the relative frequency of envelope gp120
proteins with different numbers of N-linked glycosylation sites found in
the HIV database (www.hiv.lanl.gov, 2002 listing). Only one sequence
obtained from a given individual and complete gp120 Env sequences
were included in this comparison (n ¼ 386).

Glycosylation and hepatitis C Env diversity
Hepatitis C virus (HCV) belongs to the Hepacivirus genus
in the Flaviviridae family (Rice, 1996). Like HIV-1, it is
highly variable; HCV establishes a chronic infection in most
hosts and so is subject to continuous immune pressure and
rapid accumulation of mutations. The virus has been classified into six different genotypes, which have each been
subdivided into a large number of subtypes. The Env E1
and E2 proteins of HCV form heterodimers on the virion
surface, and glycosylation is essential for this dimerization
(Meunier et al., 1999). The variability of both proteins is
comparable, from 88% nucleotide (90% amino acid) identity between strains from the same subtype to 55% nucleotide (59% amino acid) identity between different genotypes.
In both E1 and E2, N-glycosylation sites are limited to the
amino terminus of the proteins; the carboxy-terminal region
of these proteins is the transmembrane portion. The efficient glycosylation of E1 is dependent on the presence of
E2 in a polyprotein (Deleersnyder et al., 1997), although it
does not appear to depend on the specific sequence of E2
(Dubuisson et al., 2000), and the noncovalent association of
E1 and E2 depends on the first and fourth glycosylation
sites of E1 (Meunier et al., 1999). It has been shown that the
glycans attached to the E1E2 heterodimer prior to budding
of the virus are exclusively high-mannose (Deleersnyder
et al., 1997), although E1E2 found circulating on HCV
virions also have complex carbohydrates (Sato et al.,
1993). As in HIV, sequon changes have been shown to
change antibody exposure in HCV (Fournillier et al., 2001).
In this study, we characterize patterns in viral glycosylation site variation at the population level for influenza,
HIV, and HCV and describe a Web-based program that
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was used to facilitate tracking sequons in protein alignments for these comparisons.
Results
Influenza proteins and N-linked glycosylation patterns
over time
Using alignments and sampling dates obtained from the
2003 Los Alamos Influenza Sequence Database (www.flu.
lanl.gov), we confirm (Figure 2A) the H3 HA1 protein
gradually increases in the median number of N-linked glycosylation sites over time (from 6 to 10), with a small
amount of within-year variation. The acquisition of some
of these sites can be directly related to antigenic drift
(Skehel and Wiley, 2000), the change in the antigenic profile
of influenza from year to year that necessitates annual
review and frequent updates of the vaccine strain.
However this net increase in the number of sequons is not
a general feature of influenza evolution and is only found in
the human H3 serotype of influenza A, not in other serotypes of influenza A (Figure 2), nor in the avian H3 over
time, or in any other avian serotype with adequate sampling
over time, nor in the human influenza B HA1 (Figure 2,
plus summary in legend). There was also no trend for
increasing numbers of sequons over time in the avian or
human neuraminidase (N2) serotype proteins, although this
protein is also heavily glycosylated and shows variable
numbers of sites from year to year (Figure 2D).
Global trends in glycosylation patterns in HIV Env
There is no net tendency for the sequon number to increase
or decrease over time in the HIV-1 M group, or within
subtypes or CRFs (Figure 3). Two kinds of sequons are
evident in HIV-1 and HIV-2: those embedded in readily
aligned positions and those embedded in hypervariable
regions that shift in relative position and regional density
by base mutation and by insertions and deletions. Here we
refer to these two classes of sequons as fixed and shifting,
respectively. Although most of the shifting sequons are
found in variable loops, some are also present in the C4
region (conserved, or C, domains in the HIV envelope were
called conserved because they are relatively conserved when
compared to the variable regions, however, they can also
span insertions and deletions that can result in shifting
sequon locations). The location and frequency of sequons
in gp120 in each major subtype of the HIV-1 M group
(Gao et al., 1996; Robertson et al., 2000) are illustrated in
Figure 4. Despite the extreme variability between isolates,
there is an essentially conserved pattern of variation in each
of the HIV-1 M group subtypes, and even in the genetically
very distant HIV-1 group O. (There are insufficient fulllength HIV-1 group N sequences for a comparison). Protein
regions show the same frequencies for most sequons in each
HIV-1 lineage and subtype, suggesting that selective pressures on sequons in these diverse lineages are consistent
(Figure 4).
HXB2 and SF2 are common HIV-1 reference strains for
which the N-linked carbohydrates additions to Env gp120
have been biochemically defined (Leonard et al., 1990; Zhu
et al., 2000). We aligned the SF2 protein sequence to HXB2

strain and noted the types of carbohydrate found: mannose,
complex carbohydrate, or a mixture of both (hybrid
carbohydrates). We also found that different types of
carbohydrates were associated with fixed and shifting
sequons defined at the population level (Figure 4). There
are 24 N-linked glycosylation sites in HXB2, and 26 in SF2,
and they differ in location in seven cases. In HXB2, all seven
shifting sequons in Env gp120 are complex carbohydrates
(7/13 complex carbohydrate additions, 54% are in the shifting regions), whereas all high-mannose or hybrid carbohydrates are in fixed positions (11/11, 100%, Fisher’s exact
test p-value ¼ 0.006). When an additional sequon in the
shifting V1 region of the HXB2-related variant LAI was
later characterized, it also carried a complex carbohydrate
(Gram et al., 2002), consistent with this pattern. For SF2,
some of the sequon positions contained hybrid carbohydrates, and some were only partially glycosylated.
Though the high-mannose residues were not significantly
correlated the fixed sequons of SF2, the trend from HXB2
was evident: 8/11 (72%) of high mannose glycosylation sites
were in fixed sequons, whereas 8/14 (57%) complex carbohydrates were in shifting sequons, and one was unknown. A
structural model of the fully glycosylated SF2 gp120 suggests that the high-mannose glycans are clustered on one
surface of the protein and the complex carbohydrates
are localized on distinct region of the protein surface (Zhu
et al., 2000).
The 2G12 monoclonal antibody is one of the few broadly
cross-reactive human HIV-neutralizing antibodies, and it
has an unusual epitope involving several mannose carbohydrates that project from the generally immunorefractive
glycosylated face of HIV-1 Env. Not surprisingly, crosscompetition studies have shown that B cell responses to
2G12 epitope are very unusual in HIV-1-infected individuals (Moore and Sodroski, 1996). The sites that comprise
the epitope, indicated in Figure 4, require mannose at positions of N295, N332, and N392 for 2G12 binding (Sanders
et al., 2002; Scanlan et al., 2002). (See the HXB2 sequence
locator tool in the HIV database [www.hiv.lanl.gov] to
determine the specific positions referred to in this text.)
These sites are well conserved in most subtypes, and tend
to show comparable levels of glycosylation. The exception
is subtype C, which only rarely has a glycosylation site
immediately next to the Cys at the base of the V3 loop
(N295). It has been suggested that the 2G12 epitope may
be conserved because its structure enhances gp120–
mannose interactions with the human protein dendritic
cell–specific HIV-1-binding protein (DC-SIGN), an interaction that faciliatates efficient HIV-1 infection (Sanders
et al., 2002).
The global collection of HIV Env gp120 molecules shows
small but significant variations in the distributions of
sequon frequencies for each subtype (Kruskal-Wallis
p-value ¼ 0.0002). Occasionally a site will be completely
lost or added in a subtype (Figure 4), like the loss of a
shifting sequon in CRF01 (subtype E in Env) in the V4 region
or the additional N-terminal fixed site in O group. These
differences may simply reflect a founder effect in the
lineage, or may confer a critical change to the conformation of Env in the context of a particular lineage. Although
the sequon frequencies in different HIV-1 subtypes are
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Fig. 2. Changes in the number of N-linked glycosylation sites in different influenza A proteins over time. (A) Human H3 HA1 proteins. This figure shows
the median value and the range of number of sequons per sequence by year of sampling, with the number of sequences from each year in parentheses
and the year noted on the x-axis. Samples were collected between 1968 and 2002. The increase in number of sites each year is evident; the p-value indicating
this accumulation is not due to chance alone is very low (p " 10#5), however, this is misleading because the epidemic strains in any one year are not
independent (Korber et al., 2001). (B) Avian H3 HA1 proteins. The H3 HA1 avian samples collected between 1963 and 1999 oscillate between four and six
glycosylation sites. (C) Human H1 HA1 proteins. The H1 HA1 human isolates obtained between 1934 and 2002 oscillate between five and nine sites, with
a lone samples from 1918 and 1933 having only five sites. (D) Human neuraminidase N2 proteins. The N2 proteins from human isolates do not show
accumulation of glycosylation sites over time, although there is variation (between two and nine sites). Other influenza HA1 molecules with adequate data
for testing are not shown because no clear trends over time were apparent. These include the avian H5 HA1, oscillating between five and eight sites
between 1959 and 2001 (n ¼ 94); avian H7 HA1, oscillating between three and five sites between 1927 and 2000 (n ¼ 122); avian H9 HA1, staying steady
with a median of six sites between 1966 and 2001 (n ¼ 63), and the human influenza B hemagglutinin HA1, which maintained a stable median of seven
sites with a range of six to eight from 1940 to 2002 (n ¼ 420).
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Fig. 3. The median and range of number of N-linked glycosylation sites per Env gp120 in the HIV-1 M group and subtype B between 1983 and 2000.
(A) No correlation was observed in terms of increasing or decreasing numbers of sequons in gp120 at the population level over a 20-year period of
sampling of M group sequences in the database. (B) Distributions of the number of N-linked glycosylation sites for each of the subtypes and CRFs in A
did not reveal any trends in terms of accumulation or decline in number of sequons over time; subtype B is shown as a representative set.

significantly different, perhaps more important are the similarities between subtypes: The range of sequon frequencies
is broad and basically overlapping within all subtypes (Gao
et al., 1996) (Figure 5), and the conserved sites as well as
frequencies of variable sites tend to be comparable between
subtypes (Figure 4).
N-linked glycosylation patterns related to coreceptor
usage and phenotype
HIV-1 Env enters CD4-positive T cells through a series of
steps involving binding to both the CD4 protein and a
chemokine receptor protein, usually CCR5 (R5 viruses)
or CXCR4 (X4 viruses); some viruses can use either
chemokine receptor (R5X4 viruses) (Cho et al., 1998). Sets
of Env protein sequences derived from R5, X4, or R5X4
viruses were obtained from in the Los Alamos HIV database (www.hiv.lanl.gov). The total number of sequons in

gp120, and in subregions of gp120 including the variable
domains V1 and V2, which play a role in coreceptor usage
in certain contexts (Cho et al., 1998; Hoffman et al., 1998;
Pollakis et al., 2001), were nearly identical among R5, X4,
and R5X4 viruses. However, two sequons in fixed sites
show distinctive frequencies (Figure 6). The most striking
was the sequon located within the V3 loop at position
N300 of HXB2, which was present in all 44 R5 isolates
(100%), but only in 4/11 (36%) X4 isolates and 7/11 (64%)
R5X4 isolates (Fisher’s exact test p-value ¼ 4 $ 10#7).
Site-directed mutagenesis has shown this site to be associated
with coreceptor usage (Ogert et al., 2001; Pollakis et al.,
2001). The other potentially interesting site was at position
N230 of HXB2, which was less common in the CCR5utilizing group relative to the CXCR4 and R5X4 viruses,
although this difference was just a trend and not
statistically significant (11/44 [25%] had the site among R5
viruses, versus 6/11 [55%] in X4, and 5/11 [45%] in R5X4).
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Fig. 4. Frequency of N-linked glycosylation sites in HIV Env gp120 based on an alignment of HIV-1 M group subtypes and circulating recombinant
forms. Sequons in HIV-1 subtypes and CRFs with the most available full-length gp120 sequences are shown here. The sequences were aligned, and the
fraction of sequons in every position in the alignment of each subtype is indicated. The sequons we refer to as shifting are highlighted in gray. The
alignment is numbered according to positions in the HXB2 reference strain. The sequons in particularly positions in two HIV-1 reference strains are
indicated, HXB2 and SF2. The biochemistry of the oligosaccharide additions has been determined for these two strains (Leonard et al., 1990; Zhu et al.,
2000), and high mannose is indicated at the top of appropriate sequons with an M, complex carbohydrates are labeled under each sequon with a C. Some
mixtures of both were identified in SF2 (Zhu et al., 2000). The locations of variable loops in gp120 are indicated in black box on the reference strains.
The high-mannose carbohydrates critical for 2G12 binding are indicated (Sanders et al., 2002; Scanlan et al., 2002).

A virus’s ability to form multinucleated syncytia in indicator cell lines distinguishes R5 and X4 viruses.
Viruses isolated from newly infected people tend to be
nonsyncytium-inducing (NSI) and R5, whereas X4 and
1234

syncytium-inducing (SI) viruses tend to appear later in
infection, and the SI/NSI designations are available for
many viral sequences that do not have defined coreceptor
usage. So to further compare the glycosylation patterns
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Fig. 5. Distributions of number of N-linked glycosylation sites in HIV-1
Env gp120 proteins by HIV-1 subtype. A box plot indicating median and
interquartile range of the number of sequons in the most commonly
sequenced subtypes and circulating recombinant forms of HIV-1 M
group is shown. The number of full-length sequences included in the
summary of each clade is noted. A nonparametric Kruskal-Wallace test
indicated that there were distinction between the distribution of
numbers of sequons in the M group subtypes and circulating
recombinant forms (p-value of 0.0002), despite the overlap in the
distributions.

with viral phenotypes, we analyzed the number and position
of sequons in full length Env, including gp41 (Figure 7) as
well as gp120, from SI and NSI patients. Two significant
changes were observed: One was the loss of a sequon at
position N136 in SI viruses, located in the V1 loop, and the
other was a gain of a sequon in gp41 at position N674.
We then determined if the sequon alterations associated
with phenotypic change at the population level are mirrored
in an individual patient (Hu et al., 2000). In the patient
studied, there was a one-to-one correspondence between
NSI and R5 usage and SI and X4 usage. All significant
changes of sequons were found in regions V1, V2, V4, and
V5, primarily in the N-terminal regions of V1 and V4. In
gp120, there are 19 highly conserved sites, 4 additional
sequons from NSI to SI, and 5 losses from NSI to SI.
Three of these changes were in shifting sites, simply moving
the sequon by one position relative to context of the protein
(in V1, N136 to N136þ, N141 to N142, and in V4, N401 to
N402). The NSI-to-SI phenotypic switch was accompanied
by these three shifts in sequon position, a loss of sequon
N188 in V2 and N405 in V4, and a gain of a sequon at
position N463 in V5. In this patient, the sequon at position
N300 was unchanged and not related to coreceptor usage,
and gp41 sequons were invariant, emphasizing that there
are exceptions to the statistical correlations that can be
detected at the population level.
N-linked glycosylation patterns in other primate lentiviruses
Among the primate lentiviruses, Env sequon variation in M
group viruses is the most extreme relative to the genetic

distances based on base substitution (Wills et al., 1996).
However, SIVs do vary extensively and also show some
interesting glycosylation patterns (Chackerian et al., 1997;
Nyambi et al., 1997; Overbaugh and Rudensey, 1992).
Using phylogenetic analysis, we selected HIV-2 and SIV
sequences representing the spectrum of natural diversity in
each lineage. Shifting sites, analogous to those found in
HIV-1, were apparent in HIV-2 and in chimpanzee viral
Envs (SIVCPZ). The human HIV-1 epidemic is thought to
have resulted from a cross-species transmission from
chimpanzee, whereas human HIV-2 and macaque SIVMAC
result from cross-species transmission of SIVSMM virus
from the sooty mangabey, its natural host (Gao et al.,
1996; Hirsch et al., 1989). In SIVSMM and African green
monkey SIVAGM, shifting sites tended to resolve into fixed
sites (Figure 8A), with the exception of the V4 region in
SIVAGM. Table I highlights the sequons in the V1 loops
from sequences used to generate the frequencies shown in
Figure 8. Although there was length variation in SIVSMM
and SIVAGM V1 sequences, the relative placement of the
sequons and the Cys involved in the disulfide bridge that
forms the base of the loop was conserved (Table I). In
contrast, shifting sequons are frequently seen in infected
macaques (SIVMAC) followed over time through progression to simian AIDS (Chackerian et al., 1994, 1997;
Overbaugh et al., 1991) and in HIV-2 sequences in human
(Figure 8A, Table I). Because HIV-2 and SIVMAC infections
result from cross-species transmission of SIVSMM virus
from sooty mangabeys (Gao et al., 1996; Hirsch et al.,
1989), the degree of variation in shifting sites is host-specific
for viruses of this lineage. SIVSMM does not cause disease
in sooty mangabeys, but it does in macaques, as does
HIV-2 in humans. Like SIVSMM, SIVAGM does not cause
disease in its natural host species, African green monkeys,
and is readily found in animals in the wild (Norley et al.,
1999; Ohta et al., 1988).
HCV E1 and E2 protein N-linked glycosylation site patterns
The sequons in HCV Env E1 and E2 proteins are far less
variable in HIV-1 envelopes, despite HCV otherwise being
an extraordinarily variable virus. After creating alignments
of the available HCV E1 and E2 sequences in GenBank,
the sequences were checked by phylogenetic analysis, and
very similar sequences were removed, leaving 294 distinct
E1 protein sequences and 130 E2 sequences for comparisons. Numbering of the E1 and E2 positions in this
section is based on the Los Alamos Hepatitis C Database
HCV Sequence Locator tool (http://hcv.lanl.gov/content/
hcv-db/LOCATE/locate.html).
There are typically 5–7 sequons in E1 over a stretch of 194
amino acids. Four of these sites are highly conserved among
all genotypes. The site at position N61 in the alignment was
present in genotype 6 and 1b but absent in all other genotypes (Figure 9, top). A pair of adjacent sequons at positions N43/N44 also showed subtype-specific variation, the
site at position N43 being present in subtype 2b, and the one
at N44 in 2a and 2c, as well as in most other sequences.
In 35% of the subtype 1b sequences, the N43 and N44 sites
were both present; this occurred in 1 sequence of another
genotype, a 3b. The sequences with two sequons did not
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Fig. 6. The relationship between coreceptor usage and N-linked glycosylation sites in the HIV-1 M group. The sequences that made up the sets
associated with particular coreceptor usage were very diverse M group sequences from a variety of subtypes. The set of 44 R5 viruses included 8 subtype A,
12 B, 13 C, and 11 others; the 11 X4 viruses included 1 subtype A, 5 B, 2 C, and 3 D; the 11 R5X4 viruses included 3 subtype A, 6 B, 1 C, and 1 D.
Arrows in the R5 graph indicate the sequons with potentially distinctive frequencies.

appear to come from a specific geographic region and
probably arose independently. The sequons at positions
N5 and N136 of E1 have been shown to be essential
for formation of E1–E2 complexes on the virion surface
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(Meunier et al., 1999); N136 also is important in reducing
the antigenicity of the virus (Fournillier et al., 2001). Little
is known about genotype- or subtype-specific differences in
viral phenotype.
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probably related to its profound immunogenicity and
escape-related variability.
Discussion

Fig. 7. N-linked glycosylation site changes in Env gp41 in NSI isolates
and SI isolates from patients infected with HIV-1 subtype B. HIV-1 B
gp41 sequences were aligned and analyzed for sequon differences
between 21 NSI and 17 SI sequences. Protein sequences were obtained
from the HIV database; only one sequence per patient was used.
Sequences were analyzed for patterns of glycosylation using the LANL
N-glycosite program (http://hiv-web.lanl.gov/content/hiv-db/
GLYCOSITE/glycosite.html).

Sequons in the E2 protein were mostly limited to the
N-terminal part of the protein, with 10–11 sites all located
before amino acid 272 (the total length of the E2 alignment
was 436 amino acids). Some type-specific sequon patterns
were also found in E2, as all sequences of genotypes 3 and 6
missed the site at position N160. Only one or two sequences
of genotypes 4 and 5 were available, so variation analysis
was not possible for these genotypes. Within genotype 1, the
sequon at position N94 was highly conserved in subtype 1a
but present in only 17/101 sequences of subtype 1b. This site
was one of the two sequons in E2 that shifted in terms of its
relative position, that is, it could be found starting anywhere between positions 92 and 95 (Figure 9, bottom),
suggesting that either there is pressure for this subtype to
incorporate a glycosylation site in this region of the protein
or that there is a selective advantage in retaining the site in
the region but modifying its precise location. Another shifting site was found in E2, specifically in genotype 6. This site
was embedded in the only region with multiple insertions
and deletions in HCV, and it shifts relative location on the
basis of insertions and deletions, and is lost in one of the
sequences (Figure 9, bottom). The presence of shifting
glycosylation sites in the E2 protein, like HIV-1 Env, is

The potential of changing N-linked glycosylation sites as a
mechanism for immune evasion has long been appreciated
(Alexander and Elder, 1984). In influenza, the steady
increase in the number of sequons in H3 HA1 over time
(Skehel and Wiley, 2000) is the exception, as the number of
sequons in human H1 HA1 and neuraminidase N2 proteins
oscillates but does not show a net increase. The sequon
frequency in avian influenza hemagglutinin proteins oscillates at roughly comparable levels to the human proteins,
despite having a very different ecology: In aquatic avian
species flu is asymptomatic, and the viruses are in evolutionary stasis (Webby and Webster, 2001), whereas in
human epidemics, the virus causes disease and generates
new variants that are able to infect hosts who have become
immune to earlier influenza strains (Bush et al., 1999;
Ferguson et al., 2003). It seems possible that the increase
in sequon frequency in H3 HA1 in humans is a local fluctuation over time, and it too will move to random oscillation in future years. Although year of sampling was not
readily available for the HCV sequences, HCV shows much
less variation in sequons, and this variation seems to be due
to lineage-specific patterns that would be unlikely to vary
by sampling year.
There is a striking recapitulation of sequon patterns in
different levels of HIV evolution. The level of sequon variation that can be seen in an individual is mirrored at the level
of variation seen within a subtype, which is further reflected
at the level of variation seen within the HIV-1 M group
global epidemic. Thus the boundaries of the potential to
add and eliminate sequons to facilitate immune escape and
infect a range of cell types, within what is tolerated in terms
of fitness costs, may be explored anew during the course of
each HIV-1 infection of a single individual. Although the
phylogenetic tree of HIV-1 is clearly expanding over
the time period during which we have followed HIV-1 in
the human population (Korber et al., 2000; Robbins et al.,
2003; Yusim et al., 2001), the sequon variations in gp120
and gp41 seem instead to be rapidly fluctuating within
inherent boundaries.
There is probably an upper bound to the number of
sequons that can be maintained on Env gp120, because
carbohydrate structures are quite large and their presence
or absence must influence the protein’s conformation. For
example, there are two sequons next to cysteines that form
the base of the V3 loop. A typical glycan is about 2000 Da,
and the V3 loop is only about 3000 Da, so the presence or
absence of these sequons would logically impact the orientation with which the V3 loop projects from the protein
surface. Glycosylation sites may be preserved in vivo to
mask neutralizing antibody sites, but replication efficiency
and access to receptor binding sites may provide a counterbalancing force—multiple glycosylation sites can be
removed from gp120 without loss of infectivity (Ohgimoto
et al., 1998).
The observation that the complex carbohydrates tend to
be localized in the shifting positions while high mannose is
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Fig. 8. (A) Sequon frequencies in different primate lentiviral lineages. Both shifting and fixed glycosylation site patterns are readily identified in the
HIV-1 M group, CPZ, and HIV-2 sequences. Although only limited numbers of complete gp120s that represent distinct lineages of SIVSMM and SIVAGM
are available, the shifting sites are not readily apparent in these viruses when infecting their natural hosts. Two exceptions are that shifting sequons are
not evident V4 in the HIV-2, and are indicated in the SIVAGM set. (B) Phylip PROTDIST tree of gp120 sequences (http://evolution.genetics.
washington.edu/phylip.html) used for the analysis shown in A. This tree is simply meant to illustrate the extent of diversity in the population of protein
sequences of these viruses in different hosts. Most of the specific sequences used to generate A and B of this figure are listed in Figure 4, although
only a subset of the HIV-2 sequences are included in Table I to save space (18 are included here).

favored in the fixed positions in HIV-1 Env gp120 could
result from multiple contributing factors. The interactions
of DC-SIGN and other C-type lectins with gp120 highmannose oligosaccharides have an important role in HIV
1238

infectivity (Lin et al., 2003), suggesting there may be a
fitness cost in disrupting their precise orientation. If the
high-mannose oligosaccharides are important for successful
sexual transmission, there would be selection pressure to
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Table I. Relative spacing of unaligned V1 sequons to illustrate the level of diversity found in shifting sites
Sequence
name

No. N-linked
glycosylation
sites in V1

No. sites in
full gp120

Spacing of sequons in V1 loops
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Table I. Continued
Sequence
name

No. N-linked
glycosylation
sites in V1

No. sites in
full gp120

Spacing of sequons in V1 loops

Only N-linked glycosylation sites (N) and Cys (C), which close the base of the V1 loop, are marked, all other amino acids are
indicated by a period (.), to highlight the relative change of position of the N-linked sites and the length variation of the V1
loop. Parts C–G correspond to the sequences used in Figure 8A. Part A includes examples of V1 sequences taken from a
single patient over time in a study of long-term survival (patient 20 from Shioda et al., 1997), who was randomly selected
from among longitudinal sequences sets spanning V1 available in the HIV database, and in our experience is representative.
Part B includes seven randomly selected subtype A sequences from the HIV Los Alamos database alignment to represent
intraclade diversity, respectively. Part C includes one randomly selected sequence from each clade to represent HIV-1 M
group diversity. Part D includes available viral sequences isolated from chimpanzees, thought to be the source of the human
HIV-1 epidemic. Part E lists viruses from HIV-2 clades A and B, and part F from sooty mangabey, which are thought to be
the source of the HIV-1 epitdemic. Part G represents viral sequences taken from African green monkeys.

preserve the high-mannose forms. It has been suggested that
the conservation of the high-mannose epitope for the 2G12
antibody might be related to the preservation of mannose
structure that facilitates DC-SIGN interaction (Sanders
et al., 2002). N-linked glycosylation patterns in HIV Env
are further complicated by the fact that different cell types,
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H9 and Chinese hamster ovary (Mizuochi et al., 1988,
1990), and primary T cells and macrophages have different
patterns of glycan modification (Liedtke et al., 1997;
Lin et al., 2003; Willey et al., 1996). DC-SIGN preferentially binds to HIV Env gp120 enriched for highmannose oligosaccharides, which are typically produced
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Fig. 9. N-linked glycosylation patterns in the E1 and E2 proteins of HCV. Sequon frequencies in HCV genotypes with adequate sampling are shown. The
plot was nearly identical for E1 genotypes 3, 4, and 5, so only the genotype 3 plot is shown. Potential shifting sites are seen in E2 near position 90 in
genotype 1, and near position 200 in genotype 6. The most C-terminal sequon in E1 is not glycosylated, and the sequon second from the C-terminal end
and the most N-terminal together are critical for the formation of noncovalent E1E2 complexes (Meunier et al., 1999).

by peripheral blood mononuclear cells and T cells, compared to macrophage-produced gp120, which contains
more complex carbohydrates (Lin et al., 2003). Also,
macrophage-derived gp120 carbohydrates are modified by
lactosaminoglycans, whereas peripheral blood mononuclear cells–derived gp120s are not. Interestingly, macrophage-derived virus tends to be more neutralization
resistant (Willey et al., 1996). Bisecting N-glycans have

been implicated in the suppression of natural killer (NK)
cell–mediated responses (Yoshimura et al., 1996), the suppression of innate immune responses involving NK cells
that may be responsible for initiating AIDS pathogenesis
(Kottilil et al., 2003). Thus cell-specific glycosylation profiles may affect immune susceptibility, and AIDS progression may be related to the glycobiology of the virus (Clark
et al., 1997).
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Positions that accept complex carbohydrate additions
may also be determined simply by being more exposed
during passage through the Golgi apparatus, where
carbohydrate modifications occur. Such exposure may be
related to accessibility in the folded functional protein, and
immune evasion and neutralizing antibody escape are likely
to be the driving force for the variation in shifting sites. So
the complex carbohydrate additions may occur in more
exposed sites, and those sites, due to the exposure, may be
under greater pressure to shift to escape from antibody
recognition.
We did not observe variation in the net number of
sequons in the variable loop domains of HIV-1 Env gp120
associated with any particular pattern of coreceptor usage,
although a particular sequon in the V3 loop was highly
conserved in R5 viruses but not in X4 or R5X4 viruses.
Potential involvement of sequon changes in gp41 in cell
tropism was also noted, as some sites are rarely found in
NSI variants. Glycosylation in gp41 may be more influential than previously thought, given new evidence that
additional loops of the transmembrane protein are located
extracellularly (Cleveland et al., 2003). The role of alterations of specific sequons in HIV-1 Env associated with
changes in coreceptor usage on a population basis can be
subtle and may be context-specific. For example, in our
analysis of one patient for changes associated with phenotypic variation (Figure 7), significant differences were found
at positions that were different from those identified in the
cross-sectional population analyses.
Glycosylation in the V1V2 region can be important
for coreceptor usage (Ogert et al., 2001), and additional
glycosylation sites in V1V2 may in some circumstances
potentiate the use of CXCR4 (Pollakis et al., 2001). V2
elongation and sequon changes have been associated with
slow disease progression (Shioda et al., 1997). The effects
may be subtle; for example, removal of three sequons in
V1 increased the affinity between gp120 and the CXCR4
receptor but did not alter the infectivity of the virus
(Losman et al., 2001). Limited V1V2 length variation
and sequon shifts in rapid progressors (Masciotra et al.,
2002; Shioda et al., 1997) versus long-term survivors may
be a consequence of a poor immune response resulting in
weak selection pressure (Delwart et al., 1997; Wolinsky
et al., 1996) and not related directly to the coreceptor
usage. This is particularly plausible because changes in
V1 V2 sequons often influence antigenic domains in
other regions, for example, they can alter antibody recognition of both the V3 loop (Losman et al., 2001; Ly and
Stamatatos, 2000; Ye et al., 2000) and CD4 binding site
(Ly and Stamatatos, 2000). It is intriguing that the capacity for shifting sequons is found not only in HIV but also
in two HCV E2 locations in two lineages in genotypes 1
and 6, suggesting they may give a selective advantage in
rapidly evolving viruses.
Although the SIVSMM and SIVAGM viruses have some
degree of shifting sequons in their natural hosts (particularly in the Env V4 region in SIVAGM), the shifting Env
sequon characteristics appear far less pronounced in these
lineages than in HIV-1 and CPZ lineages (Figure 8). HIV-2,
which stems from cross-species transmission of SIVSMM,
also has more extreme levels of shifting sites, suggesting
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that selective forces in the new host bring out the greater
levels of position diversity seen in sequons. Neutralizing
antibody responses to SIVSMM and SIVAGM infections in
their natural hosts are present but may be relatively reduced
(Fultz et al., 1990; Gicheru et al., 1999; Kaur et al., 1998;
Norley et al., 1990). However, despite the lack of shifting
sequons, both SIVSMM and SIVAGM diversify rapidly in vivo
(Broussard et al., 2001). At least some of this diversification
may be due to cytotoxic T lymphocyte escape (Kaur et al.,
2001), which may not select for patterns of shifting sequons.
Neutralizing activity of sera from HIV-infected individuals
and SIV-infected primates generally lags behind, so serum
from one time point can neutralize earlier but not contemporary virus (Albert et al., 1990; Arendrup et al., 1992;
Bradney et al., 1999; Montefiori et al., 1991; Nyambi et al.,
1997). Rapid cycles of response and escape may be related to
the gain and loss of sequons (Richman et al., 2003; Wei et al.,
2003). Thus it is possible that the strength and neutralizing
antibody response in the host dictates the extent of the
shifting antibody sites in different primate lentiviruses.
N-linked glycosylation sites are a critical component of
the external proteins of primate lentiviruses, influenza, and
hepatitis C viruses, and their modification can be important
for evolution of the immune response. The gain or loss of
such sites can play a key role in viral infectivity, antigen
conformation, and immune escape. The mechanisms that
generate shifting sites and tolerance of such shifting sequons
in viral proteins provides a unique evolutionary avenue for
immune evasion.
Materials and methods
A Web-based tool was developed for tracking and quickly
assessing patterns in N-linked glycosylation sites in protein
alignments (www.hiv.lanl.gov/content/hiv-db/GLYCOSITE/
glycosite.html). This facilitates comparing glycosylation
patterns by providing five different summaries:
i. A simple tally of the number of sequons in each protein
in an alignment;
ii. Red highlighted N-linked glycosylation sites in the
alignment, and a downloadable fasta-format text file
that leaves the N in sequons uppercase while reducing
all other amino acids to lowercase;
iii. Plots of the fraction of sequences in each alignment that
carry an N-linked glycosylation site at each position;
iv. A summary of the average number of sites within a
user-specified window size, and a break down for each
sequence;
v. A list of sequons and their context in each sequence,
providing the amino acid string of the sequons, as not
all sequons have the same capacity to be glycosylated
(for example, N-P-[ST] is not glycosylated), and such
sites were not observed among the viral sequences
studied here. We also include links to references
defining glycosylation propensities of different local
combinations of amino acids.
All features of the program were used to analyze the
sequence sets included in this study, but most of the figures
were made using feature iii.

N-linked glycosylation site variation in viral proteins

The protein alignments used for this study were
retrieved from the Los Alamos HIV sequence database
(www.hiv.lanl.gov), Influenza database (www.flu.lanl.gov),
and the Hepatitis C database (www.hcv.lanl.gov). All alignments used in this study are available on request. All hepatitis, SIV, and HIV alignments were restricted so that only
sequence from a single individual was included. Thus the
sample sets were not biased by including multiple sequences
from one person or from closely related infections. The one
exception is the sequon change analysis of single patient in
Figure 7 (Hu et al., 2000).
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ABSTRACT
Detecting recombinations in the genome sequence
of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV-1) is crucial
for epidemiological studies and for vaccine development. Herein, we present a web server for subtyping and localization of phylogenetic breakpoints
in HIV-1. Our software is based on a jumping profile
Hidden Markov Model (jpHMM), a probabilistic
generalization of the jumping-alignment approach
proposed by Spang et al. The input data for our
server is a partial or complete genome sequence
from HIV-1; our tool assigns regions of the input
sequence to known subtypes of HIV-1 and predicts
phylogenetic breakpoints. jpHMM is available online
at http://jphmm.gobics.de/.
INTRODUCTION
Currently, more than 150 000 partial or complete HIV genome sequences are available in the central HIV database at
Los Alamos National Laboratory (1); these data are crucial
for the development of drugs against AIDS. Analysis of
HIV sequence data is challenging, however, since HIV is
among the most genetically variable organisms known and
recombinations of different HIV subtypes are very common
(2). HIV-1 is divided into three major phylogenetic groups,
one of which—the M group—is responsible for the AIDS
pandemic (3,4). This group is classified into ten subtypes,
some of which are further divided into sub-subtypes. Accurate classification of HIV-1 subtypes and recombinants is of
crucial importance for epidemiological monitoring and drug
development. Therefore, a number of software tools have
been developed to classify HIV genome sequences and to
identify phylogenetic breakpoints and subtypes in recombinant strains (5,6).
We recently developed a HMM-based method to compare
nucleic acid sequences to a given multiple alignment A of a
sequence family S for which a classification into subclasses

is available (7). We called this method jumping profile
Hidden Markov Model (jpHMM) since our approach is
a probabilistic generalization of the jumping-alignment
(JALI) algorithm proposed by Spang et al. (8,9). In JALI,
a query sequence s is aligned to a multiple alignment A of
a sequence family S ¼ {s1, . . . , sn}—but s is not aligned
to the alignment A as a whole, but different parts of s can
be aligned to different individual sequences si from A.
Within an alignment of the query s to the sequence family
S, ‘jumps’ are allowed between different sequences from S
depending on where the strongest degree of similarity is
found. For a jump between two sequences si and sj, a penalty
is imposed, similar to the familiar gap penalty used in
standard sequence alignment. This approach is particularly
useful if the query sequence s is a result of phylogenetic
recombinations such that different parts of s are related to
different sequences from the family S. JALI has been
shown to perform well if an alignment A is to be searched
against a sequence database (9).
In our jpHMM approach, we assume that a partition of the
sequences from the family S into subclasses is given. Each
subclass is modeled as a profile Hidden Markov Model
(10). Within a subclass, the usual transitions between
match, insert and delete states are possible, as in standard
profile HMM theory—but in addition, our model allows
transitions between profile HMMs corresponding to different
subclasses, so a path through our model can switch back and
forth between different subclasses. Jumps between subclasses
are associated with so-called jump probabilities. A detailed
description of this approach is given in Schultz et al. (7).
PREDICTION OF PHYLOGENETIC
RECOMBINATION POINTS IN HIV-1 AT GOBICS
In (7), we found that jpHMM is a useful tool to predict
phylogenetic breakpoints and subtypes in recombinant HIV
and hepatitis C sequences (11). For HIV subtyping, we start
with a pre-calculated multiple alignment of HIV-1 genome
sequences consisting of all major subtypes and sub-subtypes;
these (sub-)subtypes are modeled as profile HMMs in our
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jpHMM approach. It turned out that ‘jumps’ between these
(sub-)subtypes correspond quite well to known phylogenetic
breakpoints and (sub-)subtypes to which a query sequence s
is aligned, reliably indicate the real (sub-)subtypes in
recombinant HIV sequences. To evaluate our tool and to
compare its prediction accuracy to competing methods such
as Simplot (12) and RDP (13), we used a large set of real
and simulated data from HIV-1 and hepatitis C. These test
runs demonstrated that jpHMM is far more accurate than
existing tools for phylogenetic breakpoint detection. Details
of this program evaluation are described in (7).
To make jpHMM available to the HIV research
community, we set up an easy-to-use WWW interface at
Göttingen Bioinformatics Compute Server (GOBICS): http://

jphmm.gobics.de/ At our server, the user can paste or upload
up to 5 full-length HIV-1 genome sequences that is to be
searched for phylogenetic breakpoints and subtypes. Our server uses a pre-calculated multiple alignment of 309 HIV
sequences from the major HIV (sub-)subtypes obtained
from the HIV database at http://hiv.lanl.gov/content/hiv-db/
ALIGN_CURRENT/ALIGN-INDEX.html. These sequences
include nine subtypes A–D, F, G, H, J, K, and a persumed
recombinant 01_AE. Subtype A has two sub-subtypes, A1
and A2; similarly F has two sub-subtypes, F1 and F2.
B and D could be regarded as sub-subtypes because their
relative distance and relation are similar to A1 and A2, F1
and F2, respectively. But we still consider B and D as subtypes, not sub-subtypes because of historical reasons (14).

Figure 1. Sample output from our jpHMM web server. The output file contains a list of fragments from the input HIV-1 sequences that are assigned to different
HIV subtypes, including predicted breakpoints. At the bottom of the file, a graphical representation of the input sequence is given where recombinant subtypes
are color coded. Gray regions denote missing subtype information due to uninformative subtype models.
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01_AE, though being called recombinant, contains the only
information of subtype E. Thus we include 01_AE in
the alignment. The alignment of these sequences has been
carried out using HMMER (15) and subsequent manual
improvement.
A hyperlink to the results of the program run is returned to
the user by e-mail. The result file contains a list of fragments
of the input sequence that are assigned to different subtypes
and sub-subtypes, including predicted breakpoints between
these fragments. In addition, the output file contains a graphical representation of the predicted recombinant fragments
within the HIV-1 genome. A sample output file is shown in
Figure 1. The predicted breakpoint positions are provided
in two ways. One is based on the original sequence position,
and the other is based on HXB2 numbering. HXB2 (GenBank
accession number K03455) is the most commonly used
reference strain for many different kinds of HIV-1 functional
studies. The HXB2 numbering provided for the output
breakpoints is especially useful to facilitate the identification
of the precise location of interest in HIV sequences.
PROGRAM LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
It should be mentioned that our tool is sometimes not sensitive to detect HIV-1 subtypes H, J, K, as only few full-length
genome sequences of these subtypes are available to train our
model. For these subtypes, we recommend to compare the
results of jpHMM with those of other HIV-1 subtyping
tools, for example, RIP (http://hiv-web.lanl.gov/content/
hiv-db/RIPPER/RIP.html).
As shown in (7), the overall prediction accuracy of our
method is high compared with alternative approaches. Nevertheless, it would be useful for the user to assess the relative
reliability of individual predicted breakpoints. In principle,
this is possible by using posterior probabilities that can be
calculated using the Forward and Backward algorithms as
explained in (16). We are currently implementing these
algorithms to estimate the (local) reliability of our predictions. This feature will be available on our web site in
the near future.
For predicted recombinants, users of our software may
want to know putative parental sequences. Our method cannot provide this information directly, since jpHMM compares
input sequences to a model derived from a pre-calculated
alignment of representative sequences. It is possible, however, to search predicted recombinant segments of input
sequences against the HIV-1 database to retrieve potential
parent sequences. We are planning to add this functionality
to our web server soon.
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Abstract
Background: Jumping alignments have recently been proposed as a strategy to search a given
multiple sequence alignment A against a database. Instead of comparing a database sequence S to
the multiple alignment or profile as a whole, S is compared and aligned to individual sequences from
A. Within this alignment, S can jump between different sequences from A, so different parts of S can
be aligned to different sequences from the input multiple alignment. This approach is particularly
useful for dealing with recombination events.
Results: We developed a jumping profile Hidden Markov Model (jpHMM), a probabilistic
generalization of the jumping-alignment approach. Given a partition of the aligned input sequence
family into known sequence subtypes, our model can jump between states corresponding to these
different subtypes, depending on which subtype is locally most similar to a database sequence.
Jumps between different subtypes are indicative of intersubtype recombinations. We applied our
method to a large set of genome sequences from human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) and hepatitis
C virus (HCV) as well as to simulated recombined genome sequences.
Conclusion: Our results demonstrate that jumps in our jumping profile HMM often correspond
to recombination breakpoints; our approach can therefore be used to detect recombinations in
genomic sequences. The recombination breakpoints identified by jpHMM were found to be
significantly more accurate than breakpoints defined by traditional methods based on comparing
single representative sequences.

Background

Profile Hidden Markov Models [1] are a popular way of
modelling nucleic-acid or protein sequence families for
database searching, see [2] for a review. Like other Hidden
Markov Models (HMMs), profile HMMs consist of socalled states that can emit symbols of the underlying alpha-

bet, i.e. nucleotides or amino acids [3]. Transitions are possible between these states, and a DNA or protein sequence
is thought to be generated by a path Q through the model
beginning with a special begin state and ending with an
end state. There are probabilities (a) for possible transitions from one state to another and (b) for the emission of
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symbols at a given state. The states together with the possible transitions between them are called the topology of
the model while the corresponding transition and emission probabilities are called its parameters. A sequence S is
generated by the model with a certain probability P(S). In
general, a sequence S can be generated by more than one
path Q through the model. For a given sequence S, the
well-known Viterbi Algorithm [4] finds the most probable
path that generates S. More precisely, the algorithm finds
a path Q* that maximizes the conditional probability
P(Q|S) which is equivalent to maximizing the joint probability P(Q, S). For a general introduction to HMMs, see
[5].
The starting point for a profile HMM is a multiple alignment of a sequence family. Columns of the alignment are
modeled as states of the HMM. These states are called
match states and are denoted by Mi; the indexing is such
that the alignment column associated with a match state
Mi is to the left of the column associated with Mj whenever
i < j. Emission probabilities for a match state Mi depend
on nucleotide or amino acid frequencies in the respective
alignment column. In general, not every column of the
input multiple alignment corresponds to a match state,
but only those columns that have a certain minimum
number of non-gap characters are modeled as match
states. Columns that correspond to match states are called
consensus columns. State transitions are possible from one
match state Mi to the next match state Mi+1. To account for
insertions and deletions, additional states are defined.
Insert states Ii can emit additional symbols while delete
states Di can be used to omit one or more match states in
the model. As the Begin and End states, delete states are
silent, i.e. they do not emit any symbols. Figure 1 shows
the topology of a profile HMM. An insert state Ii is located

I0

B

between the match states Mi and Mi+1 and there are possible transitions from Mi to Ii and from Ii to Mi+1 such that
an additional character can be inserted between Mi and
Mi+1. By contrast, a deletion state Di is in the same column
as a match state Mi. There are possible transitions from Mi1 to Di and from Di to Mi+1 to circumvent match state Mi.
Profile HMMs are frequently used tools for database
searching. They are slower but more accurate than standard local-alignment approaches such as BLAST [6]. The
best known implementation of profile HMMs is Sean
Eddy's software program HMMer [2,7].
Jumping alignments have been proposed by Spang et al. as
a new approach to database searching [8,9]. Like profile
HMMs, jumping alignments start with a multiple alignment
A of a sequence family, and database sequences S are compared to A. But unlike in standard methods, the database
sequence is not aligned to the query multiple alignment A
or to the corresponding profile as a whole, but the program aligns segments from the database sequence S to single sequences from the multiple alignment A. Each
position of S is aligned with only one sequence from A,
the so-called reference sequence for this position. Within
one alignment, the program can jump between the reference sequences. For such jumps a penalty is imposed similar to the gap penalties that are used in standard
alignment algorithms.
In the present paper, we describe a novel approach to
compare a single nucleic acid or protein sequence to a
multiple alignment of a sequence family. Our approach
combines the above outlined methods and can be seen as
a probabilistic generalization of the jumping-alignment
approach. We therefore call our method jumping profile
Hidden Markov Model (jpHMM). The proposed tool is a
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Figure
A
profile1hidden Markov model as introduced by Krogh et al
A profile hidden Markov model as introduced by Krogh et al. [1]. Squares indicate match states (Mi), diamonds insert states (Ii)
and circles delete states (Di). Possible transitions are shown as arrows. Begin state (B), End state (E) and delete states (Di) are
silent states, i.e. they do not emit symbols of the alphabet.
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Complete
Figure 2 genome trees of the hepatitis C and HIV-1 (M group) viruses
Complete genome trees of the hepatitis C and HIV-1 (M group) viruses. The trees are drawn on the same scale. Only nonrecombinant complete genomes have been included. The trees are based on manually curated alignments containing only one
sequence per patient. The optimalization method was maximum-likelihood, as implemented in the GAML/Garli program
(Zwickl et al. 2005, in preparation).

flexible method for database searching; it is particularly
useful if sequence recombinations have to be taken into
account. In the present study, we apply our method to
localize phylogenetic breakpoints in viral genome
sequences. We applied our approach to identify genomic
recombinations in HIV and HCV and to classify subtypes.
Accurate classification of HIV and HCV sequences is of
crucial importance for epi-demiological monitoring as
well as for the design of molecular detection systems and
potential vaccines. HIV and HCV are among the most
genetically variable organisms known. Based on phylogenetic clustering, these viruses have been classified into
clades (Figure 2). The classification is not always trivial,
because genetic forms that do not cluster within the phylogenetic clusters exist, and for both viruses recombinants

have been discovered that make the classification more
obscure. Furthermore, some genes and genome segments
do not contain enough information to resolve the subtypes, especially when DNA sequences become too short.
Most classification methods depend on an accurate
sequence alignment, and those that do not, still depend
on pair-wise comparisons between a query sequence and
some set of reference sequences. Since the subtypes are
phylogenetically defined, tree building is the gold standard. Reconstructing accurate phylogenetic trees is, however, neither trivial nor easy to incorporate in automatic
screening procedures. In recent years, many methods have
been developed to detect genomic recombinations based
on phylogenetic trees, sequence patterns and population
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genetics. In the virology field, the most popular methods
have been based on pair-wise genetic distance calculations. Generally, HIV recombination is detected based on
pairwise distances [10] and breakpoint locations are
defined based on a method called "informative sites analysis" [11,12] prior to generating phylogenies, which are
then used to validate the level of support for recombination in different genomic regions. Alternatively a bootscan
is performed to determine whether phylogenetic branching patterns differ in trees constructed based on a sliding
window approach [13]. Informative sites analysis divides
the sequence at the midpoint between the substitutions
that mark the dividing point that gives the most support
for the recombination events using a chi square test; single
representatives of the two recombinant clades are compared to the query sequence. In contrast, the jpHMM
approach that we propose in this paper enables defining
breakpoints based on a model derived from the full alignment of a particular clade; this is particularly useful when
the precise parental strain is not known, rather a parental
lineage is defined.

[26], and between genotypes 2i and 6h from Vietnam (S.
Noppornpanth, unpublished results). It is very likely that
more recombinants will be discovered in the near future.
Discovery and accurate characterization of new recombinants is hampered by the scarcity of complete genome
sequences for most of the less frequent HCV genotypes.

HIV-1 is classified into three major phylogenetic groups,
called M, N and O, that arose due to separate introductions of SIVs from chimpanzees into humans [14]. The M
group, which is responsible for the HIV pandemic, is further divided into ten subtypes, some of which have been
even further subdivided into sub-subtypes [15]. Inter-subtype recombination is extremely common among HIV-1
subtypes [16]. Identifying intersubtype recombinants is
important from many perspectives, giving insights into
such issues as molecular epidemiology, viral evolution,
and indirectly, the frequency of dual infections.

Jumping profile Hidden Markov Model
A jumping profile Hidden Markov Model (jpHMM) as
introduced in this section combines profile HMMs with
the jumping alignment (JALI) approach introduced by
Spang et al. [9]. The data that a jpHMM models are a

For hepatitis C, the picture is even more complex; there
are currently 6 major genotypes, each subdivided into
subtypes, of which there can be dozens. To curb the explosion in new subtypes, it was recently decided that new
subtypes will only be named when there are at least three
unrelated samples for them [17]. Recombinants that have
been epidemiologically successful exist for both viruses,
and are called CRFs in HIV and RFs in HCV, for (circulating) recombinant forms. HIV CRFs are common, and they
often emerge as the dominant clade in a regional epidemic [18]. More precise breakpoint definitions will help
in identifying and tracking HIV CRFs.
Currently only a small number of naturally occurring
recombinants have been identified for the hepatitis C
virus, despite frequent dual infection [19,20,20-24]. Until
2005, only one circulating recombinant form had been
described, from St. Petersburg [25]. However, the discovery of new recombinants does appear to be speeding up,
with two recent publications describing new circulating
recombinants between genotypes 2a and 2c from Peru

Recombinants found for hepatitis C so far are simple in
structure, none of them appear to combine fragments
from more than two genotypes and all appear to contain
only one breakpoint. Thus, characterizing HCV recombinants found to date is a simpler task than characterizing
the complex recombinants that are often found in HIV
(for review, see [15]), for a specific example of the complexity, see [27]. However, given the improved sampling
and sequencing capacity in HCV and the associated growing frequency of detection of recombinants, it will be
increasingly important to have a tool that can reliably and
efficiently identify recombinants and locate their breakpoints.

Results

sequence family ! = {S1,...,Sn} together with a multiple
sequence alignment A of ! . In addition, we assume that
we have a partition of ! into k subtypes ! 1,..., ! k such
that each sequence Si belongs to exactly one of the subtypes. Our jpHMM approach can be seen as a generalization of the 'jumping alignment' algorithm. In JALI, each
position of a database sequence is aligned to one reference
sequence Si ! ! . By contrast, jpHMM aligns parts of the
input sequence to entire subtypes of the input multiple
alignment. Thus, JALI corresponds to the special case in
our approach where each subtype ! i consists of exactly
one sequence. As with standard profile HMMs, each
match state in our model is derived from one column of
the input alignment A. However, in our model we define
match states specific for the subtypes. Thus, a column in
the query alignment A may correspond to up to k match
states, and a match state is specified by two indices, the
corresponding column of the multiple alignment A and
the subtype it belongs to.
For a given subtype ! i, a column is modeled as a match
state only if it is a consensus column for that subtype.
Consequently, a column i in the alignment A may be
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modeled as a match state for some of the subtypes but not
for other subtypes. In addition to the match states, we
have distinct insert and delete states for each subtype just
as in standard profile HMMs. In our notation, match state
Mi,j is the j-th match state within the i-th subtype, and Ii,j
and Di,j are the insert and delete states corresponding to
Mi,j. There is a single Begin state and a single End state,
respectively, for the entire model. Further, there are general, not subtype-specific insert and delete states just after
the Begin state and just before the End state. From the
delete state immediately after the Begin state, each match
state from each subtype can be reached. Similarly, from
each match state, the delete state directly before the End
state can be reached. These states have been introduced to
deal with the fact that the sequences are often incompletely sequenced and are missing the initial or terminal
part.
Note that the sub-model associated with a subtype ! i in
our jpHMM corresponds to a standard profile HMM for
! i. Thus, our model can be seen as the union of k standard profile HMMs with additional transitions between
these standard HMMs. The underlying multiple alignment A induces a quasi partial order relation on the set of all
states of our jpHMM. We say that a match or delete state
T is (strictly) to the left of a match or delete state R if the
alignment column associated to T is (strictly) to the left of
the column associated with R. This ordering is related to
the quasi partial order relation !A defined on the set of all
sites of a multiple alignment introduced in [28] in the context of consistency of alignments. As for standard HMMs,
the states of a jpHMM are connected by transitions to
which transition probabilities are assigned. Transitions
are possible within one subtype ! i as in standard profile
HMMs, e.g. from one match state a transition is possible
to the next match state or to the corresponding insert and
delete states of ! i. In addition, our model allows transitions between different subtypes as shown in Figures 3 and
4. Transitions between subtypes are called jumps.
Transitions between subtypes are more complicated than
within subtypes since not every alignment column is represented in every subtype as a match state. Thus, it is not
obvious from which state in one subtype we can jump to
which state in another subtype, so we need to specify
which jumps between subtypes are allowed. Generally,
there are two reasons to limit the number of possible
jumps between states. (a) To reduce the computer
resources required by our algorithm, we need to limit the

http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/7/265

number of possible transitions between states. (b) More
importantly, we need to make sure that a path through
our model cannot jump to the left or too far to the right.
A jump to the left would have the biological meaning of a
tandem repeat of a certain part of the sequence, which we
do not allow. A jump to the right that overjumps consensus columns in one of the two subtypes involved in the
jump means that some part of one of those subtypes is
deleted with respect to the query sequence. This is possible but should be punished as in a standard profile HMM
by using the alternative path, a chain of delete states. This
exclusion of forward jumps similarly reduces the number
of transitions as done in [29]. In our approach, we
imposed the following rules:
r1 For two subtypes ! i and ! j, the algorithm can jump
from a match state of ! i only to a match state or a delete
state of ! j, and from an insert state or delete state of ! i
a jump is possible only to a match state of ! j.
r2 A jump from a state T in ! i is possible only to the leftmost state in ! j that is strictly to the right of T.
r3 A jump from a state Mi,k, Di,k or Ii,k to a state in ! j that
is to the right of Mi,k+1 is not possible.
Rule r1 reduces the number of possible transitions in our
model. Rules r2 and r3 ensure that there are no insertions
or deletions introduced during a jump without using
insert or delete states.
Parameter estimation
A jpHMM has a large number of parameters that need to
be specified, namely the emission probabilities of match
and insert states, the transition probabilities within subtypes and the probability of the jumps between different
subtypes. With the exception of the probabilities of
jumps, which is discussed below, the above probabilities
can be estimated based on observed frequencies. Given
the topology of the jpHMM, each of the sequences in the
given multiple sequence alignment defines a unique path
through the states, and gives rise to observed emissions
and transitions. For example, a particular residue that is
aligned in a consensus column is emitted from the corresponding match state of the subtype the respective
sequence belongs to. To give another example, an insert
region of length l gives rise to one transition from the preceding match state to the corresponding insert state, l - 1
transitions from that insert state to itself and one transition from the insert state to the next match state.
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Figure 3 topology of a jumping profile HMM (jpHMM)
Simplified
Simplified topology of a jumping profile HMM (jpHMM). The sequence family ! is partitioned into k subtypes ! 1,..., ! k. Each
subtype is modeled by a profile HMM here pictured as a dashed box. Arrows indicate possible transitions between states
within the same subtypes and transitions between different subtypes, so-called jumps. For clarity we omit insert and delete
states of the profile HMMs and sketch a case where the first three columns are consensus columns.
The generalized problem for estimating each emission
distribution and each distribution of possible transitions
out of a state is the following. We are given a count vector
!
n = (n1,...,ns), where s is the number of emissions (or transitions, respectively) out of this state. For example, we
have s = 4 in case of nucleotide emissions. ni is the number
of times the ith emission (or transition) is observed. These
!
observed frequencies n are distributed according to a
!
multinomial distribution with parameters p = (p1,...,ps),
where pi is the probability of observing option i. For this
!
!
problem of estimating p given n , we chose a Bayesian
approach as in [30]. This means we assume a prior distri!
!
bution on the set of all possible p , and then estimate p
by the following conditional expectation

! !
E( p | n ).
We model this prior knowledge using a Dirichlet distribu!
tion [30] which has parameters " = ("1,...,"s). These
parameters can be interpreted as pseudocounts that are
added to the observed counts. For the emission probabil!
ities we estimated the parameters " of the prior distribution with a Maximum Likelihood approach [30] based on
the input multiple alignment. For the transition probabil!
ities we used the parameters " of the prior distribution
taken from [31]. Those were shown to perform better than
the parameters derived by Maximum Likelihood.
In contrast to the transitions within a subtype of the
jpHMM, jumps between subtypes cannot be observed in
the input alignment data. Since we cannot estimate the
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Figure
A
toy example
4
of a jumping profile Hidden Markov Model
A toy example of a jumping profile Hidden Markov Model. This is build from a multiple sequence alignment of nucleotides with
two subtypes. The first subtype consists of three sequences with four consensus columns, the second subtype consists of two
sequences with five consensus columns. With each match and insert state a vector is associated for the emission probability
values corresponding to the nucleotides A, C, G and T. For clarity, some transitions are omitted. Also, the figure does not
show the delete states immediately after B from which each match state can be reached nor the delete state immediately
before E that can be reached from each match state. Fat lines indicate high transition probabilities, thin lines correspond to low
probabilities.
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corresponding jump probabilities from observed frequencies, we use a fixed, empirically derived value Pj for the
probability of observing a jump. If in a given state of the
jpHMM, there are several possibilities for a jump, this
probability is evenly distributed between the possible
jumps. In other words, if we have K options to jump into
another subtype, the probability of each of these jumps is
given by Pj/K. In the application of our program to the
identification of HIV and HCV recombinants we use a
jump probability of Pj = 10-9 which we derived by optimizing the results by comparing them to published HIV intersubtype recombination breakpoints. Taking into account
that the transition and jump probabilities out of each state
must sum up to 1, we scale the non-jump transition probabilities, i.e. the probabilities for transitions within the
same subtype by multiplying them by (1 - Pj), if jumps are
possible out of this state.

query sequence of length ~10, 000 in a straightforward
implementation we would need to calculate and store
roughly 10, 000 · 10, 000 · 14 · 3 = 4 · 2 · 109 floating
point numbers.

Alignment algorithm and efficiency
The jumping alignment of a query sequence S = s1, s2,...,sn
and a given multiple alignment is determined by searching the most probable path Q* through the jpHMM that
emits S as described above. This is done with a dynamic
programming algorithm, the Viterbi algorithm. For each
position i = 1,..., n of the query sequence S and for each
state q of the jpHMM we calculate the probability #i(q) of
the prefix s1,...,si of the query sequence and the most probable path through the jpHMM ending in state q and emitting s1,...,si. These probabilities are called Viterbi values
and the following recursion holds.

much lower than the optimal local solution # i∗ =
maxq # i′(q) These states are called 'active' states and the set

{
{

}

 max # i +1(q′)t q′q ,
if q is a delete state;
 q′
# i +1(q) = 
 max # i (q′)t q′q eq ,si +1 , otherwise.
 q′

}

Here, q' ranges over all states of the model, tq' q is the probability of the transition from state q' to state q and eq ,si +1
is the probability of emitting nucleotide si+1 out of state q.
The Viterbi values can be computed by increasing i with
the states sorted from left to right. By backtracking we can
construct the most probable path Q* (see Figure 4) and
thus the jumping alignment. This algorithm has a complexity of O(n!k) in time and O(n!) in space where n is
the length of the query sequence, k the number of subtypes in the alignment and ! the number of states in the
jpHMM.
In the case of very long alignments this may require too
much time and memory for current computer hardware.
For example, genomes of the HIV-1 group M have a length
of roughly 10, 000 nucleotides. Thus, given a multiple
alignment of 14 (sub-)subtypes of such sequences and a

To accelerate the computation and to save memory we
bound the number of considered states in each step i by
using the beam-search algorithm [32,33]. The idea behind
this algorithm is to exclude possible irrelevant paths in
each step and to restrict the search space to 'promising'
paths. If an alignment of an initial part is much worse than
another alignment of that part then we do not try to
extend that low quality alignment. This is achieved by
computing and storing in each step i a modified Viterbi
value # i′(q) $ #i(q) only for a subset " i of the states,
namely those states q whose modified Viterbi value is not

" i of active states of step i is determined by
"i = {q | # i′(q) ≥ ## ∗j }, 0 < # " 1.
The modified Viterbi value of the inactive states is set to 0,
and does not need to be stored. In the next step i + 1 of the
recursion the modified Viterbi value # i′+1(q) needs only
be computed for states, which can be reached from a state
in the subset of active states " i through a path with one
emission. This speeds up the computation of the recursion.
In the tradeoff between memory efficiency and speed
(large # ) against accuracy (small # )) we chose a beam
in the order that allows maximal accuracy within the limits of currenct PC hardware: # = 10-20. In Figure 5 and 6
we sketch the set of columns of activated states in the multiple alignment for an example with HIV sequences. Using
this beam search heuristic very rarely affects the output of
the computation but the time and memory savings are
immense. The average number of active states per input
sequence position in this example is 1,690 which compares to roughly 10,000 · 14 · 3 = 4 · 2 · 105 states if the
beam search heuristic was not used. For the HIV-1
sequences that we tested, the average number of active
states was between 1,620 (CRF 12, length = 8,760 nt) and
2,862 (CRF 11, length = 9,768 nt). The CPU time for those
sequences using the beam search heuristics is 7.2 min
(CRF 12) and 13.6 min (CRF 11) on a Linux PC with 3 GB
RAM and 3.2 GHz. This includes model building as well
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Reduction of active states for a set of HIV test sequences
using the beam-search heuristics [32, 33]. In this example, we
have 14 (sub-)subtypes each of which has three states per
alignment column (match, delete and insert). Thus, a column
corresponds to 14 × 3 = 42 states. The beam-search algorithm reduces the number of active states considerably; the
figure indicates for each position in the query sequence those
columns that contain active states. Thus, instead of considering the entire dynamic-programming matrix, our algorithm
needs to consider only the small strip between the two lines.
We used a beam width of # = 10-20 and a jump probability
of 10-9.
as a search of one sequence against the model, but most
of the CPU time was consumed by the second step.
Test results
Results on HIV genomic sequences
To evaluate the accuracy of our jpHMM approach on HIV1 sequences, we used two different types of test data
including simulated as well as real-world sequence data.

First, we wanted to know to what extend our method is
able to recognize subtypes in artificial sequences produced by the underlying probabilistic model itself. This
test can be considered as a minimal check of our model.
We sampled 800 random sequences according to the transition and emission probabilities of the HMM built for
HIV-1 subtyping. Since the "jump probability" in our
model is rather small, each of our 800 artificial sequences
consisted of one subtype only without any recombinations. For each of these sequences our method correctly
predicted the underlying single subtype, and no jumps
between different subtypes were predicted. Moreover, for
752 of our 800 sequences, 100 % of the individual
sequence positions were assigned to the correct subtype.
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In the remaining 48 sequences, the only differences
between the sampled and predicted paths were in the
lengths of short unclassified regions at the ends of the
sequence. All in all, 99.99 % of the sequence positions in
our test sequences were assigned to the correct subtype.
Further, we used simulated inter-subtype recombinant
sequences with known breakpoints. Artificial recombinant sequences were created in the following way: for
each simulated sequence, two real-world 'parent'
sequences were taken from two different clades of HIV-1.
For a fixed value X, these sequences were split at every Xth nucleotide, and a simulated recombinant sequence was
composed of alternating segments of length X from these
two parent sequences. Thus, for two parent sequences P1
and P2 and, for example, X = 1000, the first 1000 nucleotides of the artificial recombinant are from P1, nucleotides
1001 to 2000 are from P2, residues 2001 to 3000 are from
P1 etc. In the present study, we used values of X = 500,
1000, 1500. This way, known breakpoints were introduced into both relatively conserved regions, and highly
variable regions, and the performance of the jpHMM
method could be assessed in both contexts. Here, we distinguish between recombinant sequences with parents
from different subtypes which we call inter-subtype recombinants and recombinants with parents from the same
subtype but different sub-subtypes, which we refer to as
inter sub-subtype recombinants. Sub-subtypes are clearly
distinguishable, established lineages that occur within the
subtypes, but do not have the minimal genetic distances
required to be considered an independent subtype. For
historical reasons the B and D clades are called subtypes,
but in fact the distances between these two clades correspond to a sub-subtype distance [15].
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The sequences used in the inter-subtype recombinants
have been created using parent sequences from the following subtypes (GenBank accession numbers of the parent sequences are in parentheses): A1 and C (A1:
AF193275, C:AY463217); A1 and D (A1: AF193275,
D:AF133821); A1 and G (A1: AF193275, G: AF450098); B
and C (B: AF042101, C: AY463217); B and F1 (B:
AF042101, F1:AY173958); B and 01 (B: AF042101,
01:AB032741). The sequences used in the inter sub-subtype artificial recombinants have been created from the
following sub-subtypes and parents, respectively: A1 and
A2 (A1: AF413987, A2:AF286240); A2 and A1
(A2:AF286241, A1:AF539405); B and D (B: AF538302,
D:AJ320484); D and B (D: AJ488926, B:AY352275); F1
and F2 (F1:AY173957, F2:AF377956); F2 and F1 (F2:
AY371158, F1:AY173958). We selected the above combinations of subtypes for the parent sequences, because they
correspond to known real-world recombinants. From
each subtype, we selected parent sequences for which
breakpoints are assumed to be reliably annotated. Figure
7A illustrates the creation of these artificial recombinants,
Figure 7B shows the evolutionary relations of the subtypes
and inter sub-subtypes used for our simulated recombinants.
Based on these artificial recombinants, we evaluated the
performance of our jpHMM tool and compared it with
Simplot [12], a widely used HIV subtyping tool. We measured the distances between the predicted and the real
breakpoints, and assessed the differences in prediction
accuracy using non-parametric statistics, namely calculating the (a) the median value of the distances and (b) the
interquartile range, and comparing distributions using the
Wilcoxon signed-rank test implemented with R http://
www.r-project.org. As shown in Figure 8, our method consistently showed much better predictions of the artificial
recombinant breakpoints than Simplot. In the inter-subtype sequences, jpHMM's median value for the distances
between the predicted positions and the real breakpoints
is 10, with an interquartile range from 4 to 15. By contrast,
Simplot's median is 54, while its interquartile range is
from 19 to 72. The difference between the predictions of
jpHMM and Simplot is significant with p <10-9 in the Wilcoxon signed-rank test.
The inter sub-subtype simulated sequences are more similar to each other, and so it becomes a more difficult problem to distinguish breakpoints. Here, jpHMM's median
value for the distances between the predicted and the
actual breakpoints is 9, the interquartile range is from 3.5
to 19, while Simplot's median value is 84 and its interquartile range is 19.5 to 122. The accuracy difference
between jpHMM and Simplot's predictions are significant
with p <10-7 in the Wilcoxon signed-rank test. Finally, Figure 8 also shows there were no particular breakpoints that
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were consistently hard to define, rather whether or not a
particular breakpoint (for example, position 1000) was
accurately resolved depended on the particular combination of sequences; the artificial breakpoints we introduced
were embedded in both conserved and variable regions of
HIV. Introducing breakpoints at intervals of 500 and 1500
gave comparable results (data not shown) to the 1000
base intervals included in Figures 7 and 8. Finally, the
breakpoint definition methods in Simplot uses a chi
squared statistic for resolution [34].
We have tried to compare jphmm and Simplot chi square
results to the suite of programs available in the RDP package [35], including RDP, GENECONV, MaxChi, Chimaera, Siscan. While Simplot and jphmm readily
recognized the artificially generated breakpoints in our
recombinants, shown in Figure 7, and could distinguish
the parental subtypes, the other methods missed many of
the breakpoints and often assigned incorrect subtype designations. The LARD [36] program appears not to be
designed for recognition of multiple breakpoints. Bootscanning works well for correct identification of the subtypes of parental fragments in a recombinant genome,
whether using the Simplot or RDP implementation, but
does not attempt to optimally resolve breakpoints.
Another algorithm to detect recombination events has
been described in [37,38]. However, this method is limited to detect chimeric sequences that are recombinations
of only two sequences with only one breakpoint. While
the jumping alignment program JALI [8,9] can be adapted
to run on DNA sequences, its computer memory requirements are far too high for applying it to the test data in our
study. Thus we used the chi squared method [11,34]
implemented in Simplot [12] for Figure 8, as it gave the
best results among existing methods.
In addition to simulated recombinants, we used realworld circulating recombinant forms (CRFs) for which the
recombination breakpoints have been very carefully
defined, and published in the literature. Here, we compared only our jpHMM predictions to the published data
but not predictions by Simplot, since the published breakpoints already mainly rely on predictions by Simplot or
similar methods. Thus, it would be redundant to compare
CRFs to our own revised Simplot predictions. We tested
reference sequences from 12 different CRFs, namely
CRF02 to CRF08 and CRF10 to CRF14. These recombinants are known to be well annotated. Figure 9 shows
the published genome map of CRF02 together with the
subtypes as predicted by our jpHMM software. For the 12
CRFs that we analyzed, subtypes predicted by jpHMM
roughly correspond to the previously published subtypes:
for 70% of the CRFs with breakpoints, the breakpoints
predicted by jpHMM are located in a distance of <150nt
from the corresponding published breakpoints (with an
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Creation
Figure 7 of artificial recombinants with known breakpoints to test jpHMM and Simplot accuracy
Creation of artificial recombinants with known breakpoints to test jpHMM and Simplot accuracy. (A) The artificial recombinant, constructed from two different clades, has the actual breakpoints at every X-th nucleotide for X = 500, 1000, 1500.
Only the construction with X = 1000 is shown here. (B) The phylogenetic tree demonstrates the relations and relative distances between the clades used in the artificial recombinants' construction.
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Figure 8 of breakpoints predicted by jpHMM and Simplot
Evaluation
Evaluation of breakpoints predicted by jpHMM and Simplot. We measured the distance between the predicted breakpoints and
the real breakpoints as described in the literature. For these distances, we calculated the median value and the interquartile
range. A) Inter-subtype artificial recombinants: jpHMM's median is 10, with the interquartile range of 4–15; Simplot's median is
54, with the interquartile range of 19–72 and p <10-9 in the Wilcoxon signed-rank test. B) Inter sub-subtype artificial recombinants: jpHMM's median values 9, interquartile ranges 3.5–19; Simplot's median values 84, interquartile ranges 19.5–122 and p
<10-7 in the Wilcoxon signed-rank test. In both plots (A and B), the Y -axis represents the number of bases that predicted
breakpoints were away from the actual ones. The median values are shown here as the white bars, and the interquartile ranges
are shown as the black bars. Numbers in color represent the actual breakpoint positions (every 1000-th nucleotide) in all synthetic recombinants. The duplicated data positions were spread apart in order to show every individual breakpoint here.
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Figure
Comparison
9 of genomic recombinations predicted by our jpHMM tool and reported in the literature
Comparison of genomic recombinations predicted by our jpHMM tool and reported in the literature. In all reference
sequences from CRF02 to CRF08 and CRF10 to CRF14, 70% of the jpHMM's predictions were consistent with the published
data. As an example, the figure shows the CRF02 recombinant that consists of subtypes A (shown in red) and G (shown in
green). Above is the prediction by jpHMM, below the recombination as reported in the literature (see [42]).

average distance of 27nt). Discrepancies between the published and jpHMM predicted recombinant sequences
were found in the H, J and K-containing CRFs.
Results for the hepatitis C virus
We analyzed the two recombinant strains of HCV that
were available until mid-2005, the 1b/2k St Petersburg
recombinants (AY587845, [22]) and an artificial 1a/2a
recombinant (AF177037, [39]). In both cases, the jpHMM
method accurately reconstructed the recombinant.
jpHMM located the breakpoint for the 1b/2k St Petersburg recombinant between nucleotide 3186 and 3187 (in
HCV-H77 numbering). The original authors manually
pinpointed this breakpoint to the exact same nucleotide,
based on a Simplot graphic and a sequence alignment.

The location of the breakpoint of the artificial 1a/2a
recombinant was estimated to be at position 2759/2760
(HCV-H77 numbering), while the cross-over point in the
actual artificial recombinant was reported to be between
the fourth and fifth nucleotide of a mutated restriction site

Nde 1 located at position 2761–66 of their reference
sequence (the boundary of p7 and NS2). However, in the
same reference sequence (AF177037) the only site (CATATG) was located at positions 2773–2778, which corresponds to 2762–2767 of HCV-H77. This would place the
breakpoint at position 2765/2766, so in this case the prediction is off by 6 nucleotides.
In both recombinants, the genotype of the 5'UTR part of
the sequence was misidentified, as 1a for the 1a/2a recombinant and as 2a for the 1b/2k recombinant. Thus, a spurious breakpoint was postulated for both sequences, at
position 238/239 for the 1b/2k recombinant and at position 349/350 for the 1a/2a recombinant. This region of
the HCV genome, around 350 nucleotides long, is known
to be too highly conserved to contain a good phylogenetic
signal, and often cannot even be used to phylogenetically
distinguish different genotypes, let alone subtypes (CK,
unpublished results), so it is not surprising that the
jpHMM method is unable to make an accurate determination. As a consequence, for any automatic recombination
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detection method to work accurately, we expect that this
region will have to be excluded a priori; and conversely,
because this region does contain little phylogenetic information, detection of recombination will be almost impossible.

Discussion and conclusions

We developed jpHMM, a novel probabilistic approach to
compare DNA or protein sequences to a family of aligned
sequences. In this study, we applied this tool to sequence
subtyping and classification to enhance viral sequence
quality control in the rapidly expanding HIV/HCV
sequence databases. jpHMM combines the idea of a profile HMM with the jumping-alignment approach that has
been previously proposed by Spang et al. [9]. For HIV and
HCV genome sequences, we constructed profile HMMs
for each subtype of the respective virus; these models were
then connected by subtype transitions (jumps). These
jumps make it possible to detect whether a query
sequence is an inter-subtype recombinant by finding a
best reference subtype match at each position along the
entire query sequence. The results presented in this paper
demonstrate jpHMM sensitively recognizes recombinants
and gives more accurate breakpoint predictions than Simplot, a widely used subtyping tool in HIV-1 sequence analysis.
As every probabilistic model, jpHMM depends on a sufficiently large set of input data; our approach is therefore
limited by the subtype background sets which are used as
the model-building sequences. Our method performs best
with large input data sets to inform the model, but it may
fail to identify breakpoints if the input data set is too
small. In the present study, for example, jpHMM failed on
H, J, and K-containing CRFs. The difficulties with these
sequences could be due to the following reasons: (1)
jpHMM underestimates H, J, and K subtypes due to the
fact that they have very rarely been sampled and
sequenced, and so there are inadequate complete genome
sequences from these three subtypes to develop a good
model. (2) The current H, J, and K subtype reference
sequences probably are not good representatives for these
three subtypes, thus our jpHMM, as other subtyping tools,
can be biased predicting these particular subtypes.
Thus, in its current form, while jpHMM provides clearly
superior accuracy in terms of breakpoint definitions when
large subtype data sets were available for input, to resolve
rare subtypes it would be best to use this tool in conjunction with RIP [40] or Simplot for de novo HIV classification
of unknown sequences. In this way, recombinant fragments from rare subtypes could be detected if present, and
more accurate breakpoint definitions between common
subtypes would be possible. In addition, jpHMM, like
many other subtyping tools, fails on sequence classifica-
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tions in the situation where a new or unknown sequence
is discovered because there is no reference sequence available. We are currently developing another method to
solve this problem.
In the present study, we applied jpHMM to viruses; we
tested it on HIV/HCV sequences. The method, however,
has been developed as a generally applicable tool, so its
application should not be considered only in viral
genomes. It could be successfully used to DNA and protein sequences from other organisms with individual subtype's sequences available, and be used as one important
part in understanding the role of recombination in evolution and molecular epidemiology, and ultimately for integration into sequence quality control pipelines as a
standard step in sequence analysis.

Availability and requirements

The jpHMM program was written in C++ and the source
code is available free of charge from the authors on
request. We set up a user-friendly WWW interface for the
program at [41] which is described [42]. The circulating
recombinant forms of HIV are listed on a web page [43] of
the HIV Sequence Database.
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A standard panel of subtype C human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) Env-pseudotyped viruses was
created by cloning, sequencing, and characterizing functional gp160 genes from 18 acute and early heterosexually acquired infections in South Africa and Zambia. In general, the gp120 region of these clones was shorter
(most evident in V1 and V4) and less glycosylated compared to newly transmitted subtype B viruses, and it was
underglycosylated but no different in length compared to chronic subtype C viruses. The gp120s also exhibited
low amino acid sequence variability (12%) in V3 and high variability (39%) immediately downstream of V3, a
feature shared with newly transmitted subtype B viruses and chronic viruses of both subtypes. When tested as
Env-pseudotyped viruses in a luciferase reporter gene assay, all clones possessed an R5 phenotype and
resembled primary isolates in their sensitivity to neutralization by HIV-1-positive plasmas. Results obtained
with a multisubtype plasma panel suggested partial subtype preference in the neutralizing antibody response
to infection. The clones were typical of subtype C in that all were resistant to 2G12 (associated with loss of
N-glycosylation at position 295) and most were resistant to 2F5, but all were sensitive to 4E10 and many were
sensitive to immunoglobulin G1b12. Finally, conserved neutralization epitopes in the CD4-induced coreceptor
binding domain of gp120 were poorly accessible and were difficult to induce and stabilize with soluble CD4 on
Env-pseudotyped viruses. These results illustrate key genetic and antigenic properties of subtype C HIV-1 that
might impact the design and testing of candidate vaccines. A subset of these gp160 clones are suitable for use
as reference reagents to facilitate standardized assessments of vaccine-elicited neutralizing antibody
responses.

Neutralizing antibody (NAb) responses are associated with
the clinical success of many approved vaccines (65) and are a
high priority for human immunodeficiency virus type 1
(HIV-1) vaccine development (25, 43, 46). To be effective
against HIV-1, NAbs will need to overcome the extensive genetic diversity and complex escape mechanisms that typify the
surface gp120 and transmembrane gp41 envelope glycoproteins (Env) of the virus (40, 84, 89). At least nine different
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genetic subtypes and a growing number of circulating recombinant forms (CRFs) of group M HIV-1 account for the majority of infections worldwide (42). Unfortunately, little
progress has been made in designing a vaccine immunogen
that elicits NAbs against multiple variants within a single genetic subtype, let alone cross-subtype NAbs (4, 5, 10, 49). A
variety of new approaches aim to solve this difficult problem by
acquiring new knowledge about Env structure, function, and
immunobiology and using this knowledge to design better immunogens (12, 34). As new immunogens undergo preclinical
and clinical testing, it will be important to compare them to
prototypic immunogens and to each other with respect to the
magnitude and breadth of the NAb response each generates.
To facilitate these comparative studies, it has been recom-
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Plasma samples, soluble CD4 (sCD4), and monoclonal Abs. Plasma samples
from chronically HIV-1-infected blood donors in South Africa who were presumed to be treatment naive were obtained from the South African National
Blood Services. These individual plasma samples were designated BB8, BB12,
BB28, BB55, BB70, and BB106 and were selected from a larger set of plasma
samples based on their greater neutralizing activities in an initial screen against
three subtype C Env-pseudotyped viruses (Du151.2, Du156.12, and Du172.17).
All donors were infected with HIV-1 subtype C viruses as determined by gag and
env sequences. Plasma pools for subtypes A, B, C, and D were described previously (45). These latter plasma pools were each comprised of plasma from 6 to
10 subjects who had pure subtype infections as verified by full HIV-1 genome
sequencing of DNA from cryopreserved peripheral blood mononuclear cells
(PBMC). The plasma samples and plasma pools were derived from chronically
infected individuals and did not include the HIV-1-positive subjects who served
as a source of env clones. A normal plasma pool was prepared from Leukopaks
from four HIV-1-negative subjects (BRT Laboratories, Inc., Baltimore, MD). All
plasma samples were heat inactivated at 56°C for 1 h prior to use. Informed
consent was obtained from all study participants as approved by local institutional review boards and biosafety committees; the blood bank samples were
obtained from anonymous donors, with all sample codes delinked from subject
identifiers.
Recombinant sCD4 comprising the full-length extracellular domain of human
CD4 and produced in Chinese hamster ovary cells was obtained from Progenics
Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (Tarrytown, NY). Human monoclonal Ab immunoglobulin
G1b12 (IgG1b12) was kindly provided by Dennis Burton (The Scripps Research
Institute, La Jolla, CA). Human monoclonal Abs 2G12, 2F5, and 4E10 were
obtained from the NIH AIDS Research and Reference Reagent Program (NIH
ARRRP; Rockville, MD) as contributed by Hermann Katinger. Monoclonal Abs
17b, 23e, 31H, 21c, E51, 48d, 112d, 412d, and ED10 against CD4-induced (CD4i)
epitopes on gp120 were isolated from Epstein-Barr virus-transformed B-cell lines
established from subtype B HIV-1-infected individuals as described previously
(66, 90). TriMab is a mixture of three monoclonal Abs (IgG1b12, 2G12, and 2F5)
prepared as a 1-mg/ml stock solution containing 333 "g of each monoclonal
Ab/ml in phosphate-buffered saline, pH 7.4.
Cells. TZM-bl (JC53-bl) cells were obtained from the NIH ARRRP as contributed by John Kappes and Xiaoyun Wu. This is a genetically engineered HeLa
cell clone that expresses CD4, CXCR4, and CCR5 and contains Tat-responsive
reporter genes for firefly luciferase (Luc) and Escherichia coli #-galactosidase
under regulatory control of an HIV-1 long terminal repeat (60, 83). 293T/17 cells
were obtained from the American Type Culture Collection (catalog no. 11268).
Both cell lines were maintained in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (Gibco
BRL Life Technologies) containing 10% heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum and
50 "g gentamicin/ml in vented T-75 culture flasks (Corning-Costar). Cultures
were incubated at 37°C in a humidified 5% CO2–95% air environment. Cell
monolayers were split 1:10 at confluence by treatment with 0.25% trypsin, 1 mM
EDTA (Invitrogen).
Amplification and cloning of env/rev DNA cassettes. Specimens for env/rev
gene cloning were obtained from 18 HIV-1-infected individuals living in either
South Africa or Zambia and who were judged to be in acute/early stages of
infection as determined by either their last known seronegative clinic visit, time
of onset of acute retroviral syndrome, or a combination of these two clinical
parameters. All infections occurred through heterosexual contact. env-rev cassettes were cloned from either plasma viral RNA, uncultured PBMC DNA, or
cultured PBMC DNA. In the latter case, fresh phytohemagglutinin-stimulated
PBMC from healthy HIV-1-negative donors were inoculated with low-passage
($5 passages) primary isolates, and the infected PBMC were used as the source
of DNA for PCR amplification of HIV-1 env-rev cassettes as described elsewhere
(45). Virus-containing culture supernatants were clarified from cells by 0.45-"m
filtration and stored at %80°C in 1-ml aliquots as archives of the immediate
uncloned parent of the corresponding molecularly cloned Env-pseudotyped viruses. In some cases, uncultured PBMC direct from study subjects were used for
DNA extraction and PCR amplification. In other cases, virion-associated plasma
RNA was purified and subjected to cDNA synthesis prior to PCR amplification
as described elsewhere (23, 44, 45). The inner antisense primer EnvNF (5&-GG
CACCTGAGGTCTGACTGGAAAGCC-3&) replaced antisense primer EnvN
in the second-round PCR and was used in conjunction with inner sense primer
EnvA (23) to amplify full-length env from ZM197M. PCR products from cultured PBMC DNA were inserted directly into pcDNA 3.1D/V5-His-TOPO (Invitrogen Corp., Carlsbad, CA). PCR products from uncultured PBMC DNA and
from plasma viral RNA were inserted into either pcDNA 3.1/V5-His-TOPO or
pCR3.1 (Invitrogen Corp., Carlsbad, CA) by TA cloning.
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mended that separate panels of HIV-1 reference strains be
devised for each major genetic subtype and CRF; these panels
are needed to acquire standardized data sets that may be used
to rank vaccine potency and to identify promising candidates
for further development (47). The degree of accuracy in predicting vaccine potency with standard reference strains could
depend on the particular genetic, antigenic, and biologic properties of these viruses (54). Deciding which viral properties are
most suitable is a complicated task that would best be guided
by information on an HIV-1 vaccine that is at least partially
effective. Because no such vaccine is currently available, the
process of selecting appropriate reference strains has instead
relied on an alternate set of scientific judgments (47, 54).
These judgments place a heavy emphasis on the use of early
“transmitted” strains from sexually acquired infections with the
rationale that sexual contact is the major route of HIV-1 transmission in the world (31, 79) and that a bottleneck occurs at
sexual transmission that selects a subset of viral variants (18,
23, 29, 82, 86, 93, 94). In principle, these sexually transmissible
variants are the major targets for vaccination and also represent suitable reference strains for immune monitoring assays.
Recently, a panel of 12 subtype B gp160 reference clones
from acute/early sexually acquired infections was described
that may be used as Env-pseudotyped viruses for standardized
assessments of NAb responses (45). There is an urgent need to
develop a separate panel for subtype C, as this is the most
abundant subtype in countries that carry the heaviest burden of
infections (50). Previous studies of HIV-1 neutralization have
focused on the less-prevalent subtype B. Moreover, what little
is known about subtype C is derived mostly from studies of
chronic infection. In general, subtype C viruses have been
shown to be sensitive to neutralization by subtype C and nonsubtype C serum samples where only occasional subtype-specific neutralization has been observed (11, 39, 55). Subtype C
viruses also are unusually resistant to the gp120 glycan-specific
monoclonal Ab 2G12 and to the gp41-specific monoclonal Ab
2F5 (7, 11, 33). Another general feature of subtype C is a low
level of amino acid diversity in the V3 loop of gp120 and a high
level of diversity in the region immediately downstream of V3
(24, 59).
A recent study of heterosexual subtype C HIV-1 transmission in Zambia showed that gp120 from newly transmitted
viruses were shorter, less glycosylated, and more sensitive to
neutralization by plasma from the chronically infected partner
compared to the transmitted virus (23). Similar features have
been associated with the transmission of subtype A viruses in
Kenya (18) but were not seen in subtype B transmission (18,
29). Another recent study found a more robust autologous
neutralizing antibody response during early subtype C virus
infection in Zambia compared to early subtype B virus infection in the United States, where the robust response to subtype
C infection was associated with viruses that contained shorter
and less-glycosylated gp120s (44). Additional work is needed to
confirm and extend these early observations, as they have important implications for vaccine design and testing. Here we
describe the cloning, sequencing, biologic phenotype, and neutralization profile of functional gp160 genes from acute/early,
heterosexually acquired subtype C HIV-1 infections in South
Africa and Zambia.
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TABLE 1. Demographic and biologic properties of molecularly cloned, Env-pseudotyped strains of subtype C HIV-1
Panel
designation

Subtype

CoR

Gender

Mode of
transmission

Mo/yr
isolated

Wks after est.
infection date

Location

Plasma
VL

CD4
count

Sourceb

Accession
no.

Du123.6
Du151.2
Du156.12*
Du172.17*
Du422.1*
ZM197M.PB7*
ZM214M.PL15*
ZM215F.PB8
ZM233M.PB6*
ZM249M.PL1*
ZM53M.PB12*
ZM55F.PB28a
ZM109F.PB4*
ZM106F.PB9
ZM135M.PL10a*
CAP45.2.00.G3*
CAP210.2.00.E8*
CAP244.2.00.D3

SVPC1
SVPC2
SVPC3*
SVPC4*
SVPC5*
SVPC6*
SVPC7*
SVPC8
SVPC9*
SVPC10*
SVPC11*
SVPC12
SVPC13*
SVPC14
SVPC15*
SVPC16*
SVPC17*
SVPC18

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

R5
R5
R5
R5
R5
R5
R5
R5
R5
R5
R5
R5
R5
R5
R5
R5
R5
R5

F
F
F
F
F
M
M
F
M
M
M
F
F
F
M
F
F
F

M-F
M-F
M-F
M-F
M-F
F-M
F-M
M-F
F-M
F-M
F-M
M-F
M-F
M-F
F-M
M-F
M-F
M-F

11/1998
11/1998
02/1999
11/1998
11/1998
10/2002
07/2003
10/2002
12/2002
08/2003
02/2000
08/1998
03/2000
06/1998
06/1998
05/2005
05/2005
05/2005

12
6
$4
12
8
$15
$13
$15
$15
$1
$14
$13
$14
$18
$15
5
5
8

Durban, South Africa
Durban, South Africa
Durban, South Africa
Durban, South Africa
Durban, South Africa
Lusaka, Zambia
Lusaka, Zambia
Lusaka, Zambia
Lusaka, Zambia
Lusaka, Zambia
Lusaka, Zambia
Lusaka, Zambia
Lusaka, Zambia
Lusaka, Zambia
Lusaka, Zambia
Durban, South Africa
Durban, South Africa
Durban, South Africa

19,331
(500,000
22,122
1,916
17,118
NAc
198,800
608,560
NA
1,143,760
26,643
88,544
887,586
48,442
202,999
236,000
127,000
19,200

841
367
404
793
409
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
974
461
557

ccPBMC
ccPBMC
ccPBMC
ccPBMC
ccPBMC
ucPBMC
Plasma
ucPBMC
ucPBMC
Plasma
ucPBMC
ucPBMC
ucPBMC
ucPBMC
Plasma
Plasma
Plasma
Plasma

DQ411850
DQ411851
DQ411852
DQ411853
DQ411854
DQ388515
DQ388516
DQ422948
DQ388517
DQ388514
AY423984
AY423971
AY424138
AY424163
AY424079
DQ435682
DQ435683
DQ435684

a
b
c

Clones selected as standard reference strains are marked with an asterisk.
ccPBMC, cocultured PBMC; ucPBMC, uncultured PBMC.
NA, not available.

Plasmid minipreps from multiple colonies of transformed JM109 cells were
screened by restriction enzyme digestion for full-length inserts. Clones with
inserts in the correct orientation were screened by cotransfection with an envdeficient HIV-1 (SG3'env) backbone in 293T cells to produce Env-pseudotyped
viruses that were subsequently titrated for infectivity in TZM-bl cells as described
previously (45). Env clones conferring the highest infectivity were selected for
further characterization. Twelve of these molecularly cloned gp160 genes were
chosen to comprise a new panel of standard reference reagents and have been
donated to the NIH ARRRP (item no. 11326).
Other viruses. A functional gp160 clone for the R5 subtype B virus SF162.LS
(17, 73) was obtained from Leonidas Stamatatos. T-cell line-adapted HIV-1MN
(30) was obtained from Robert Gallo and was propagated in H9 cells as described elsewhere (53). Molecularly cloned gp160 genes from a standard panel of
subtype B reference strains was described previously (45). The CD4-independent
strain NL-ADArs (38) was obtained from Joseph Sodroski and was propagated
in PBMC.
DNA sequence and phylogenetic analysis. Sequence analysis was performed by
cycle sequencing and BigDye terminator chemistry with automated DNA Sequenators (models 3100 and 3730; Applied Biosystems, Inc.) as recommended by
the manufacturer. Individual sequence fragments for each env clone were assembled and edited using the Sequencher program 4.2 (Gene Codes Corp., Ann
Arbor, MI). Nucleotide and deduced Env amino acid sequences were initially
aligned using CLUSTAL W (35, 76) and manually adjusted for an optimal
alignment using MASE (27). Pair-wise evolutionary distances were estimated
using Kimura’s two-parameter method (37) to correct for superimposed substitutions; sequence gaps and ambiguous areas within the alignment were excluded
from all comparisons. Phylogenetic trees were constructed by the neighborjoining method (67), and the reliability of branching orders was assessed by
bootstrap analysis using 1,000 replicates (28). The sequences of all new gp160
genes are available from GenBank and the Los Alamos HIV Sequence Database
(see Table 1 for accession numbers).
Analysis of coreceptor usage. Coreceptor usage of 15 Env-pseudotyped viruses
was determined in TZM-bl cells by measuring reductions in infectivity in the
presence of the CXCR4 antagonist AMD 3100 and the CCR5 antagonist TAK779 as described elsewhere (45). For the three CAP clones, coreceptor usage was
determined by green fluorescence protein (GFP) reporter gene activation in
GHOST cells that expressed either CCR5 or CXCR4 (19).
Neutralization assay. Neutralization was measured as a reduction in Luc
reporter gene expression after a single round of virus infection in TZM-bl cells
as described previously (52). This assay is a modified version of the assay used by
Wei et al. (83, 84). The 50% inhibitory dose (ID50) was defined as either the
plasma dilution or sample concentration (in the case of sCD4 and monoclonal
Abs) at which relative luminescence units (RLU) were reduced 50% compared
to virus control wells after subtraction of background RLU in cell control wells.
Statistical analyses. Differences in the neutralizing potencies of subtype C
plasma samples (six samples with a BB prefix) were determined by comparing
their geometric mean titer (GMT) against each virus. Differences in neutraliza-

tion sensitivity between subtype B and C viruses were compared using a twosided Wilcoxon matched pairs test with a 95% confidence interval. Differences
were considered significant if P was $0.05. Differences in envelope lengths and
number of potential N-linked glycans (PNLG) between subtype B and C viruses
were compared using the Wilcoxon two-sided rank test. The two-sided Fisher’s
exact test was used to determine the relative loss of specific PNLG in one HIV-1
subtype compared to another. Both of these latter tests were performed using the
R Project for Statistical Computing (www.r-project.org).
Nucleotide sequence accession numbers. GenBank accession numbers for the
sequences identified in this study are DQ411850 to DQ411854, DQ388514 to
DQ388517, DQ422948, DQ435682 to DQ435684, AY423971, AY423984,
AY424079, AY424138, and AY424163.

RESULTS
Demographics and biologic properties of the molecularly
cloned gp160 genes. Candidate gp160 reference clones were
obtained from studies of acute and early sexually acquired
subtype C infections in South Africa and Zambia (Table 1).
Five clones with a Du prefix were obtained in 1998 from commercial sex workers recruited from truck stops between
Durban and Johannesburg (11); these women were participating in a multicenter clinical trial of a potential vaginal microbicide (81). Clones with a ZM prefix were obtained between
June 1998 and July 2003 from a study of HIV-1-discordant
couples in Lusaka, Zambia (1, 23). Clones with a CAP prefix
were obtained in 2005 from a study of acute/early heterosexual
HIV-1 transmission organized by the Center for the AIDS
Program of Research in South Africa (CAPRISA). Twelve
strains arose from male-female transmission and six strains
arose from female-male transmission. All molecularly cloned
Env-pseudotyped viruses used CCR5 but not CXCR4 for cell
entry.
Sequence analysis. Phylogenetic analysis of full-length
gp160 nucleotide sequences confirmed that all 18 functional
clones grouped within subtype C (Fig. 1). The clones comprised a wide spectrum of genetic diversity with only two clones
(Du151.2 and Du422.1) that clustered with a high bootstrap
value.
Deduced amino acid sequences showed that all 18 clones
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had an uninterrupted env open reading frame and 100% conservation of the cysteine residues that form the V1, V2, V3,
and V4 loops of gp120 (Fig. 2). Considerable amino acid sequence variability was seen in V1, V2, V4, V5, and a region of
approximately 34 amino acids immediately downstream of V3.
V1, V2, V4, and V5 also exhibited substantial length variation
(Table 2). V3 did not vary in length (35 amino acids in all
clones) and exhibited only minor sequence variability that in-
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cluded position 320 (numbered as in Fig. 2) flanking the tip of
the loop; this same position also shows greatest variability in
the V3 loop of subtype B gp160 reference clones (45). Compared to a subtype C consensus sequence, amino acids in the
V3 loop of these clones exhibited an average of 12% variability, whereas the 34 amino acids immediately downstream varied by an average of 39%.
Moderate variation was seen in the number and position of
PNLG, where V1, V2, and V4 of gp120 were the most heavily
glycosylated regions (Fig. 2; Table 3). All clones contained at
least one PNLG in the relatively short stretch of amino acids
comprising V5. Six PNLG in gp120 and three in gp41 were
100% conserved in all 18 clones (Fig. 2). Another three PNLG
were conserved in all but one clone (Fig. 2). One highly conserved PNLG in the N terminus of V3 has been shown to mask
neutralization epitopes in the V3 loop of subtype B viruses
(2, 71).
Neutralization phenotype. Neutralization phenotypes were
characterized with six subtype C plasma samples, four subtypespecific plasma pools, sCD4, and the broadly neutralizing
monoclonal Abs IgG1b12, 2G12, 2F5, and 4E10 (Table 4).
They were also characterized with a series of monoclonal Abs
against CD4i epitopes on gp120 (Table 5). Each subtype C
Env-pseudotyped virus was broadly sensitive to neutralization
by individual subtype C plasma samples and by subtype-specific
plasma pools. Some subtype C viruses were clearly more sensitive than others, but the level of sensitivity in all cases was at
least 10-fold lower than that of MN and SF162.LS (Fig. 3A).
This diminished sensitivity relative to MN and SF162.LS distinguishes the subtype C viruses from easily neutralized “tier 1”
viruses (47). Another interesting property of the subtype C
Env-pseudotyped viruses was their greater sensitivity to neutralization by a subtype C plasma pool compared to plasma
pools of subtypes A, B, and D (P ) 0.0002). The overall
potencies of these plasma pools were ranked in the following
order: subtype C ( subtype A ( subtype D ( subtype B pool.
Significant differences also were seen for the subtype A pool
compared to the subtype B (P ) 0.0078) and subtype D (P )
0.0443) pools but not when the subtype B pool was compared
to the subtype D pool (P ) 0.107).
All subtype C Env-pseudotyped viruses were sensitive to
inhibition by sCD4. ID50 doses ranged from 0.2 "g/ml to 26
"g/ml, suggesting a broad spectrum of epitope exposure in and
around the CD4 binding site of gp120. IgG1b12, which targets
a complex epitope on gp120 that affects CD4 binding (13, 58),
neutralized 10 of the 17 subtype C Env clones. No clear association was seen between the neutralizing activity of this monoclonal Ab and sensitivity to inhibition by sCD4.
All 18 gp160 clones were highly resistant to neutralization by
the glycan-specific monoclonal Ab 2G12. Similar broad resistance to 2G12 has been reported for other subtype C viruses
(7, 11, 33) and is associated with an absence of PNLG at
critical positions that affect the 2G12 epitope (7, 14, 33, 69, 70).
Each of our clones lacked a PNLG at one or more of these
critical positions; most often this was position 295 at the Nterminal base of V3. Loss of a PNLG at position 295 has been
associated with the general 2G12-resistant phenotype of subtype C viruses from chronically infected individuals (7) and
pediatric infections (33). Our results indicate that the same is
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FIG. 1. Phylogenetic relationships of subtype C reference env
clones. The newly characterized sequences are indicated by solid circles and shaded diamonds, and the 12 env clones that are recommended as standard reference reagents are represented by the solid
circles and are bolded. Horizontal branch lengths are drawn to scale
(the scale bar represents 0.01 nucleotide substitutions per site), but
vertical separation is for clarity only. Values at nodes indicate the
percentage of bootstraps in which the cluster to the right was found;
only values of 80% or greater are shown. The phylogenetic tree was
rooted with subtype D env sequences (NDK, Z2Z3, and 94UG114).
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FIG. 2. Alignment of deduced amino acid sequences from acute/early subtype C HIV-1 env genes. Nucleotide sequences of newly derived env
genes were translated, aligned, and compared with a consensus sequence generated by MASE. Numbering of amino acid residues begins with the
first residue of gp120 and does not include the signal peptide. Dashes denote sequence identity, while dots represent gaps introduced to optimize
alignments. Small letters in the consensus sequence indicate sites at which fewer than 50% of the viruses share the same amino acid residue.
Triangles above the consensus sequence denote cysteine residues (solid triangles indicate sequence identity, while open triangles indicate sequence
variation). V1, V2, V3, V4, and V5 regions designate hypervariable HIV-1 gp120 domains as previously described. The signal peptide and Env
precursor cleavage sites are indicated; msd denotes the membrane-spanning domain in gp41; asterisks mark in-frame stop codons. Open circles
highlight altered cysteine residues. Potential N-linked glycosylation sites (NXYX motif, where X is any amino acid other than proline and Y is
either serine or threonine) are bolded and underlined. Highly conserved sites of potential N-linked glycosylation are shaded. The solid diamond
denotes a highly variable amino acid position in the V3 loop.
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FIG. 2—Continued.

true for newly transmitted, heterosexually acquired subtype C
viruses.
Monoclonal Abs 2F5 and 4E10, which recognize adjacent
epitopes in the membrane-proximal external region of gp41 (3,
56, 57, 61, 74, 95), were quite different from one another in

their ability to neutralize these subtype C viruses: 2F5 neutralized only 2 viruses, whereas 4E10 neutralized all 18 viruses.
Neutralization by these two monoclonal Abs was highly predicted by amino acid sequence. Thus, both 2F5-sensitive viruses contained a DKW motif that has been reported to be a
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FIG. 2—Continued.

minimum requirement for 2F5 recognition (7, 45). Two additional clones (ZM214M.PL15 and CAP210.2.00.E8) contained
this motif but had changes elsewhere in the 2F5 epitope. All
clones except ZM215F.PB8 contained the WFXI motif that

has been reported to be important for 4E10 recognition (7, 45).
Clone ZM215F.PB8 contained a different motif (WFNM) yet
it was highly susceptible to neutralization by 4E10, suggesting
additional flexibility in the 4E10 core epitope. Six clones con-
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tained a potential PNLG in this core epitope that might be
expected to mask the virus from 4E10, but biochemical evidence suggests this site is not glycosylated (41).
Consistent with the general resistance of these viruses to
2G12 and 2F5, their ability to be neutralized by TriMab (mixture of IgG1b12, 2G12, and 2F5) tracked with their sensitivity
to IgG1b12. We saw no clear evidence of synergism with this
triple combination of monoclonal Abs.
Neutralization phenotypes were further assessed by using
CD4i monoclonal Abs to probe epitopes in the coreceptor
binding domain of gp120. These are some of the most highly
conserved epitopes on the gp120 molecule (22), but they are
often concealed from Abs unless sCD4 is present to induce
their exposure prior to virus-cell engagement (22, 68, 75). The
CD4-independent NL-ADArs virus on which CD4i epitopes
are spontaneously exposed (38) was highly sensitive to all of
these monoclonal Abs, confirming that they possessed poten-

TABLE 3. Potential N-linked glycosylation sites on gp120 and gp41

TABLE 2. Lengths of gp120 variable regions

V1

V2

V3

V4

Du123.6
Du151.2
Du156.12*
Du172.17*
Du422.1*
ZM197M.PB7*
ZM214M.PL15*
ZM215F.PB8
ZM233M.PB6*
ZM249M.PL1*
ZM53M.PB12*
ZM55F.PB28a
ZM109F.PB4*
ZM106F.PB9
ZM135M.PL10a*
CAP45.2.00.G3*
CAP210.2.00.E8*
CAP244.2.00.D3

30
18
25
30
27
39
28
17
17
23
15
13
17
25
23
17
19
42

40
45
42
46
44
49
43
38
42
42
42
45
45
42
49
45
45
40

35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35

24
22
27
25
28
31
30
23
23
31
26
28
20
29
21
22
39
29

Mean

23.6

43.6

35

26.6

a

No. of N-linked glycosylation sites

No. of amino acid residues

a

Env clone

tial neutralizing activity (Table 5). Most of these CD4i monoclonal Abs also neutralized SF162.LS and, to a lesser degree,
MN, although much higher concentrations were usually
needed in these cases compared to NL-ADArs. In general, the
subtype C Env-pseudotyped viruses were resistant to these
CD4i monoclonal Abs regardless of whether subinhibitory
doses of sCD4 were present (Table 5). An exception was E51,
which neutralized 5 of 12 subtype C viruses but only at high
concentrations. These latter results agree with a previous study
in which E51 was superior to other CD4i antibodies (91). We
observed two cases where sCD4 augmented the neutralizing
activity of a CD4i monoclonal Ab: one case produced at least
a fivefold increase in sensitivity (neutralization of Du172.17 by
E51), whereas the other case was much less dramatic (neutralization of ZM135M.PL10a by 412d). Notably, this latter virus
was the only new strain that was neutralized by four CD4i

Env clonea
V5

10
8
12
9
8
9
11
8
10
9
9
11
10
10
11
10
12
11
9.9

Clones selected as standard reference strains are marked with an asterisk.

gp120

gp41

gp41
ectodomain

Du123.6
Du151.2
Du156.12*
Du172.17*
Du422.1*
ZM197M.PB7*
ZM214M.PL15*
ZM215F.PB8
ZM233M.PB6*
ZM249M.PL1*
ZM53M.PB12*
ZM55F.PB28a
ZM109F.PB4*
ZM106F.PB9
ZM135M.PL10a*
CAP45.2.00.G3*
CAP210.2.00.E8*
CAP244.2.00.D3

25
22
24
27
24
27
23
21
24
24
25
23
23
25
23
24
29
26

4
6
5
5
4
5
4
5
5
4
5
5
6
4
3
5
4
4

4
5
5
5
4
4
4
5
4
4
5
5
5
4
3
5
4
4

Mean

24.4

4.6

4.4

a

Clones selected as standard reference strains are marked with an asterisk.
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TABLE 4. Neutralization phenotypes as determined with serum samples from HIV-1-infected individuals, sCD4, and monoclonal Abs
ID50 in TZM-bl cells based onb:
Reciprocal serum dilution

Virusa
BB8

BB12 BB28

BB55

BB70

203
552
198
487
258
550
63
68
96
$20
80
117
98
110
61
71
177
52
75
30
97

9,013
5,597
306
347
810
462
335
163
127
165
127
193
57
99
185
101
108
142
101
38
158

43,740
43,264
182
518
231
315
114
185
$20
51
108
63
91
56
82
76
57
47
29
27
79

5,550
8,066
18,845
527
2,368
629
2,138
332
162
706
640
383
566
250
365
433
202
453
293
94
514

16,952
2,438
220
123
228
562
65
176
64
108
218
156
65
59
119
$20
109
60
51
40
98

$20
$20
90
20
52
91
90
$20
$20
32
$20
33
$20
27
$20
$20
29
$20
$20
$20

0.3
3.0
13.4
1.7
9.1
3.9
8.0
14.0
2.9
9.7
8.3
24.0
0.2
23.0
6.1
26.0
3.4
8.9
5.3

0.2
1.4
0.8
1.0
0.2
19.9
3.0
(50
(50
3.2
25.9
(50
(50
(50
(50
0.7
20.4
(50

(50
(50
(50
(50
(50
(50
(50
(50
(50
(50
(50
(50
(50
(50
(50
(50
(50
(50

2F5

4E10 TriMab

(50
(50
(50
(50
(50
12.3
(50
(50
(50
(50
(50
33.6
(50
(50
(50
(50
(50
(50

0.1
0.8
0.2
0.3
0.7
0.5
4.0
0.4
1.2
2.1
7.0
8.0
0.6
7.2
0.6
2.6
1.2
1.9
1.1

1.6
13.5
1.2
2.6
0.8
24.8
9.7
(25
(25
7.9
(25
(25
(25
(25
(25
1.5
20.8
(25

a

Clones selected as standard reference strains are marked with an asterisk.
Values are the dilution or concentration at which RLU were reduced 50% compared to virus control wells. BB8, BB12, BB28, BB70, and BB106 are plasma samples
from individuals infected with subtype C HIV-1.
c
Geometric mean titer against the 18 pseudoviruses containing cloned primary isolate Env (excludes MN and SF162.LS). Serum/plasma titers of $20 were assigned
a value of 10 for calculations. Because multiple ID50 values were (50, the GMT was not determined for IgG1b12, 2G12, 2F5, or TriMab.
b

monoclonal Abs, including two that did not neutralize the
other subtype C viruses. Although the potency of neutralization against ZM135M.PL10a was relatively weak, there appears to be greater exposure of CD4i epitopes on this virus
compared to other subtype C viruses. Overall, the results suggest that epitopes in the coreceptor binding domain on newly
transmitted subtype C viruses are mostly concealed from Abs.
Noting that our gp160 genes were cloned from either cocultured PBMC virus, uncultured PBMC, or directly from plasma,
we performed an analysis to determine whether the source of

gp160 influenced the general neutralization sensitivity of the
corresponding Env-pseudotyped viruses. For this analysis,
combined neutralization data from the subtype C plasma samples (BB samples) and subtype-specific plasma pools in Table
4 were compared between the three categories of clones. The
results showed a trend in neutralization sensitivity such that
cocultured PBMC clones (GMT, 344) ( uncultured PBMC
clones (GMT, 129) ( plasma clones (GMT, 101), but this
trend was not significant (P ( 0.05). Also, greater resistance to
IgG1b12 was seen in the uncultured PBMC group of clones,

TABLE 5. Neutralization with CD4i monoclonal Abs in the presence and absence of sCD4
Virusa

NL-ADArs
MN
SF162.LS
Du156.12*
Du172.17*
Du422.1*
ZM197M.PB7*
ZM214M.PL15*
ZM233M.PB6*
ZM249M.PL1*
ZM53M.PB12*
ZM109F.PB4*
ZM135M.PL10a*
CAP45.2.00.G3*
CAP210.2.00.E8*
a

ID50 in TZM-bl cellsb
17b

23e

31H

21c

E51

48d

112d

412d

ED10

0.002
3.5
0.9/2.3
—/—
—/—
—/—
—/—
—/—
—/—
—/—
—/—
—/—
17.0/—
—/—
—/—

0.002
4.4
1.3/3.7
—/—
—/—
—/—
—/—
—/—
—/—
—/—
—/—
—/—
5.9/—
—/—
—/—

0.002
—
1.0/2.9
—/—
—/—
—/—
—/—
—/—
—/—
—/—
—/—
—/—
—/—
—/—
—/—

0.002
14.4
1.1/3.5
—/—
—/—
—/—
—/—
—/—
—/—
—/—
—/—
—/—
—/—
—/—
—/—

$0.0001
0.3
0.1/0.6
—/—
—/4.7
—/—
19.5/21.6
—/—
6.5/10.2
—/—
—/—
9.9/16.8
17.6/—
—/—
—/—

0.2
0.4
4.6/12.6
—/—
—/—
—/—
—/—
—/—
—/—
—/—
—/—
—/—
—/—
—/—
—/—

6.1
—
—/—
—/—
—/—
—/—
—/—
—/—
—/—
—/—
—/—
—/—
—/—
—/—
—/—

0.002
16.5
0.2/1.4
—/—
—/—
—/—
16.7/—
—/—
—/—
—/—
—/—
19.3/19.1
—/20.7
—/—
—/—

2.9
—
3.0/5.9
—/—
—/—
—/—
—/—
—/—
—/—
—/—
—/—
—/—
—/—
—/—
—/—

Clones selected as standard reference strains are marked with an asterisk. NL-ADArs and MN were uncloned viruses.
Values are the monoclonal Ab concentration at which RLU were reduced 50% compared to virus control wells. Neutralization was measured in the absence/
presence of sCD4. sCD4 was present in all wells (including cell control and virus control wells) at a concentration equal to the ID50 for each virus. Dashes signify no
neutralization at the highest concentration of monoclonal Ab tested (25 "g/ml). NL-ADArs and MN were assayed in the absence of sCD4 only.
b
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MN
5,107 4,573
537 2,964 43,740
SF162.LS
15,548 5,480 2,629 20,302 43,740
Du123.6
207
352
165
84
147
Du151.2
196 1,555 2,529
818
241
Du156.12*
369
426
238
336
406
Du172.17*
429
884
499
196
549
Du422.1*
134
354
193
91
51
ZM197M.PB7*
79
103
76
117
348
ZM214M.PL15*
259
366
104
90
206
ZM215F.PB8
231
694
122
384
90
ZM233M.PB6*
295
153
214
413 2,899
ZM249M.PL1*
160
105
287
158
112
ZM53M.PB12*
76
73
411
86
$20
ZM55F.PB28a
96
206
106
169
47
ZM109F.PB4*
160
188
89
160
238
ZM106F.PB9
249
378
287
262
68
ZM135M.PL10a*
138
179
93
190
50
CAP45.2.00.G3*
61
437
351
44
170
CAP210.2.00.E8*
111
75
82
113
272
CAP244.2.00.D3
53
47
32
51
91
c
151
227
177
151
142
GMT

Concn ("g/ml)

Normal
BB106 Pool A Pool B Pool C Pool D
sCD4 IgG1b12 2G12
Pool
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especially when compared to the cocultured PBMC clones. We
caution that a larger number of clones will be needed to confirm this latter observation.
Selection of standard reference strains. The demographic,
biologic, genetic, and neutralization properties of many of the
Env-pseudotyped viruses described in this report appear suitable for standardized assessments of vaccine-elicited NAb responses. For adequate statistical power, it has been recommended that each standard panel be comprised of 12 reference
strains (47). Among the 18 candidate reference strains described here, 12 were selected to comprise a panel that represents the greatest genetic and antigenic diversity while avoiding
strains that are unusually sensitive or resistant to neutralization. None of the 18 strains would be considered unusually
sensitive to neutralization; however, 1 strain was omitted for
being relatively insensitive to neutralization by HIV-1-positive
plasma samples (CAP244.2.00.D3). Another strain (ZM215F.
PB8) was omitted because careful analysis showed that all
bulk-derived env genes from this patient (who had a heterogenous early infection) were in vitro recombinants. Also, the
Du123.6 strain was excluded because it was easily neutralized
by pool C plasma, with titers higher than those seen for MN
and SF162.LS viruses. On the other hand, two strains (Du422.1
and Du151.2) were phylogenetically closer to each other than
any other pair of strains, clustering together with a high bootstrap value (Fig. 1); to maximize the genetic diversity among
members in the panel, only Du422.1 was selected while
Du151.2 was excluded. Of the 12 selected strains, 7 originated
in Zambia and 5 in South Africa (Table 1). Also, six arose by
male-female transmission, while the remaining six arose by
female-male transmission (Table 1).
Genetic comparisons between subtype B and C reference
strains. The variable loops and number and position of PNLG
in gp120 have been shown to influence the neutralization phenotype of HIV-1 (8, 26, 48, 56, 62, 84). Recent results also
suggest that acute/early subtype B and C strains differ from one
another in their neutralization properties (23, 29). For these
reasons, amino acid sequences of the 12 subtype C gp160
reference genes were compared to the sequences of 12 subtype
B gp160 reference genes described previously (45). Comparisons also were made between subtype B and C sequences in
the LANL database. These comparisons focused on the number of amino acids that comprise gp120 and its variable regions. They also focused on the number and position of PNLG
in gp120.
LANL database sequence comparisons showed that subtype
C gp120 was generally shorter and contained fewer PNLG
compared to subtype B (Table 6). Differences in gp120 length
were evident by shorter V1, V3, and V4 regions despite a
slightly longer V2 region in subtype C. Fewer PNLG were
present in V1, V3, V4, and V5 of subtype C gp120, whereas the
number of PNLG in V2 remained constant in both subtypes.
Many PNLG sites were common in both subtypes, but four
were prevalent in only one subtype. Subtype-specific PNLG

C. GMT of neutralizing Abs in the individual subtype C plasma samples BB8, BB12, BB28, BB55, BB70, and BB106 assayed against 12
subtype B reference strains.
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FIG. 3. Neutralization sensitivity of acute/early subtype C and subtype B HIV-1 Env-pseudotyped viruses as determined with plasma
samples from HIV-1-infected individuals. Bar height represents the
GMT of neutralizing Abs against the indicated Env-pseudotyped viruses. A. GMT for all HIV-1-positive plasma samples shown in Table
4 (BB8, BB12, BB28, BB55, BB70, and BB106 and pool A, pool B,
pool C, and pool D). Clones selected as standard subtype C reference
strains are marked with an asterisk. B. GMT of neutralizing Abs for
the individual subtype C plasma samples BB8, BB12, BB28, BB55,
BB70, and BB106 assayed against the 12 subtype C reference strains.
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TABLE 6. Comparison of sequence lengths and PNLG between HIV-1 subtypes B and C gp120
P value

Analysis
groupa

Sequence length
interquartile

Glycan no.
interquartile

Comparison

Sequence length
comparisonb

Glycan no.
comparisonb

gp120

B-ref
C-ref
B-db
C-db

509–519
492–509
507–515
499–510

26–28
24–26
24–27
23–26

B-ref/C-ref
B-db/C-db
B-ref/B-db
C-ref/C-db

0.01
8.44 ! 10%15
0.44
0.45

0.01
0.004
0.02
0.86

V1

B-ref
C-ref
B-db
C-db

25–31
17–27
26–32
22–28

4–5
3–4
4–5
3–5

B-ref/C-ref
B-db/C-db
B-ref/B-db
C-ref/C-db

0.03
3.37 ! 10%13
0.75
0.31

0.06
0.0008
0.43
0.45

V2

B-ref
C-ref
B-db
C-db

40–46
42–45
40–44
41–45

4–5
4–5
4–5
4–5

B-ref/C-ref
B-db/C-db
B-ref/B-db
C-ref/C-db

0.52
3.33 ! 10%5
0.23
0.16

0.85
0.50
0.52
0.88

V3

B-ref
C-ref
B-db
C-db

35–35
35–35
35–35
35–35

3–3
1–2
2–3
2–2

B-ref/C-ref
B-db/C-db
B-ref/B-db
C-ref/C-db

0.36
0.02
0.61
0.60

V4

B-ref
C-ref
B-db
C-db

31–33
23–30
30–33
27–31

4–5
3–4
4–5
4–5

B-ref/C-ref
B-db/C-db
B-ref/B-db
C-ref/C-db

0.005
1.74 ! 10%12
0.50
0.06

0.02
0.02
0.75
0.01

V5

B-ref
C-ref
B-db
C-db

9–10
9–11
9–11
9–11

2–2
1–2
1–2
1–2

B-ref/C-ref
B-db/C-db
B-ref/B-db
C-ref/C-db

0.57
0.13
0.26
0.83

0.09
0.004
0.12
0.71

0.0036
<2.2 ! 10%16
0.4259
0.7318

a
B-ref, 12 selected sequences from the subtype B panel of reference strains; B-db, 176 well-characterized subtype B database sequences; C-ref, 12 selected sequences
from the C panel of reference strains; C-db, 122 well-characterized subtype C database sequences.
b
Bolded P values (P $ 0.002) are significant differences after Bonferroni correction. Underlined P values (0.002 $ P $ 0.05) are significantly different trends after
Bonferroni correction.

included positions 230 (between V2 and V3) and 442 (between
V4 and V5) that were diminished in subtype B (HXB2 numbering). They also included positions 295 (proximal to N terminus of V3) and 362 (between V3 and V4) that were diminished in subtype C (HXB2 numbering).
No significant differences were seen in the lengths of V2 and
V3 and the number of PNLG in V1 and V5 when sequences of
the subtype B and C reference clones were compared. Thus,
overall the subtype C panel of reference clones contained
shorter gp120 regions (V1 and V4) and fewer PNLG in gp120
(V1, V3, and V4) than the subtype B panel of reference clones.
Differences observed only in database (mostly chronic virus)
sequences might be an indication that gp120 of certain subtypes evolved over time in infected individuals to give rise to
viral variants that are rarely transmitted. In this regard, our
intrasubtype comparisons suggest that transmission of subtype
C favors variants with fewer PNLG in V4 compared to chronic
subtype C variants (P ) 0.01). The comparisons also suggest
that transmission of subtype B favors variants with a greater
number of PNLG in gp120 compared to chronic subtype B
variants (P ) 0.02).
Neutralization phenotype comparisons between subtype B
and C reference strains. Results obtained with the subtype C
plasma samples from South Africa, subtype-specific plasma
pools, sCD4, and monoclonal Abs were used to compare the

neutralization phenotypes of subtype B and C reference
strains. Overall, the subtype C reference strains were more
sensitive to neutralization by subtype C plasma samples (P )
0.0005) (Fig. 3). Additional comparisons were made with published data on a panel of 12 subtype B reference strains (45). In
general, the subtype C panel was less sensitive to neutralization
by a subtype B plasma pool (P ) 0.009), but no significant
difference was found between the two panels of reference
strains when compared in terms of their overall sensitivity to
CD4, IgG1b12, 4E10, and the subtype A, C, and D plasma
pools. The most dramatic difference between the two panels of
reference strains was the uniform resistance of subtype C to
neutralization by 2G12 and their infrequent neutralization
by 2F5.
DISCUSSION
We describe here the first extensive characterization of
the neutralization properties of newly transmitted subtype
C HIV-1 variants from heterosexually acquired infections.
The viruses were characterized as molecularly cloned Envpseudotyped viruses by using a wide range of antibody specificities and in the context of genetic features that are known to
influence epitope exposure on the complex gp120 molecule.
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amino acid sequence variability in V3 and high sequence variability immediately downstream of V3 appear to be features
that are shared between newly transmitted and chronic R5
viruses of both subtypes.
The V3 loop is of considerable interest because it plays a
central role in receptor and coreceptor interactions that determine viral tropism and entry, making this region an attractive
target for NAb-based vaccines. Unfortunately, the cryptic nature of V3 (8) makes it extremely difficult for Abs to gain
access to this region. Thus, HIV-1 has evolved to escape V3specific NAbs by masking epitopes through strategic placement
of PNLG (2, 71) and by the conformation of its V2 loop (15).
We observed fewer PNLG on the V3 loop of newly transmitted
subtype C viruses compared to subtype B, making it possible
that enhanced epitope exposure on subtype C viruses could
result in a stronger V3-directed NAb response compared to
subtype B. An exposed V3 loop can in fact be a major target
for NAbs (36, 80). Although we did not examine V3-specific
neutralization here, we found no evidence in a previous study
that newly transmitted subtype C viruses, including some of the
same viruses used here, were unusually sensitive to V3-specific
Abs (11). All of our subtype C viruses retain a highly conserved
PNLG at a key site (position 301, HXB2 numbering) that is
known to mask V3 epitopes on subtype B viruses (2, 71). They
also possessed a V2 loop that on average was the same size as
newly transmitted subtype B reference clones. These structural
features might contribute to the effective masking of V3
epitopes on newly transmitted subtype C viruses.
Another interesting and potentially important neutralization
target on the gp120 molecule is the coreceptor binding domain
that lies in a region within and around the bridging sheet and
might also involve a portion of the V3 loop (20, 63, 64, 72, 77,
78, 87). This region contains some of the most highly conserved
neutralization epitopes on the virus; however, exposure of
these epitopes in most cases requires conformational changes
in gp120 that occur upon CD4 ligation (22, 68, 75). Viruses
that possess a spontaneously exposed coreceptor binding domain have been observed in vivo (22, 92), making it possible
that conditions exist where this property affords a fitness advantage. One example would be to provide a selective advantage for transmission and early virus replication before CD4i
antibodies are made. We tested this hypothesis by using a
series of monoclonal Abs to probe CD4i epitopes on our newly
transmitted subtype C viruses and found very few cases of
positive neutralization regardless of whether subinhibitory
doses of sCD4 were present. This outcome is discordant with a
previous study in which CD4i epitopes were shown to be potent targets for neutralization on a subset of HIV-2 viruses
(22). Based on our results, CD4i epitopes on newly transmitted
subtype C viruses appear to be effectively masked and difficult
to induce and stabilize with sCD4. We acknowledge that, because our viruses were obtained several weeks after infection,
it remains possible that initial transmission involves viruses on
which CD4i epitopes are spontaneously exposed.
We found it interesting that SF162.LS and MN, two strains
of HIV-1 that are highly sensitive to neutralization by HIV-1positive sera, were both sensitive to neutralization by CD4i
monoclonal Abs. T-cell-line-adapted strains, including MN,
are thought to be highly sensitive to HIV-1-positive sera because the V3 loop on these viruses is exposed (36, 80). Our
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Comparisons were made to subtype B, the most extensively
studied HIV-1 subtype.
The R5 biologic phenotype (6) of all 18 subtype C gp160
clones in this report is typical of newly transmitted subtype B
viruses (21, 93, 94) and appears to be common for subtype C
regardless of the stage of infection (16, 59, 85). A general
distinguishing feature was the shorter and less glycosylated
gp120 on these subtype C viruses compared to newly transmitted subtype B viruses. A similar observation was made previously for both subtypes C and A where, unlike subtype B (29),
the gp120 of subtypes C and A might expand and add PNLG
over the course of infection (18, 23, 44). Li et al. recently
reported that early autologous NAb responses in subtype Cinfected individuals might be more potent than the early responses in subtype B-infected individuals (44). These authors
suggested that increased exposure of epitopes on the shorter,
less-glycosylated gp120 of newly transmitted subtype C viruses
could have resulted in enhanced immunogenicity, greater antigenicity, or both. This interpretation is based on evidence
that the variable loops and number and position of PNLG on
gp120 are used by the virus to mask epitopes as a very effective
means to evade NAbs (15, 26, 62, 84, 88). It has been suggested
that the shorter, less-glycosylated gp120 of newly transmitted
subtype C viruses might enhance the accessibility of certain
epitopes to vaccine-elicited NAbs (23). The subtype C gp160
clones described here should be useful in future studies that
address this possibility in greater detail.
It has been reported that the gp120 region of envelopes from
newly transmitted subtype C viruses is shorter and less glycosylated compared to subtype C variants from chronically infected individuals (23) and that these differences are not seen
in subtype B (18, 29). We performed a similar analysis by
comparing the newly derived subtype B and C reference env
sequences to subtype-matched gp120 controls in the LANL
database, which is known to mostly contain sequences from
chronic viruses. Results of this comparison showed a significant
trend toward fewer PNLG in the V4 of newly transmitted
subtype C viruses, but we found no evidence that these viruses
contained shorter gp120 regions than chronic subtype C viruses. We also found a significant trend toward a greater number of PNLG on the gp120 of newly transmitted subtype B
viruses compared to chronic subtype B viruses. We caution
that our comparisons did not have strong statistical support
because of the small sample size. Thus, a larger number of
gp120 sequences from acutely and chronically infected individuals will be needed to resolve whether or not newly transmitted
viruses have unique genetic features.
A general feature of the newly transmitted subtype C viruses
was their relatively conserved V3 loop that was followed immediately downstream by a region of approximately 34 amino
acids that was highly variable. A similar observation has been
made for subtype C viruses from chronically infected individuals (24, 59) and for the mostly chronic subtype C viruses in the
Los Alamos sequence database (32). Moreover, Milich et al.
reported that the V3 loop of R5 but not X4 subtype B viruses
also exhibits low sequence variability (51). In this regard, the
V3 loop of our subtype C viruses was no more variable than the
V3 loop of newly transmitted R5 subtype B reference clones
(45). Notably, the region immediately downstream of V3 in the
subtype B reference clones was highly variable (45). Thus, low
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results suggest that exposure of CD4i epitopes is another reason why certain strains of HIV-1 are highly sensitive to HIV1-positive sera. Indeed, serum samples from most HIV-1-infected individuals have been shown to contain high titers of
CD4i antibodies (22).
A major goal of this study was to create a well-characterized
panel of subtype C gp160 reference clones to facilitate standardized assessments of vaccine-elicited NAb responses. A
similar panel of gp160 reference clones for subtype B was
described recently (47). We considered it important that the
envelope glycoproteins of reference strains exhibit general antigenic features that will not overestimate the potential value
of Abs against cryptic epitopes, such as those in the V3 loop
and coreceptor binding domain, that tend to be poor targets on
primary isolates (45). The fact that our subtype C Envpseudotyped viruses were a great deal less sensitive to neutralization by HIV-1-positive plasma samples than MN and
SF162.LS suggests they possess appropriate antigenic properties. These antigenic properties were characterized in greater
detail by using a set of broadly neutralizing monoclonal Abs
whose epitopes are of major interest for vaccine development.
As expected, the 2G12 epitope was completely absent and the
2F5 epitope was rarely detected on these subtype C Envpseudotyped viruses. Similar results have been reported previously for newly transmitted subtype C viruses (11) and for subtype
C viruses from chronically infected individuals (7) and pediatric
infections (33). Also in agreement with these previous reports, all
of our subtype C Env-pseudotyped viruses contained the 4E10
epitope and many contained the IgG1b12 epitope.
The overall neutralization phenotype and inferred structural
properties of these HIV-1 subtype C Env clones appear to be
suitably representative of subtype C to support their use as
reference reagents. For uniformity, we have designated a subset of 12 of these gp160 clones to recommend as standards for
assessing the NAb responses generated by the current pipeline
of candidate vaccines. This panel complements an existing
panel of subtype B gp160 reference clones (45) and a multisubtype panel of viruses from chronically infected individuals
(9), all of which may need to be modified in the future as new
information emerges on how to improve their correlative value
(47). Additional panels of newly transmitted gp160 reference
clones are needed for other major subtypes of HIV-1, including A, D, CRF01_AE, and CRF02_AG. The subtype preferences of HIV-1-positive plasma samples seen here, combined
with genetic differences between subtypes that might affect
neutralization, support the need for separate panels. We also
encourage the development of multiple panels of gp160 clones
within each major subtype to more completely represent intrasubtype diversity at the geographic level (11). Considering the
prevalence and global distribution of subtype C, it will be
especially important to develop additional panels of reference
gp160 clones from other parts of the world where this subtype
dominates the epidemic, including China, India, and other
African countries. These additional panels should facilitate
vaccine discovery by enhancing the standardized assessment of
vaccine-elicited NAb responses on a global scale.
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